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THIS month we bring you the story you've been waiting for! When we ran Richard S. Shaver's "Gods Of Venus", we received a flood of mail asking for the sequel... no one seemed to doubt that one had actually been written. They were quite correct, and this month we are proud to give you the novel-length sequel, "Titan's Daughter", which we think you'll find even better than the first story of the series. Actually, it is the fourth story in which the hero, Big Jim Steel, and his lovely Celenia, are featured. We recommend "Titan's Daughter" to you for one of the fastest action, most intriguingly plotted, and best written novel from the pen of this world-famous writer.

Although it is fiction, we think you'll find it up to the high standard of entertainment that was reached by Mr. Shaver even in his classic "cave" stories.

ONCE more we introduce a new author. His name is John C. Ross. We say a "new" author, although we've used a series of articles on space travel under his by-line in the past, because this is his first attempt at fiction for us. "The Squirrel People" is a story of little people in the Burma jungle, and believe it or not, it is based on fact. There are many stories of these mysterious little people being seen in that locality, and there may be some basis for it. Actually, the skeletons of little people twelve inches tall have been unearthed by anthropologists, so the story may well be true, although the relics recovered were fossils. We think you'll like the story and ask for more by Mr. Ross.

THE third treat on this month's contents page is a rather controversial manuscript. We certainly do not want to call it a true story, for it is not... that is, to the best of our knowledge. If, when you read it, you find a certain air of conviction about it, perhaps that is only the skill of the author in telling a story being demonstrated. We prefer to think that it is. Yet, there have been many stories concerning Hitler, and the supposition that he is still alive and well somewhere, waiting to come forth and attempt his world conquest anew. Whatever the facts, we are proud to present "New Face—Same Heel" by Samuel F. Roeca. This is Mr. Roeca's first story for us, also, and it certainly is an auspicious beginning. We think you'll be fascinated by it, and if you find yourself believing it, don't say we didn't warn you.

IN passing, we want to apologize for the irregularities you've discovered in this and past issues, including some percentage of typographical errors. This has been, and is, due to the continuing typesetters' strike which has held up magazines and newspapers in the Chicago area since December 1947. The absence of several of our regular features, such as Discussions, has been due to the difficulty in getting that particular type set. Time available between receipt of advertising layout, and press date does not allow extensive typesetting for those features whose space depends on advertising layout. We hope that our readers will bear with us until we can give them the perfectly assembled magazine to which they are accustomed.

HOW often have you heard your grandfather or grandmother ask, "Is it going to rain—my joints ache and my rheumatism is acting up?" Or how often have you heard some acquaintance remark, "I'm feeling logy and lazy—must be spring fever?" And if you were of a scientific turn of mind, you probably said, "Baloney—that's a lot of superstition!"

But a number of prominent doctors who have been studying the relationship between weather and the health of human beings—a new subject, "meteor-biology"—seem to be going back to these old beliefs. They have learned that there is a definite correlation between the weather and one's
feelings. And there is an exact scientific reason for it all. It seems that the capillaries which carry the blood throughout the body to the tissues swell or contract dependant upon the weather and this affects our feelings. Actually what happens when the capillaries change volume like this, is that the blood is effectively thinned or thickened—and remember how grandmother used to believe in a spring tonic to “thicken the blood?” Evidently she wasn’t far wrong.

The blood does actually change its consistency with the weather. This is an observed physiological fact.

All of which helps to show another fact that has bothered students of sociology for a long time. Those countries where the greatest industrial development have taken place, like the United States, Germany, Russia, and England, are located in the colder, more temperate zones. The activity and energy of their people is actually greater simply because the weather and its frequent changes from hot to cold and back again and its continual daily variation is stimulating and productive of activity. Everyone knows that they prefer to study and work in cold weather more than in hot and the results of their effort is readily shown.

Similarly the lag in industrial development in countries like Italy and Spain is not only due to the lack of natural resources. More than that, the climate of such countries including our own South, with hot, moist climates is much less than those with cold. This doesn’t mean that the people are any different. Far from it. It means simply that they are living in an environment less suitable to great activity. The siestas, the slower-moving pace of living, is conducive to relaxation rather than rushing.

While such areas are less developed industrially, they also in many respects are healthier—at least in terms of those great killers like tuberculosis and heart trouble. The northern, temperate areas are much more powerful supporters of the very diseases that are native to them like the two last named.

Contrary to popular belief, sexual maturity is attained in temperate climates at an earlier age than warm ones. Probably the reputation of Latins as lovers is merely due to the greater amount of leisure time that they have. And to as a rule, the restriction of their other activities helps in this respect.

The weather then is much more influential in our daily living than we had hitherto suspected. Feelings of depression and moods of sadness or elation are greatly dependant on the weather. As yet, no great amount of statistical work has been done on the subject so it is impossible to give an exact relationship between these things. We merely now they exist.

Sometimes cool weather for example with gray depressive days may be a stimulant to do greater work. For a person not working, it may drive him to suicide or illness. Therefore it is apparent that no simple predictions can be made as to the effects weather will have on a given personality—at least, not yet. But the wonderful thing about it all, is that the condition is recognized as existing which previously it had not been.

Along with this announcement, has come another perhaps of equal importance. The malaria virus has been isolated! Scientists have been trying to locate this devil for the longest time. The war has shown what a dreadful disease it is as well as a killer.

The main difficulty has been up to now, the location of the parasite in the human body. Where does the creature take refuge? We know that the mosquito is the agent who carries the little beastie, but where does it find its place in the human body?

The scientist who isolated it, did so very logically. He repeatedly inoculated monkeys with the greatest concentrations of the germ that he could get, by exposing them to the bites of innumerable infected mosquitoes. Then he proceeded to take the monkeys apart, bone by bone, organ by organ. Finally after an exhausting and detailed search he hit upon the organ where the virus established itself—the liver!

With this knowledge, it is only going to be a matter of time until some really effective way—besides quinine and the artificial substitutes—to eliminate it, are discovered.

The whole problem is a nice illustration of the effectiveness of concentrated research by one scientist. Ever since the building of the Panama Canal when the disease of malaria became so well known, laboratories have been working to isolate the monster. This has been for more than forty years. And without success. Now, at long last, a lone researcher has hit on it!

This is an example of rare shape these days. Everyone is accustomed to vast laboratories and huge expenditures for the beating of any medical killer—for example, can...er. And that is the way scientific discovery is usually made. But occasionally, as in this case, the single worker is able to make an earth-shaking discovery.—Rap.
The little man raised his blowgun and a poison dart hit my throat.
The Squirrel People
by John C. Ross

DEEP in Burma a plane had crashed; then, weirdly, it seemed to melt away.

As the improvised siren hooted out its warning, the bulldozers clattered off the muddy runway of the new Sadiya airport. Sgt. Mark Jefferson let the engine of cat idle throatily, lit a cigarette, and thanked God the Monsoons were over for this season. He watched the Curtiss Commando circle the field and settle cautiously on the
clay surface. It taxied toward the low administration building more than a mile away.

"Wonder if they found it?" Mark yelled at Corp. Jason "Gink" Berryman, who operated the controls of the heavy blade grade the crawler tractor was hauling. Chewing an enormous cud of gum uninterruptedly, the Gink shrugged his thick shoulders and eyed the blue rim of the northern mountains distastefully.

"I dunno, Doc," he grunted. "They never found any of the others. Why should they find this one?"

Sergeant Jefferson threw in the clutch and dragged the grader back onto the runway surface. No time for talk if they were to get the air-drome in shape for traffic the army was planning. Here, in the northeast corner of India at Sadiya, end of rail from Chittagong, the American Army Air Forces was enlarging existing airfields into a huge base for transporting ATC freight over the Himalayas to Chungking. The base would also be used to supply the advance parties laying out the Ledo Road to hook up with the Burma Road which the Japs had cut off in upper Burma. They were only 600 miles from the Chinese provisional capital—2½ hours by plane but an impossible distance overland.

Occasionally Sergeant Jefferson glanced back at his companion and grinned. He couldn't hear the Gink's grousing over the roar of the Diesels but he knew the theme by heart anyway.

"I joined the Air Forces to fly, and here I am running a blanket-y-blank grader," the Gink would be saying. "And all because I used to spell my dad on a county grader in Wisconsin. Hell, I haven't even been in a plane."

The Gink snapped the blade down viciously until it was biting considerably more of the red mud of Sadiya than the 90-horse cat up ahead could handle. Sergeant Jefferson turned around to protest, when a jeep churned up and an orderly yelled, "Doc, the C. O. wants you. But fast."

"Got any idea what he wants?" Called out Gink.

"No, but somepin's up. The whole C-46 crew is being quizzed and nobody's had a chance to say a word. Anyway, it doesn't look like they found anybody on the Skymaster—leastways, not alive."

Doc Jefferson cut his engine and climbed into the jeep, leaving the Gink staring morosely after them. At headquarters the cluster of men hanging around the veranda was about three times as big as usual. The sergeant entered the door and saluted Colonel Matthews. The colonel acknowledged the salute absentmindedly, then abruptly came out from behind his desk and shook Jefferson's hand.

"Sit down, sergeant," he said cordially, but in a tired voice. Doc took the seat offered him, turned to the colonel expectantly.

"Jefferson, let's get to the point immediately. I've been looking over your record. I think you can do us a lot of good. In fact, you're the one Army man in India who has the qualifications we need."

He read the papers before him. "Jefferson, Mark L., Age 25. Enlisted Chicago, Ill., March 17, 1942. Knocked out of basic training because of eye injury due to crackup. Chose to stay in AAF and joined Air Transport Command ground
crew. Refused commission because of 'personal preference.'

"What does 'personal preference' mean, Jefferson?"

The sergeant shifted in his chair. "I thought I had more to learn for myself by staying a non-com, Colonel," he said. "Most of my life I've associated with people who were, well, I don't like the word but let's call them intellectuals. I wanted to be with average people."

"Hmmm. Your record shows that you have made an excellent soldier. Obedient, Intelligent. Your men like you. They call you 'Doc.' I suppose that's because you have a degree of doctor of philosophy in anthropology. Lived on an Indian reservation two years, then took associate professorship in anthropology at Blackwell University. That brings us to the rather delicate matter I want to talk with you about, sergeant.

"You're an anthropologist. Right now I think I have a mighty important job for an anthropologist. But first I want you to hear a very puzzling story. Very puzzling."

He buzzed for the orderly.

"Bring Captain Lang and his crew in."

The airman, his co-pilot and navigator filed in.

"At ease, men," the colonel said.

"Please sit down. Captain Lang, this is Sergeant Jefferson. Sergeant Jefferson is a bulldozer and tractor expert, but he is also, oddly enough, an anthropologist. He knows all about different kinds of people all over the world. I want you to tell Sergeant Jefferson exactly what you told me about what you observed this afternoon."

Captain Lang said: "We took off at 1100 hours, heading northeasterly somewhat south of the regular route we take over the Hump. We crossed the Chindwin River and both the Salween and Mekong gorges, then took a new radio bearing and circled back still farther south. The country was quite mountainous, with deep gorges and high peaks and here and there small plateaus of intermediate height—say 7,000 feet. Some of them had patches of pine and there were mountain meadows where a plane could land in an emergency.

We saw the missing C-54 on one of these meadows. Even checked the identification number. The wings appeared to be undamaged structurally but the tail was gone. There were no signs of life. We circled for perhaps half an hour, hunting for some signs, dropped some medical chutes and then..."

"Yes, yes, go on," the colonel encouraged him. "You can tell Sergeant Jefferson everything."

"Well, we hadn't noticed it at first, but it seemed that one of the wings was quite badly damaged. I don't see how we could have missed it at first but actually almost a third of the right wing was missing—or rather the skin covering was gone. The framework still seemed to be there. We stayed a few minutes more and finally Lieutenant Rowe here said: 'Does anything strike you as being funny? It seems to me that the plane is almost melting away."

"And then I noticed that the tip of the other wing also was gone. Then I looked for the chutes that we had dropped with medical supplies, a radio and food, and they simply were not there, though they had been in plain sight on the meadow when we dropped them. All this
time we had circled in sight of the meadow and I am sure we could have seen anything as large as a human being most of this time.

"The crewmen can vouch for what I say, sergeant. Finally I came down as low to the wreck as I could—it was difficult to get too low because of the high surrounding hills. Maybe I was about 400 feet up but I still couldn’t see a thing except... well, it seemed to me there were quite a few small animals playing about the meadow and they scamp- ered away when I gunned the motor. I don’t know what they were. Small monkeys, maybe, or squirrels. I don’t think they would be dismantling a plane."

The captain ceased his narrative and shook his head. "I’d like to go back, colonel, in a small plane and see just what was going on there. There hasn’t been any distress call from the plane has there?"

The colonel shook his head. "No captain. And I don’t think it would be well to risk trying a landing there. Not now, anyway. It’s too close to Jap-held territory, and the crew probably knew it and got out of the vicinity just as fast as they could.

"That will be all, captain. And by the way, will you please instruct your men to say nothing about the plane ‘dissolving away,’ as you put it? Thank you."

Sergeant Jefferson stared after the men as they filed out, then turned inquiringly to Colonel Matthews.

"Sergeant," the Colonel said, "Do you know anything about a race of pygmy men that is reputed to live in those mountains?"

"Why no, sir. Of course quite a bit is known about the Forest Negritos who live throughout south- eastern Asia and on some of the islands like the Andamans and Philippines. But I don’t believe they live as far north as the Kachin Hills—in fact I’m almost sure that they don’t. They are little black men, you know, only four feet high or even less. Very shy. Perhaps closely related to the African pygmies. There aren’t many of them left. But I don’t see..."

"‘No, I don’t mean the Negritos,’" Colonel Matthews interrupted, "‘I mean people far smaller than the Negritos. Even the Negritos, I understand belong to homo sapiens. They aren’t so far from us high and mighty Caucasians that we can’t interbreed. I mean people of an entirely different kind—people so small they might be only a foot or so high. Think hard, sergeant, have you ever heard anywhere about people that small?’"

Sergeant Jefferson spoke slowly. "I rather hesitate to speak of it, sir. Physical anthropology isn’t exactly my line—I’m more of an ethnologist and language man, you know. But I do recall that bones have been found—fossils, I’m sure—of a small ape-like creature not much larger than a fox squirrel. These little apes had large brain cases and walked erect. They must have been surprisingly human—used fire, for example. Just one of the thousands of evolutionary offshoots in the development of modern man, of course. Extinct for tens of thousands of years, certainly..."

"Maybe not so certainly," the colonel interrupted. "Sergeant, many strange things have been going on. This DC—4 today is the first one we’ve found out of the normal number we have lost. And
I'm willing to wager that when we go back tomorrow it won't be there."

"Now just a moment," he said as the sergeant was about to speak. Let's just let our imaginations run a bit. Suppose they do exist. These little people would so terrorize the Chin tribesmen they wouldn't dare to speak of them. They could sneak in anywhere, hide in a tree, shoot poisoned darts out of blowpipes—I'm letting my imagination run now. Even the headhunters would be scared to death of them.

"Supposing a tribesman killed one—his tribe would kill him. Or else he'd flee for his life because he had signed the death warrant for the whole village if the little devils should ever find out about it.

"Now, I have more than my imagination to go on. Do you remember the wild-eyed headhunter who hung around here for so long and killed himself? Well, he had done just that. Snared one of the little beasts. Then lit out. At least, that's what I think he did. I have my reasons."

Sergeant Jefferson was frowning. "If you will pardon me, sir," he said, "I'm skeptical. Scientific training, no doubt. The folklore of every people contains myths about tiny humans. Elves, fairies and such."

Then the sergeant's eyes lit up. "But if there were such a race, what a discovery it would be. Why..."

"And you'd like to make that discovery, sergeant? Well, you're going to have the opportunity. Look here, sergeant."

The colonel reached into his pocket and pulled out a curiously worked leather case inscribed with the typical round Burmese characters. He opened the case and rolled a small ball out onto his desk.

"Look here, sergeant."

It was a dried shrunken head, with short-cropped golden hair and a beardless face. Perhaps a young man in his early 20's. But it was a queer-looking human face. The ears were pointed like a foxes' and the head was longer and narrower than a human head. It was hardly bigger than a baby's fist.

Sergeant Jefferson stared in amazement, then picked up the tiny cured head and examined it closely. He looked up at the colonel. "I, I've never seen anything like it," he said. "This is not a human head—at least not like any race known. Too small—and the shape. Too dolichocephalic—I mean, much too narrow and long. And yet—it looks human. Lord, I'd like to dissect it. I'd like to see the creature it came from."

"Sergeant, you're going to have that chance if you really want it. We could dispatch a whole expedition but somehow I don't think it would be wise. I'd like to have you pick out one man and make a reconnaissance of your own. We'll drop you by chute and arrange for a plane to pick you up. We've got to know what's happening down there." The colonel's voice was grave.

"Think carefully. The jungle is tough, but I have a hunch these little people are even tougher. You might never get out of it. But sergeant, we've got to have this information. Might mean the success of our whole job here.

Mark did not hesitate. "I should like permission to take Corporal Berryman with me sir. I've known him a long time. He's dependable. Uh, and as for the danger, any an-
thropicalist would sacrifice anything for this chance. When do we leave, Colonel?"

"Tomorrow morning, Sergeant. Thank you, Sergeant."

On the flight over the Assam ranges in Captain Lang’s Commando Mark patiently explained to the Gink what their mission was and what he was to do and not to do.

"We must avoid killing any of them at all costs," he warned.

The Gink sighed sadly, flexing his heavy muscles and chewing his lip ruminatively. "Wouldn’t be much fun killing one of those little things anyway," he said. "Maybe we could bring one back for a pet. Or sell it to a circus. Ought to be worth a lot of dough. Even stuffed. But you’re the boss, Mark. I’m just gun bearer on this safari."

The plane droned on over the mountain peaks, above subtropical valleys and wooded hills. Finally Captain Lang pointed. Ahead they could see a natural bowl in the mountains. Apparently it had once been a lake bed. They circled lower. Captain Lang shook his head and shouted at them.

"This seems to be it, but there’s no trace of the plane anywhere."

The Commando circled still lower, with Captain Lang muttering to himself. He conferred with his co-pilot and the navigator.

"Yes this is it, all right. No mistake. Remember, we will expect a signal from you at 8 a.m. every morning for 10 days—right here."

900 feet over the green carpet Mark and the Gink jumped. Their oversized 28-foot chutes caught them up short. It was not far to the thick waist-high grass below but they had time to reconnoiter their situation carefully. The meadow was oval-shaped, perhaps a third of a mile long and an eighth of a mile wide. Not too small for a plane to take off. They landed only a hundred yards apart, in the soft grass near the edge of the clearing where Himalaya blue pines were growing. Their pack chutes fell nearby.

The Commando continued to circle overhead while they disengaged their chutes and picked themselves off the turf. There was no sound except for the mountain stream which drained the meadow, flowing near the hill’s edge where they were, and for the chittering of little striped squirrels called tamios which are ever present in these hills.

The Gink pointed his carbine at them playfully. "There’s you squirrel people," he yelled, grinning. "Whammmbo," he pretended to shoot one. "Now all we have to do is stuff him and start a sideshow."

Retrieving their packs while the Commando continued to circle, Mark and the Gink walked across the meadow where Captain Lang had reported the downed Sky-master. From a distance not even the grass appeared disturbed. They were almost up to the designated spot when Mark stumbled and nearly tripped.

Suddenly the whole plot of grass up ahead appeared to weave and shake. Both men stopped suddenly, their guns in readiness. Then the Gink ran forward.

"Why, it’s just a blind," he shouted. "This grass is all phoney."

Stooping down, Mark saw that a broad patch of grass in the center of the field had been cunningly woven together with cut hay to obliterate a large beaten-down area.
Carefully examining the turf he saw unmistakable marks that a plane had been there. Indentations in the ground showed where it had clearly made a belly landing. But where was the plane now?

Unpacking his walkie-talkie, Mark reported these facts to the plane overhead.

"O. K. sergeant, it's your problem from now on," Captain Lang told him. "See you tomorrow at 0800."

It was with mounting uneasiness that Mark watched the silver plane disappear over the hills. He and the Gink walked slowly back toward the tiny stream and the blue row of pines.

Seated on a rock ledge jutting out from the opposite bank, the Gink asked: "You notice anything unusual, Mark?"

Mark raised his head. "No, I don't think I do."

"The squirrels are gone," the Gink said.

Not a born woodsman like the Gink, it had not occurred to Mark that the forest had become completely quiet. Even the brook seemed to run with a muted sound. Tamiops was nowhere around. Not even a bird could be heard.

He stood up with the feeling that unfriendly eyes were upon him. He turned at the Gink's sudden "hiss!"

Suddenly, standing on the rock ledge only 40 feet away, they saw a tiny man walking toward them. He had blond hair and deep honey-colored skin. A breech-clout swung carelessly from his hips. Strapped to his back was a miniature blow gun. His tiny hand was outstretched in friendship.

"Greet-ings, friend," he said in a high clear voice. "There is noth-ing to fear." He spoke the words with no expression as if he did not comprehend their meaning but had been taught to say them by rote.

His feet moved so fast he seemed almost to flow along the rock. And as he scrambled onto a ledge almost at the height of the two soldiers, they both saw that he assisted his climb with a beautiful silky tail, which twitched nervously as he confronted them. He did not smile.

With some embarrassment because of the little creature's composure, Mark shook his hand. He could not resist thinking automatically; as if he were examining a zoological specimen, that this animal was clearly human. His thumb and forefinger were opposed. He walked upright. His eyes were set for stereoscopic vision. His chin was not apelike. No supraorbital ridges. But he was not homo sapiens!

Mark felt a more primitive emotion than he ever had before. The hair at the back of his neck stood on end. He restrained himself with difficulty from actually growling and pouncing upon the little man. And yet his clear scientific mind was recording and examining his own emotions all the while. "Unquestionably an inherited tribal fear," he registered.

The Gink, too, shook the creature's tiny, long-fingered hand. Then, with a fluid gesture, their visitor launched himself off the ledge a full five feet to the ground—equivalent to more than three times his own height which Mark estimated at not more than 20 inches.

While Mark caught his breath, the man landed lightly on all fours, the shock of his fall broken in large part by his flowing tail. It was a
jump that would have been the
equivalent of 20 feet for a full-
grown man! Standing upright im-
mEDIATELY, he beckoned for them to
follow him and ran lightly ahead.

He seemed unprepared for fur-
ther conversation and Mark had the
uneasy feeling that the few words
he had used in greeting had been
memorized and recited by rote.
Mark was not too happy to follow
the strange creature but the Gink
shouldered his pack phlegmatically
and muttered in a low voice,
"Watch out for a trap, Lad."

There was a well-beaten path be-
neath the pines and brilliantly col-
ored wild cherries and rhododendron
flowered in profusion in the open
patches, while, in the mid-day sun,
the sky shown blue and singularly
innocent. But there was no bright
chittering of squirrels or birds as
they made their way through the
vaulted forest.

They climbed at a slight angle.
A few roots and boulders impeded
their path and led Mark to suggest:
"However intelligent these babies
are, they don't seem to have any
wheeled vehicles." He wrote down
in his notebook as they walked
along; "No wheeled vehicles" . . .
and jotted notes describing their
guide.

Soon they came upon a small mea-
dow. Apparently it, too, had once
been a lake bed but long since it had
been filled in almost to the level of
the surrounding ridges. It was not
as flat as the small meadow below,
where they had landed. Their guide
ahead whistled piercingly and
beckoned them on. Again Mark felt
he was watched by unseen eyes. He
noticed that the rolling meadow was
laced with winding narrow trails.

Instead of it being a deserted
meadow, there were hundreds of
tiny wooden houses, each with a
sloping roof on which rank meadow
grass grew. They were in the midst
of a city and felt like Gulliver must
have felt when he first tried to walk
down the streets of Lilliput. But
there was a difference.

EVERYTHING in this city seemed
designed for camouflage. The
trees and bushes, even the grass
was cunningly arranged for conceal-
ment. The houses were hidden be-
neath the grass which grew upon
their roofs and hung down over the
doorways and ventilating slits. Not
a sound was heard, although several
slender plumes of smoke indicated
fires were burning about the city.

Swiftly they walked down one of
the main hard-packed streets, pass-
ing now and then large oval clear-
ings where round communal ovens
gave forth the odors of strange
bread baking, strange meat cooking.
And as they walked they heard the
patterings of thousands of tiny feet
following them, converging about
them. They realized that they were
being followed down the various
side streets by little creatures who
could not be seen through the thick
down-bending grass.

And then, partially shielded by
several large squat trees they were
in the city square—only it was not
square but irregularly shaped with
camouflaging colors splashed in be-
wildering patterns so that they
could not detect its true outline even
though they were in the midst of it.
Their guide held up his hand and
they halted, looking curiously about
them.

"What camouflage," the Gink
said admiringly. "They could sure
teach our Army something."
"But why did they bring us here if they want to hide everything like this?" asked Mark.

The Gink shrugged. "Maybe they thought it would be easier than carrying us," he said. Both of them clasped their carbines tighter holding them in readiness.

There was a sharp clap of hands and suddenly a young and beautiful woman came walking down one of the camouflaged paths toward them. As tall as their guide—perhaps a bit taller—she was dressed much as he was, and naked to the waist, but wore an apron of gauzelleike material which ended above her knees. Slender and beautifully formed, she walked proudly, with an air of authority, undulating gracefully. Her hair was golden but it was long and flowed, while her golden tail, like a fairy train, plumed behind her. Her sole ornamentation was a medallion hung from her neck by a short cord. It was plain smooth gold, oval in shape—perhaps an emblem of fertility.

Like their guide she advanced with hand outstretched, uttering the same words, but with a different intonation.

"Greetings, friends," she said in a flute-like voice. She evidently understood the meaning of the words and seemed to put a tinge of mockery into them. "Do not be afraid."

She walked toward them, hand outstretched daintily. Mark found her watching him closely. She merely nodded to the Gink and as Mark bent over to take her hand she leaped lightly up his arm and stood on his shoulder, clutching his cap for balance.

"How nice of you to come to visit the city of the Microns," she fluted.

She clapped her hands, and immediately the square filled with hundreds of tiny women.

Like their queen, all were naked to the waist and many carried nursing children—always two. No nursing mother seemed to have only one child. Not all had long hair, however. Some had cropped hair and wore loin cloths. A few men, dressed like the short-haired women, took up positions at key points in the crowd. They carried blow guns.

They crowded close together, surrounding the two American soldiers in a ring that ended perhaps 20 feet away, staring intently at them. And then, almost in unison, they burst into peal after peal of wild, almost maniacal laughter. The queen, riding on Mark's shoulder raised her hand and the mocking laughter halted instantly.

"You will forgive my unsophisticated subjects, I am sure," the queen said. "They are unaccustomed to polite manners." She spoke easily but Mark could detect no note of sincerity in her voice.

"Surely," he managed to blurt out, "You can understand why this seems a bit strange to us."

"Of course," declared the queen. "We have hidden ourselves in these mountains because we are not yet ready to take our place in the world. Sometime, of course, your people will know a great deal about us. We already know a great deal about you.

"But your speech is somewhat strange," she said in a decided British accent with just a faint foreign intonation. "You must be Americans. I'm afraid I shall never get to see your marvelous country myself, but the books make it seem magnificent. And one can't do
The Queen leaped upon his outstretched forearm...
everything, you know.”

She seemed to say this last almost wistfully. Then she stopped, gave an order in her fluty voice, and the surrounding Microns melted away, though not without curious backward glances from a few.

“You do not mind my putting you on display?” the queen asked teasingly. “After all, we do not often get two handsome Americans dropping out of the sky like this, though of course... But here I am boring you with stupid conversation... Hango will show you to your quarters and we can talk again under more pleasant surroundings later...

“Won’t you put me down?” she asked Mark, and as he bent over for her to jump off his shoulder she hung onto his ear, whispering in a playful voice, “No, set me down, please.” Her soft tail curled about the back of his neck.

DURING this entire proceeding, Mark and the Gink had stood with mouths agape, unable to utter a single word. At the Queen’s request, Mark, red-faced at the thought of lifting this delicious naked creature, stuttered, “Well, uh...” but raised his hand to assist her.

He was too late. With a peal of laughter she vaulted into the air, caught one of his fingers, and swung to the ground.

Standing there, poised in her delicate symmetry, she looked up at the big American’s discomfiture shaking with laughter. “Such modesty,” she said. “Clearly you did not have a woman of your own.”

She spoke sharply to the guide, then turned to Mark. “Oh, just a minor point. We are a peace-loving people. If you would leave your guns here, please. You see, we have had unfortunate experiences...”

“No, I’m sorry, we will keep our guns,” Mark exclaimed.

In an instant she turned from a smiling, friendly fairy-like creature to an imperious, stern, ruler. “We shall have to have your guns. Give them up at once.” Her honey-colored skin flushed deeply. “No nonsense please. We can take them easily, you know.”

Sensing her changed tone a score of guards with blow-guns approached from all sides.

“Your guns, gentlemen.”

“What do you think, Gink?” asked Mark.

“I say, t’Hell with ’em and let’s scram,” said Gink. Suddenly seizing his carbine by the barrel, he swung it vigorously at the encroaching circle of guards.

“No, Gink, No,” yelled Mark, “They outnumber us too much,” and he stepped forward to disarm his friend.

But it was too late. Thinking the pair was making a break for it the guards raised their blow guns.

Mark hardly felt the tiny dart enter the base of his neck. His mind blacked out almost immediately and as he fell he could dimly hear the Queen shrilling orders.

Mark awoke out of a roaring blackness. His joints ached, his eyes could not focus, his ears buzzed, his tongue felt thick, his head spun and whirled. Someone was holding an earthen bowl to his lips. He sipped the cool water almost automatically.

“There, there, old boy, you’ll be all right,” a reassuring voice said in clipped British accents. Slowly through the black pain of his body and head Mark was able to focus on the kindly sad eyes of a big beard-
ed man who knelt solicitously beside him.

"The pain will wear off in a short while. Just take it easy now."

Mark lay back and closed his eyes. He was already beginning to feel better. In a few minutes he opened his eyes again. Through the dim light he discerned a large domeshaped hut. The man who had given him water was squatting on the bare floor nearby. Along the walls he could make out a score or more of full-size men—not Microns—similarly squatting. The water man rose, walked over to him and squatted beside him. The Gink was nowhere about.

"Do you feel better now?" the British voice asked.

Mark sat up slowly. He almost blacked out but the nausea passed immediately and he felt better.

"The drug wears off very rapidly," the water man said. "An amazing thing, really." He shook his head slowly and continued to look at Mark out of his sad eyes.

THE figures along the wall, meanwhile, remained motionless. As Mark's eyes slowly accustomed themselves to the gloom of the big low hut, he saw that the men were devoid of animation. If he had not seen the slow signs of breathing and detected the slight automatic balancing motions of all men in such positions he would have thought them statues. As he looked more closely he could see their faces. Again no animation. They looked like living dead men. With a gasp, he turned toward his friend.

The water man spoke. "Poor devils. They're drugged. They don't even know where they are."

"But who are they?" asked Mark in bewilderment.

The water man spoke sadly. "Some of them were your friends, perhaps. But now they are automatons. Slaves of the Microns. Held in complete subjection by drugs, you know. A terrible thing," he said shaking his head. "And yet I never can get over how amazing it all is."

"And who are you?" demanded Mark.

The water man sighed softly. "Sometimes I almost forget. But I am... no, I should say I was... William Alfred Trivulet of His Majesty's Royal Botanical Service. But that was long ago, or was it? I do not know. I wonder if it isn't all a dream."

His voice trailed off and he looked into nothingness. His mind was plainly grogging. Mark said nothing. Slowly William Alfred Trivulet picked up the thread of his narrative.

"It was 1927, I believe. What year is it now? We were making a botanical exploration through Northern Burma planning to penetrate into Tibet. We stumbled upon this hidden valley—with what awful results you can now perceive. Since then I have had only a few brief periods of lucidity, when the queen took a fancy to some new captive to toy with a while and designated me to supply a form of companionship and provide instruction of a sort.

He ended abruptly. "I feel sorry for you, young man. The others..." His voice trailed off again but he aroused himself.

"What year did you say this is?"

"1944," Mark said.

"1944," Trivulet said wonderingly. "1944. Imp... but no, I've seen enough here to know nothing is impossible. 1944. Dear God. 1944. My
family. 1944." He buried his bearded face in workworn hands.

Mark sat in wonderment as he watched the powerful back shake silently. He could not bring himself to ask the countless questions crowding his mind. While he sat there a crude door swung open and several Microns came in. They carried slender sharp-pointed pikes but no other weapons.

In crystal-clear English their leader ordered the motionless men around the wall to their feet. Slowly they rose. Stiffly, with measured paces and automatic motions they formed into lines and marched out of the hut. All but one, who continued to sit beside the wall. Suddenly he raised his head. Mark thought he caught a sudden glimpse of an intelligent expression in the man’s face. He looked bewilderedly about him, then scrambled to his feet. But there was a shrill whistle from one of the guards and a Micron with lightning swiftness thrust a pike into his leg. The man wavered for a moment, then crumpled to his knees, slowly fell on his face. The Micron paid no further attention, left him where he fell.

Two others approached Mark and Trivulet but a warning from the leader in their quick, chattering native tongue halted them. They turned and grimaced, then went out, laughing their wild laughter.

TRIVULET, who had grown white, now relaxed. He rose and went over to the fallen man, turning him on his face.

"At least the poor devil won’t smother," he said. "There’s nothing else we can do. He’ll just have to sleep it off."

"Do you mean that the pike had a drug on the end of it?" Mark asked.

"Exactly."

"But what are they going to do with them?" Mark asked.

"Why, work them, of course. They will work endlessly with minimum care and food and maximum output. The perfect slaves," Trivulet said.

"Slaves?" Mark asked wonderingly.

Trivulet interrupted. "Slaves, of course. What could be better as a plan of world conquest than extracting all the knowledge of the world from intelligent slaves, under a drug that hypnotizes them to do perfect work, record their knowledge, learn their skills, then make them do all the work—as long as you need them? That is the plan of the Microns."

"Enslave the world?" Mark asked incredulously. "You mean those few thousand little monkeys? How could they conquer the world?"

"My dear fellow," said Trivulet, with the first sign of irritation he had shown. "You are intelligent. I asked you questions when you were under. I know your name and a great deal about you because you answered every question I put to you. I could have ordered you to do anything and you would have done it. Don’t be so skeptical."

He drew closer to Mark and spoke slowly and seriously.

"Imagine a termite colony, or a bee hive. Everything is subordinate to the hive itself. The workers, the drones, the soldiers, have but a single aim—the welfare of the hive—or the race.

"Now imagine a race of intelligent beings, equally self-sacrificing,
just as perfectly organized, devoted solely to the welfare of their race—a higher entity than the individual, certainly, from their point of view. They differ from the beehive in this one important respect—they are individually intelligent, capable of making plans. They do not operate from that unthinking instinct which so handicaps the bees, but from discipline and reason. There you have the Microns. An intelligent hive of men—not *homo sapiens*, of course, but thinking, extremely intelligent men. More intelligent, individually and as a group, possibly than our own race. They have just developed along a different road."

"Even if what you say is true," Mark said. "Just a few thousand of them. And isolated in the mountains. I can't . . ."

T RIVULET waved him silent.

"What is a few thousand?" he asked. Of course they could do little. But they are organized solely for one purpose—world conquest.

"They have kept down their numbers for centuries by rigid infanticide solely because they wanted to leave only the very best stock to breed for their purpose. Each adult female is now able to bear four children per year. A female becomes capable of bearing children at six. A male can become a father at seven. They could nearly double their population in one year. An equal number of children can be born each year for six years. After that it becomes a matter of mathematical progression. In only 25 years—the time it would take us to raise a single generation—they could increase to well, probably several billion, if they wanted to. They are just waiting to achieve perfection before they do it. And if I'm right, I think they're about ready to go ahead on a plan which they have been working out for centuries."

"But how could a female nurse four children a year?" asked Mark.

"Don't forget they've been bred for it. In addition, they have specialized in drugs and medicines in the same manner that our race has specialized in material science. Their whole scientific development has been along those lines. Why, the things they can do. Fantastic.

"Did you notice that there seemed to be so many more nursing women than men when you were in the square?"

"Well, half of them weren't nursing women at all, but nursing men. They simply inject the proper hormones in fathers and their vestigial milk glands begin to function. They can wean a child at three months and the men are ready for war again. Efficiency.

"You notice they spoke English. They have taught themselves several foreign languages, or had captives teach them, so they can direct their slaves properly. It's easier for them to do that than teach the captives their squirrel talk.

"I think they were ready to start their conquest about 1915, under the impression that all of genus *homo* was as backward as the Burmese. Then they found out about European technical and scientific advancement and decided to postpone the day for a few years while they caught up. What is a few years more or less to a race? They learn faster than the Japs, force Burmese slaves under drug hypnotism to steal scientific books for them, and catch up a bit on technology. When they move they want to be sure. My
God, what a holocaust that will be.

Trivulet’s usually calm sad face
writhed with fierce and desperate
emotion. “Our whole race is threat-
ened. And we’re helpless, absolutely
helpless,” he cried.

Skeptical but impressed, Mark
said, “But they couldn’t possibly
catch up with our technology in 20
years or so.”

“All they want is the knowledge
of what they may have to face. They
don’t need technology any more
than warrior ants need technology.
Their weapons are simply but dead-
ly. And they don’t kill you but drug
you. So there is your technology. If
they have human slaves why would
they need mechanical slaves?

“Of course they need some light
metals. That’s where your airplane
went. Aluminum is not a product
that occurs naturally on the face of
the earth, and that plane will make
a lot of blow guns.”

“But they’re so small,” Mark
protested. “How could they stand
up to a tank?”

“They wouldn’t have to. There’s
little a tank could do to them and
they could infiltrate around; go
every place a rat could go; sneak
into the tents at night; poison the
food. Why, their size is an advan-
tage. The only supplies they would
need to carry are their drugs. They
can live off the land—anywhere.”

Mark looked at the despairing
botanist. “Why haven’t they drug-
ged us?” he asked.

With a mute gesture, Trivulet
held out his hands. Never had Mark
seen such work-worn, horny claws.
Horribly scarred and stained and
cracked they were, full of years of
inconceivable toil.

“No man alone could stand up un-
der what I have endured,” Trivulet
said simply. “Their magic medi-
cines have kept me going, and my
brain has not known the work my
body has done. For I, too, have been
one of the drugged workers—as stu-
pid as a Mongolian idiot but guided
by the minds of the Microns. Just
as your friend already is probably.
“But I’m afraid they have a dif-
ferent fate in store for you.”

“Afraid?” Mark asked doubt-
fully.

“You are to be the queen’s
lover?”

“Lover!” Mark exclaimed in-
credulously. “Why, that’s imp...”

“Yes, of course, impossible. But
you are not the first she has fancied.
That accounts for my occasional
moments of lucidity since I’ve been
here. Of course it’s impossible. But
she will be friendly. She will play
with you. She will tantalize herself,
knowing better than you how im-
possible it is. And she will end it in
a frenzy of despair. She will love
you and hate you, and in the end
kill you. Unless...”

Mark sat pensively for a long
while. “Unless...?” he asked.

“Unless you can escape,” said
Trivulet with finality. “And that
is impossible.”

MARK pondered Trivulet’s story.
He had lost track of time com-
pletely and, indeed, his watch was
gone, but he judged that he had not
been unconscious for more than the
night and that it was now beyond
noon. He hoped Captain Lang had
n’t waited too long for him to show
up at 8 that morning.

“There must be a way,” he said
finally. “But if what you say is true,
at least I shan’t die much sooner
than the rest of mankind. Do you
know much about their drugs, Triv-
ulet?"

"Very little," said Trivulet. "It would take a lifetime even to scratch the surface, but why?"

"Fighting fire with fire," said Mark. "I think I have the glimmering of an idea, anyway."

The door of the round hut flung open and four soldiers armed with blowguns entered, followed by the queen, who grimaced at the dank hut and daintily held her nose.

"Such a filthy hole," she tinkled at Mark. "You must come out and get some fresh air."

To the water man she said, "And how are you, my dear Trivulet?"

Turning to Mark she exclaimed in mocking tones: "A great botanist, Trivulet. In his day.

"Come, Mark," she said. "Let us look at my kingdom." In mocking tones she added, "And my subjects, of course.

"There is little entertainment in our valley but we do have some accomplishments of which we are proud."

Mark emerged into the clear mountain air, blinking at the brightness of the sunlight. The valley looked peaceful and quiet, and with no hint of the lurking unseen danger in the city of the Microns. A few of the little people were busy about their communal kitchens but there were hardly any outward indications of the teeming city hidden beneath its ingenious camouflage of brush and mounds.

To his right Mark could hear what sounded like metal being pounded against metal on a miniature anvil. Occasionally he caught heat shimmers from camouflaged stacks that might indicate charcoal fires beneath the mounds but there was surprisingly little outward activity.

Affecting not to notice his observations the Queen lightly plucked his trouser leg.

"It would be so much more comfortable to ride on your shoulder," she said in a soft voice. "And I could see so much more, too."

As Mark bent down he thought how easy it would be to crush this frail soft body and stamp it into the ground. There would be time before the Microns could stab his calves with their poisoned weapons—but what would be accomplished? His task was far more important. He had to escape somehow. He had to help destroy this fiendish race.

The Queen seated herself on his shoulder, her soft tail curled caressingly around his neck. Occasionally she would pretend to be afraid of falling off and would clutch his ear, exclaiming in mock fright. Mark could not help but think that it was a part which she had patiently learned and which she wanted desperately to feel she was actually playing but could not quite bring herself to believe.

Thus they strolled down the winding path with the queen chattering gayly but never quite sincerely, and the quick silent guards keeping just at Mark's heels with their weapons on the alert.

"Tell me about your country?" she said eagerly. "Tell me how you live there. What do you do? Are your women beautiful?"

"Yes," Mark said, "but hardly as beautiful as you, your majesty."

She laughed, pleased. Her tail caressed his neck, and her flute-like voice mingled with the rustling of the pine forest which they had entered, and the mountain brook, which they were approaching. To
her questions, Mark talked of college days, of dances, of plays and operas and entertainment. Of women's dresses and ways, and cosmetics and of social life in the United States.

HER tones grew more and more wistful as she questioned him. "But is it not all very inefficient?" she demanded finally.

"Your people don't seem to spend half their hours working. Nothing but play, and laughter and fun in between times."

"Not altogether play and laughter and fun," he said. "But don't you think there is a higher value than efficiency? and work? After all, what is the purpose of work if you cannot enjoy its fruits?" he asked.

She did not answer for a moment and then running her fingers gently through his hair she said: "'My own people have been taught to believe that work is an end in itself. It is part of our discipline. A few of us are reared outside of that discipline and have time to consider other matters. But work and competition are the means by which we enforce our whole law. Perhaps, some day, the people can have time for play. But never now.

"But all this is much too serious,'" she said. "'I brought you down here for a swim.'"

They stood by this time on the bank of the stream across the meadow from where the DC-3 had originally dropped Mark and the Gink. At the base of a sandstone ledge nestled a deep pool of clear water. A flowering rhododendron dropped lustrous blooms into the slowly swirling water and the blue pines behind the pool formed a somber background for the sun-flecked ripples.

The queen stood on Mark's shoulder and dived into the cool waters. Surfacing, she beckoned him to follow. While he stood hesitating she sported in the cold mountain water, swam to the sandstone ledge and pulled herself up, smiling and arranging her filmy clinging skirt.

"'Why of course, take off your uniform,'" she said. "'It would take much too long to dry.'" And while he still stood hesitating she said impatiently. "Hardly the place for silly prudery, my dear Mark.'"

Slowly Mark slipped out of his uniform. The queen stood on tiptoe quivering ecstatically, and dived again into the pool. Mark unbuttoned his shirt and cast it aside, unbelted his trousers, kicked off his shoes and socks. Cursing himself for his embarrassment and conscious that he did not cut a very heroic figure in his G. I. woolen underwear which was part of his mountain clothing, Mark still hesitated. He was especially conscious of the amused looks of his vigilant little guards.

He was startled from his awkwardness by a shrill cry. Wheeling, he saw the struggling queen disappear beneath the surface. A dark shape moved just under the water and a flat fishes' tail slapped the surface where the queen had been. Through the crystal water Mark could see a huge fish, the queen in its mouth, racing toward the ledge on which he stood. In a flash he dived directly upon the moving shadow but the refraction caused him to miss it by a hair's-breadth.

The fish continued on beneath the ledge which Mark, in the water now
saw to be an underwater cave. Surfacing, he breathed deeply, then dove down into the black depths beneath the ledge. The fish was no longer silhouetted against brightness. He could see nothing there, ahead of him. Yet he swam on, desperately. All he knew was that he must save the queen. He must.

It was now totally dark ahead. He was enveloped in blackness as he lunged on. Suddenly his head struck a stunning blow against a projecting shelf from the roof. For a moment he almost lost consciousness. He knew he couldn’t keep going. Just then his outstretched hand hit the end of the shallow cave. Then he turned again toward the cave’s mouth and against that bright opening he saw that the fish, aware that it was being pursued by a creature much larger than itself, had turned back from the cave’s depths and was heading toward the opening, the queen still in its mouth. It was a sluggish sort of creature, for all the cold water.

Mark gathered his legs, froglike, against the back wall of the cave and pushed hard, like a swimmer in an indoor pool, and shot toward the fish, propelled by desperation. In fear the fish released its prey and fled. Propelling himself desperately, Mark swam on, seized the filmy dress of the queen as she sank through the water. His head surfaced just as it seemed his heart and lungs would burst together. Gasp- ing, he managed to hand the limp body up to the waiting guards who had dived in with him but were not able to follow him beneath the rock.

For a moment he thought, even now, how peaceful it would be to let his fingers slip from their pre-curious hold and sink down, down, to the bottom of the pool while the Microns destroyed the pool while the Microns destroyed the earth. He retained his hold only with the utmost exertion of willpower and the last resources of his muscles until his strength gradually returned. Then slowly he hoisted himself up on the ledge where the Micron guards were bending over their queen.

Mark was aghast as he looked upon the still form of this strange beautiful vibrant creature who had been so feminine and graceful. She was barely breathing. Her sides were slashed with vicious teeth marks. Worse, she had a tell-tale red froth on her lips.

It was a sad little parade that made its way back to the village of the Microns. Mark carried the queen gently and the two guards followed, this time carrying their weapons over their shoulders. When they neared the village meadow one ran ahead as a courier. The main path was lined with Microns chattering and gesticulating. They fell silent as Mark walked by, then resumed their nervous gibbering after he had passed. In the main square a stretcher was waiting for the queen and two long-bearded old men—the first bearded Microns Mark had seen in the place—motioned Mark to put the queen down. They were evidently medicine men.

As Mark laid the queen upon the stretcher, she opened her eyes for a moment, smiled up at him, then closed them again. A few elderly men and women began to assemble in the square but most of the Microns did not enter the place. An armed guard led Mark back to his dank hut. There he found Trivulet waiting anxiously and he told the Englishman what had happened.
They were still talking in low tones when the drugged man-slaves were marched in, escorted by their Micron guards. The slaves resumed their places automatically about the walls, sat looking at emptiness.

It had grown dark in the hut when another armed guard came for Mark. He seemed strangely listless as he ordered Mark to accompany him. Together they walked down the curving path while the valley took on an ominous light from row after row of slowly burning torches planted along the ways. Faintly from the direction of the square he could hear the slow beating of a heavy gong. The paths were deserted and Mark found the entire populace standing with heads bowed in the square. In the center, surrounded by flares, lay the queen upon her couch.

She smiled up at Mark as he stood over her, asked him to sit. "The guards have told me how you saved me," she said softly. "It was so stupidly careless of me."

She wiped a thin froth from her lips with a soft cloth. "I wanted to tell you goodbye, and to tell you also . . . how sorry I am . . . for everything . . ."

Her words trailed off and one of the graybeards standing by spoke to her.

"Yes, you must go," she said weakly. "Goodbye... Dear Mark... goodbye . . ." Her eyes were closed and she was gasping for breath as the guard led Mark away. The Microns gathered in the square did not seem to have noticed either his coming or his going as they stood about almost in mass hypnosis. As Mark and his guard moved along the path the beating of the gong grew louder instead of diminishing. His guard walked with leaden feet, seemingly unaware of his responsibility, his lance over his shoulder.

As he noticed his guard's preoccupation, Mark became more alert. The ideas for action which he had been mulling for so long suddenly crystallized. This was the time to strike—while the Microns were stunned over the tragic accident to their queen. As he stooped to enter the hut he suddenly seized the preoccupied guard with one hand, the deadly lance with the other, and before the dazed Mieron could even whistle for help, he had nicked his leg with the lance.

In a fraction of a second the steel-sprung little body which had jerked to resist him, was limp in his grasp. The Mieron slumbered as deeply and as relaxed as had the poor slave he himself had struck down that morning.

They were within the hut when it had happened. Trivulet looked at Mark with awe-struck gaze. "The first time I ever saw one of the devils caught like that," he said. "What now, my friend?"

"This is it. This is our chance," said Mark rapidly. "The queen is dying. The Microns seem hypnotized. It's now or never. Which is the way?"

Trivulet was on his feet in an instant. Then his face lengthened. "We could never get away from them," he said. "They'll track us down like rabbits."

"Better to chance that than rotting here," Mark said. "But listen . . ."

Even through the thick banked walls of the hut they could hear the somber notes of the gong.

"It is the death gong," said Trivulet. "I have heard it before. The
hypnotic spell you spoke of will be broken and the Microns will prepare a funeral feast. It is already too late."

Mark thrust his head outside and could already see that many of the burning flares were being torn down and extinguished. "Symbolic confirmation of death, the flame of life extinguished," his anthropologist’s brain noted automatically. Succeeding flares down the path leading to the hut began to come down and Mark knew the Microns were coming. He went back into the hut.

"Hide him," Mark said, pointing to the slumbering Micron. "They're coming. We'll have to do something."

In a few minutes the door of the hut opened and a graybeard, accompanied by a guard, entered. He motioned the guard outside with an imperious gesture, turned with dignity, and bowed to Mark.

"We are honoring the Queen's last request," he said. "She asked that we not enslave you. You shall have the right, and the great honor, of being allowed to kill yourself."

He raised a slender needle aloft. "One prick of the skin and, poof! all over..." said the old man. "You are extremely fortunate in being allowed to do this. You should be grateful for the privilege."

Concealing in his hand the tiny lance with which he had struck down the guard, Mark bent over to take the needle the old man held toward him disdainfully. It was an easy matter to prick the graybeard on the palm. He fell to his knees almost instantly, his eyes glazing as he looked mutely at Mark.

Mark turned to Trivulet questioningly. "I think this is it," he said softly. "Most of this stuff must have gone into the guard. Maybe we can use this old gaffer."

"Can you hear me?" he said to the old man.

"Yes," came the obedient reply. "Get to your feet." The old man complied.

"Sit down." The old man sat down.

"Get to your feet." The old man stood, an automaton.

"Do nothing I tell you not to do. Do everything I tell you to do," Mark ordered. "Do you understand?"

"Yes."

"Order that guard in here, then ask him for his lance."

The old man whistled and clapped. The guard entered, handed his lance to the graybeard.

"Now strike him," ordered Mark. In a flash, the unsuspecting guard was lanced.

"Set the lance down."

The old man obeyed.

"Now listen carefully," said Mark. "Is there an antidote for the poison on the lances?"

The old man nodded.

"Can you get enough to wake these men here?"

He nodded again.

"Will you be suspected?"

"No."

"Why not?"

"I am chief of the herb doctor's council of government. I am acting head of the government until a new ruler is installed."

"Listen carefully, doctor," said Mark. "Do you know you are under the influence of the lance drug? Do you know that you are hypnotized?"

The old man looked surprised, said, "Am I!"

"Yes," said Mark in soft tones.
"You understand that you have no will of your own. You have only my will. That is the way the drug works. You know that, don’t you, doctor?"

"Yes, I know that."

"Doctor," Mark continued, while Trivulet watched fascinated, "I struck you with a lance that had already struck a guard. You are not asleep because some of the poison is in him. His wound in only a quarter of an inch deep. How long will he sleep?"

"Three days, at least, if he does not die. That is a powerful dose," came the automatic answer.

"Your wound is only an eighth of an inch deep and most of the drug must be in the guard," continued Mark. "How long will you be under hypnosis?"

"Until after daylight, at least."

"Very good. Tell me, doctor, your people eat from communal kitchens. Is there a drug that could be added to their dishes in some way without their realizing it?"

"Powder of silvertree bark," was the reply.

"Would it kill them?"

"It would not be fatal."

"Isn’t there something that would be fatal?" Mark asked in his even conversational voice. "Think hard doctor."

"Not that they couldn’t detect."

"Why not?"

"They have been trained to recognize all common drugs."

"Do you have a supply of silvertree bark powder?"

"Yes."

"Can you get it into the communal pots?"

"Yes."

"How?"

"By increasing the portion in the funeral feast ration."

"In the funeral feast ration?"

"Yes, it is put there as a sedative."

"And is the ration issued generally?"

"It will be issued very shortly."

"Doctor, could you order enough to put everyone to sleep for at least 24 hours?"

"Twenty hours, perhaps. The ration will be issued shortly."

"Doctor, adjust the ration immediately," Mark ordered. "Then return here with the antidote for the poison lances for all these slaves. Do you understand?"

The old man nodded.

"You are to follow my orders implicitly. If anyone attempts to interfere you are to kill him."

The doctor nodded again.

"And when you return, bring my wrist watch," said Mark as an afterthought.

As the old man walked stiffly out of the hut, Trivulet heaved a long sigh.

"Good God, Jefferson, you did that neatly," he said.

"Do you think he will obey?" asked Mark anxiously.

"Of course he’ll obey if the drug lasts," declared Trivulet. "But what a break, the high muckalorum of the whole shebang. All we can do now is sit tight and hope. But let’s hide the evidence here," he said, dragging the lanced Micron behind one of the drugged man-slaves.

From outside the hut they could hear occasional night noises and the activity of the Microns. Occasionally the wind would waft the sound of funeral chanting through the thick felt entranceway. Chant away, boys, he said to himself. You’ll soon have
a bellyful to chant over. Bending over, he retrieved the poisoned needle from the floor. Hope I won’t have to use this, he thought, eyeing the bright sliver speculatively.

“Could you give me a shot, too, if it doesn’t come off?” broke in Trivulet apologetically, divining his thought.

Mark turned toward the botanist warmly. “You bet I will, old boy,” he said. “But it’s going to come off.”

The felt door covering swung open suddenly and four Microns entered. They saw Mark, still standing, eyeing his needle, and laughed. One of them made a menacing gesture with his lance, but the others restrained him. They chittered together for a moment, with the one who had threatened Mark stamping his feet and shaking his head. Finally they left, the others coaxing the reluctant Micron who had threatened Mark.

“Whew, that was a close one,” Mark said. “They evidently expected to find me dead. But why were they so disappointed, now? Unless they wanted . . .”

“Yes, I think they expected to make use of you,” said Trivulet. “They’re such efficient little devils, you know. They probably thought . . . well, they . . .” his voice trailed off lamely.

Mark laughed shortly. “You mean they expected to serve me up as part of their funeral feast?” he asked.

“Well, I didn’t mean . . . Hang it all, man . . . Well, yes. I’m sorry I . . . Stupid of me . . .” said Trivulet, stumbling over his words.

Mark laughed. “Never mind. Trivulet. If I have to use the needle it won’t worry me. I’ll be happy to give them one Hell of a bellyache.”

The door opened again, suddenly, and the recalcitrant Micron who had threatened Mark entered, looking warily behind him to see that his companions weren’t following. He staggered slightly, as though he were intoxicated, but his bright eyes were on Mark like a cobra.

Evidently under some drug, thought Mark. How can I stop the little rat?

The Micron, for all his slight staggering moved easily across the floor with the latent strength of a cat, stepping carefully on his toes. He ignored Trivulet, kept his attention focussed on Mark, talking in his monkey chitter at top speed, his lance held aloft. Mark, too, circled warily. The Micron raised his lance, suddenly made a leap and slashed at Mark but missed. Quick as a cat the Micron turned and before Mark could evade him the second time he felt the lance bite his flesh.

“What a pity to spoil the plans,” he thought in despair. And then the earthen floor of the hut struck him in the face . . .

The roaring, whirling blackness out of which Mark emerged was accompanied by a nearly unbearable pain. He found Trivulet kneeling over him solicitously, the old doctor standing by proudly. The violent shooting pain coursing through his veins was over almost instantly. In a few seconds he sat up and saw his attacker stretched on the floor dead.

“The old man did it,” said Trivulet. “With a lance. And then he shot you full of some of the poison antidote and you came out of it in about 10 seconds. Amazing thing.”

“Mark rose to his feet. “How long was I out?” he asked.
“Not more than 10 minutes altogether.”

“Did you bring my watch?” Mark asked the herb doctor.

The old man clapped his hands and whistled, and a Micron entered with the watch. Both Trivulet and Mark drew back suddenly, but they saw the little beast was also drugged.

“The old boy sure did a thorough job,” Mark said. Turning to the doctor he asked.

“Did you get the silver tree powder distributed?”

“Yes.”

“When will it take effect?”

“They eat at moonset.”

Mark looked at his watch. The thin moon should be setting in a few minutes, if, as seemed almost certain, this was only his second night away from Sadiya. The watch was still running, which seemed to indicate this was so.

From outside the chanting grew louder. It came over the meadow in a sad thin keening that rose and fell in waves and then suddenly ended.

“The moon has set. The queen’s soul has taken wings,” said the old man. “They will feast.”

“How long before the drug works!” demanded Mark.

The old man shrugged. “By the time a fast man could circle the community they will be asleep,” he said.

“And will there be sentries posted?”

“Only two, at the juncture of the rock and the path.”

“And will they eat of the funeral feast?”

The old man pondered. “If the runners can reach them in time. But no, the runners will probably fall asleep by the way.”

“We shall wait a full hour,” said Mark. “It should be very near dawn by then. We can see where we’re going.”

That hour was the longest Mark ever spent. The sounds of habitation had long since died away and only the noises of insects and the deep breathing of the ring of drugged slaves inside the hut disturbed the low conversation of Mark and Trivulet.

Finally, Mark said: “It’s time.”

They rose to their feet. The first streaks of the false dawn had faded from the sky, and the pre-dawn hush of the sub-tropics was in the air. Mark flung the felt door covering aside. All was quiet. He and Trivulet roused the drugged slaves. They had agreed that it would be best not to inject them with the anti-drug compound until they were back at Sadiya. There would be no time to explain all the countless things that needed to be done.

Stiffly the slaves rose and marched out of the hut, obeying Mark’s or Trivulet’s orders exactly.

“Are there any other huts of slaves?” Mark asked the doctor.

“Two others.”

“Lord,” Mark said. “we can’t get them all in that plane even if it’s able to land in the meadow.”

“Where’s Gink? You know, the man who came here with me?”

“I shall lead you.”

Mark found the Gink in a camouflaged hut exactly like the one he himself had occupied, drugged, and just able to sit up and follow orders. His companions all seemed to be Darus, the little Mongoloid jungle dwarfs whom the Microns had enslaved. The 14 men in their group
now, including himself, Trivulet and the Gink, were all that the Curtiss Commando could possibly take off from the little meadow at their altitude. For his own peace of mind Mark decided not to investigate the third hut.

The Gink stumbled along after him and he and Trivulet lined the men up. With the quick dawn of the region to guide them, they marched through the silent Micron city, past communal kitchens still cooking, and past hundreds of drugged Microns sleeping deeply along the paths.

It was a strange little group that walked through the silent city. The little old man marched proudly in front, realizing only that he was carrying out the will of his master, totally unaware in his conscious mind that he—the leader—was betraying his own people. Behind came Mark, followed by the drugged slaves, walking stiffly, automatically. Trivulet brought up the rear to see that the hypnotized men did not stray.

Mark leaned over and picked the old man up. "Will we be able to knock off the guards at the juncture of the rock and the path?" he asked.

"Knock off? I don't understand?"

"Will we be able to dispose of them?"

"It will be difficult if they are both awake."

"Can you order them back to the city?"

"They would be suspicious."

"Even from you?"

"Yes. They are thoroughly disciplined but they are also intelligent. If they were suspicious they would recognize that I am drugged."

Mark pondered a minute. It would probably be an easy matter to take care of one guard—the old man could do that. But meanwhile, what would the other be doing? Of course, his supply of weapons was undoubtedly limited. But even so it might be a tough problem. He had seen enough of the Microns to realize that they were as deadly as rattlesnakes and moved as lightning-fast as a pine marten. Yet his men had to get by the guards to keep their 8 o'clock rendezvous with the plane. They would have to take the chance. He halted the column and talked with Trivulet a minute, then decided on a course of action.

"I'll order the old man to kill the guards," Mark explained. "We'll pretend that we're drugged too. At least until we see what happens."

"Do you think the old boy can clear the way for us?" Trivulet asked.

"They'll not be expecting anything. I think he ought to be able to get at least one of them. But we've got to take our chances. Better move up front with me."

Mark summoned the old man and ordered him to kill the guards. Then he and Trivulet placed themselves second and third in the column behind one of the drugged men in order to appear as inconspicuous as possible yet keep their eyes on the old leader up ahead.

They were close to the indicated location of the guards. Suddenly there was a whistle, and the old man ordered the column to halt. A young Micron swung down lithely and faced their guide, gibbering excitedly. The old man replied smoothly, walked slowly up to the
Mark flailed at the Micron with his sickle...
guard, and with a perfectly-acted casual gesture struck him down with his lance. The Micron staggered, slowly fell to his knees, raised his own lance but did not have the strength to hurl it at his assassin. There was a shrill shriek from the top of the flat brown rock around which the path wound and a streak of yellow as the second guard launched himself upon the old guide. The lance thrust clean through the doctor and continued on into the ground, borne by the weight of the attacker.

This was no place for Mark or Trivulet to continue pretending they were automatons. They raced ahead to the fight, each brandishing one of the dull sickles which the slaves used in their work and which were always with them. Desperately the Micron who had killed the doctor tried to pull his lance free. Mark flailed at him with his sickle, missed, and Trivulet also flailed and missed.

The Micron dodged aside, darted for the brush, then suddenly wheeled and ran back straight between Trivulet’s legs. But Mark had already seen what he was racing for—his dead comrade’s lance—and thrust his foot on it, beating the Micron by a hair’s breadth. The little animal moved so fast it was almost impossible to follow. But Trivulet too, was fast, for all his hard years, and before the Micron could turn to the lance that the doctor had used to strike down the first guard, he had seized it. Screaming frantically, the little beast circled the two warily, secure, in his superior speed, dodging the club that Mark hurled at him, and finally darting into the brush that lined the path. Mark and Trivulet carefully retrieved all three lances, and hastened their charges down the path.

“Do you think he’ll be back?” Mark asked.

“Not soon, I should say,” Trivulet panted. “Looks to me as though that is the only weapon he had. Else he wouldn’t have risked his life trying to recover it. My guess is he’ll head back to the village as fast as he can leg it.”

“To get more weapons, do you suppose?”

“I should say no. Not immediately. Don’t forget his training. He’ll find the warriors passed out. Then he’ll revive the doctors first and they’ll work on the warriors. They’ll be after us like a pack of wolves in no time.”

“How long should you say?”

“Maybe no more than an hour.”

MARK looked at his watch. 6:45 a.m. The plane was due for its daily reconnaissance at 8 a.m. It would take them another hour to reach the meadow. Everything depended on the plane’s being on time—and those last 15 minutes.

This time Trivulet took the lead, Mark following. They made every effort to hurry the drugged men but they moved indifferently. They seemed timed to a fixed pace. It was impossible to make them go faster.

“Maybe we should try to woke ’em now,” Mark called ahead to Trivulet. “It might speed ’em up some.”

“I don’t think so,” the Englishman called back. “Don’t forget they never saw us before. They don’t know where they are or the danger they’re in. Maybe some of ’em don’t even speak English. We
can handle 'em like this. I don't think we could any other way.'

"There's the Gink. Maybe I could wake him anyway," Mark said.

"Go ahead."

Mark hauled the Gink out of line and let the rest of the men march past.

Then he swiftly bared his friend's arm and pricked him with one of the little needles the doctor had left. The Gink fell like a polled ox. He breathed deeply for about five seconds — but long enough for Mark to have misgivings. Then he slowly sat up, his face writhing in pain for another few seconds. But when he looked at Mark the dumb sleepwalker's look was gone.

"God, what pain," he said.

"It'll be over in just a second," Mark said, watching the sweat spring from the Gink's forehead. "How is it now?"

"Better."

"Fine. Now get up. And Listen." Walking rapidly down the path, half supporting the still-gro-ggy soldier, Mark rapidly described their situation. The Gink took it in, asked a few questions, and all his doubts vanished when he saw the stiffly-moving automatons up ahead.

"Two minutes ago, you were just like them," Mark said.

The Gink shook his head in wonderment but bent his efforts, like Mark, to getting the line to move faster.

Soon they were at the small river near where the queen had been injured. They forded at a shallow place, the waist-deep ice water biting sharply. When they emerged on the meadow grass at the other side, the Gink was wide-awake. Mark checked his watch. 7:40. Twenty minutes to go. They tested the wind. It was good, from the southwest. That meant the plane would have to land into it from the northeast. This was the best possible landing, since it meant they could take off down the valley instead of into the steep escarpment. Hastily the three men herded their charges to the northeast end of the meadow. The plane would have to come in from the northeast, land, taxi from the southwest end of the field around to the northeast, and take off, again toward the southwest, into the wind. At last they arrived at what seemed a logical place to emplane. Then the remaining 13 drugged slaves were placed, sitting, in a tight semi-circle, such as they were accustomed to assume in the earthen huts.

It was 7:50. Mark took three more of the dull machete-like sickles with which the slaves had been equipped and ordered the other two to begin hastily clearing the dry grass in a wide circle around them. That on the side they would enter the plane was hastily raked up and placed on the windward side. Soon they were nearly surrounded by a foot-high mound of dry grass, with only a narrow path through it on the plane side.

"What's this for?" Trivulet finally stopped long enough to ask. "Fire," Mark said simply. "If we need it."

"We'll need it," the Gink shouted, pointing.

There, a quarter of a mile away where the path came down to the stream, was a rapidly moving file of Microns, armed with lances and blowguns. Without hesitation they drove into the river, swimming.
The swift current carried them downstream but it could not be long before they touched the opposite shore.

"Eight o'clock," Mark sang out, "and do you hear what I hear?"

It was the powerful drumming of twin airplane engines, coming out of the west.

"Light up," Mark shouted. "Light up. We haven't got much time."

Soon a ring of fire surrounded the little group huddled in the far end of the meadow, easily spotted from the plane above. But it was hardly too soon. A shriek of rage penetrated through the crackling flames as the first Micron came up to the edge of the circle.

Mark, Trivulet and the Gink had ordered their companions, for the first time excited by the fire and smoke, to lie flat on the ground. They huddled with them. The air was choking with smoke, hot and stifling. Only near the ground, along which a little cool air was sucked from above by the oxygen-consuming flames, was it possible to breath. But even above the noise of the fire they could hear the screaming of the Microns—forced to retreat upwind against the slowly advancing flames.

And now the noise of it all was suddenly drowned by the roar of engines close overhead as the Commando settled for its landing. In the plane, Captain Lang had seen the circle of fire suddenly start. Intent on his landing, he had thought it was only a signal and not a defensive measure. He noted with approval that the fire was at the far end of the field and where it could not spread rapidly and where its smoke would not obscure his landing.

He braked to a stop, then turned to taxi about as Mark had foreseen.

Meanwhile, seeing that their quarry might escape, the Microns were driven to desperate measures. Acting with swift discipline, a group of them cleared a path though the slowly advancing circle of flame, which by this time had moved 100 feet or so outward from the main ring of cut grass.

It was here that their small size was a handicap to the Microns. Wet though they were, the flames of the burning outer edge of the fire scorched them badly. Despite their discipline they recoiled from the two to three-foot flames—which to them were like a blast furnace. Swiftly the leaders rallied them.

Formed into a line of threes they were ordered to march ahead into the flames. Soon a carpet of dying Microns, their feet burned off by the glowing coals of the grass roots, unrolled slowly toward the still flaming center of the circle. Those behind trod upon their dying comrades and then themselves became part of the carpet bent upon exterminating the men who knew their secret. But there were always others following to fill the gaps.

The soldiers in the plane taxiing up the far side of the field, careful not to get too close to the flames, could not see this desperate attack. Indeed, they did not even know that enemies existed in the grass of the meadow. Their big worry was the fire which must be kept from the plane at all costs. The take-off would have to be soon.

The plane taxied to the end of the meadow, then swung around toward the circle of flame which had ex-
panded much more rapidly downwind than on the upwind side. Captain Lang gunned the engines to drive past the mushrooming downwind fire. And then, from his high point of observation in the cockpit he saw the group huddled in the center of the flames and the Microns advancing on their living carpet of fellows across the glowing grass stumps.

Ordering the co-pilot to take over, he rushed into the passenger-freight compartment and pointed out the situation of Mark and his fellows. Machine guns used to fight off the Japs in long hauls over "The Hump" were thrust through the windows and added to the troubles of the Microns.

This was the time to leave, Mark realized. He could tell by the idling engines that the plane was ready and waiting, even though he could not see it through the smoke. Meanwhile, the smoke itself had been so bad he was approaching asphyxiation.

Gathering himself together he stood up, hauled the Gink to his feet and the two of them pulled Trivulet upright. He leaned heavily on the Gink’s shoulder as the three staggered through the narrow opening they had cleared in advance and which the Microns had insufficient time to scout. After all this work, he thought sorrowfully to himself, and then to have to leave those poor devils. The three staggered through the smoke toward the plane, and willing hands hauled them aboard.

"Thirteen, still there," Mark gasped.

"I know, I know, take it easy," Captain Lang said, assisting him to a bucket seat. "We’ve got three men with gas masks out after them."

Soon the first three of the charges, covered by machine guns from the plane, were assisted aboard.

THREE other soldiers manning the machine guns cursed excitedly as they watched the bullets pulverize the Microns advancing through the smoke. Unable to see what was going on, the line of little men continued to head through the heart of the fire toward the nest of their quarry.

"Look’ at those bastards come," said a gunner in wonderment, for despite the machine guns and the fire and the awful casualties they were suffering, the Microns still advanced. Their carpet of dead fellows was not as straight as originally, and it was broken by machine gun casualties, but they were small targets and still they came.

Then three more of the drugged slaves were hauled into the cockpit and the three masked soldiers went back for more. The Microns by this time had reached the inner edge of the flame, which was still glowing with the grass piled high by Mark, Trivulet and the Gink. Without hesitation those in the lead threw themselves upon the flames, three abreast, and those following broke through into the fireless inner circle where the 16 fugitives had lain and where only four remained.

The soldiers by this time had brought another three slaves safely out of the fire and had started back for more. But Mark had revived sufficiently by this time to observe what was happening.

"No, no, call ’em back," he begged. "You can’t fight them. Let’s take off. Let’s get out of here."
"But there are still four men out there," Captain Lang objected. "How can those little men fight machine guns!"

"If you don't call 'em off you'll have seven lying there instead of four," Mark managed to gasp. "Unless you've got flame-throwing apparatus. Do you have any?"

"No," said the captain. He hesitated uncertainly, not sure whether Mark was in his right mind. The smoke, the excitement of rescue, the strange little men with long tails was enough to tax anyone's belief in anything including himself.

But meanwhile the flames were spreading. He would have to act fast.

He took another look out the window and saw a sight that instantly made up his mind. The Microns who had entered the inner circle were lancing the four prone men still left there. Others were running through the cleared channel toward the plane.

"Back. Return to the plane at once," he shouted to the three men in gas masks. "Hurry, hurry."

They could not hear him above the engines.

"Rev the engines," he ordered, and the three soldiers needed no more warning. They raced back toward the big plane just as the vanguard of miniature warriors burst through the outer circle of flame. Two soldiers reached safety. The third collapsed just as he was about to grasp helping hands. A blowgun dart had found his thigh.

Meanwhile the Gink was recovered sufficiently to lend a helping hand to the two soldiers who had reached safety. The engines had been revved so high that the plane had moved a few feet and the wounded soldier lay about 20 feet from the side hatch. The three machine guns trained on the exit from the flames had bottled that up effectively for a while but two or three Microns had got through and were running toward the plane.

The Gink grabbed a rifle, emptied it at the three, then jumped out to retrieve the soldier. He carried only the light sickle that had been at his belt ever since he had used it to cut grass.

"Gink, Gink, come back," screamed Mark, but the Gink did not hear. He swung to the ground, leaped back for the soldier, and dragged him toward the plane. Mark saw a wounded Micron crawling toward him, saw the Gink slash with his sickle and then pick up something, and continue to haul the unconscious soldier toward the plane. He hoisted him aboard and was hoisted himself, just as a new group of Microns burst through the final line of fire.

Blowguns to their mouths they shot darts on the run. The Gink got it again. So did one of the soldiers helping to haul him in. The airplane hatch doors were pulled shut, the engines speeded up and the big transport trundled over the uneven ground toward the take-off. Then there was an absence of jar and they were airborne.

"What devils!" exclaimed Captain Lang. "I never saw anything like it."

Mark nodded in grim assent. Then he leaned over the Gink and gave him, for the second time that day, an antidote for the Micron poison. He was longer in coming out of it this time, and while he writhed in pain. Mark nicked the uncon-
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化学家有一个彻底的方案来检测任何给定的化学物质。这个程序通常不会发生变化。例如，当他们想要检测钡时，他们会进行一系列处理未知物质的实验，如果钡存在就会出现沉淀物。最后，如果硫酸被加入到材料中并出现沉淀，则沉淀物为硫酸钡。

现在这个技术非常精确且总是一致的，但通常情况下，化学家总是在非常小的样子里工作。他必须彻底分析这些样品，可能比一个针眼还小。因此他不能改变他通常的程序。对于处理小量材料的全新科学已经发展起来。
The silence was broken only by the hiss of oxygen and ether...
New Face - Same Heel

by Samuel F. Roeca

THEY say Hitler is still Alive.
If this happened—it could be true!

A MOST astounding piece of documentary evidence has been brought to my attention, astounding to the point of becoming almost unbelievable, and yet authenticated in every detail. At first reading of this startling information I scoffed aloud and should have
thrown the neatly-typed manuscript into a wastebasket, had it not been for the ridiculously appealing nature of the matter. Instead, I pushed it laughingly away into a corner of my desk and there it lay for quite some time.

Several weeks ago, however, I received a stranger at my study, one whose name I am not at liberty to disclose, a man highly informed and one through whom considerable confidential material has been channelled during the past several decades. I was much intrigued by his forthright manner and spent several attentive hours listening to the weird story I am about to relate, having pieced together fragments of his conversation with supplementary material since gleaned in profitable research. The actual facts brought to my attention by this man were current history, but these particular facts and occurrences have been, previous to this writing, so closely shrouded in secrecy as to prevent even the slightest suspicion of their happening. What this brilliant gentlemen felt impelled to reveal to me was in precise corroborations of the startling document mentioned above, and the two sources of information proved beyond all shadow of doubt the verity of the fantastic tale I now relate.

Deep in the innards of nazidom, hidden from the knowledge of all men, strange bargains have been drawn during the past ten years. Ruthless as a warrior, Adolph Hitler has been equally ruthless in consort with fanatical German scientists. Among these scientists were two men, destined to create weird implements of war in exchange for a coveted prize. Let me explain. Dr. Fritz von Heinman, graduate of the University of Nurnberg’s medical school, had joined in scientific partnership with one Doctor-Professor Richter Mueller, laboratory research specialist in physiochemistry, the partnership having been arranged in 1927. The two men were brilliant in their respective fields and saw in one another a profitable and complementary union. Originally their studies had dealt with development and culture of anti-germicidals in connection with food-decaying bacteria. They had affiliated themselves with a commercial laboratory and were acquiring considerable money in the production of marketable drugs.

Along with this work, however, they began an interesting series of experiments in the realm of organic equilibrium, a relatively untouched branch of research today. They found in this field vast opportunity, exciting discoveries, weird combinations of microscopic animal life. Their problems dealt with determining the causes of equilibrium in animals and with the up-setting of this equilibrium. To accomplish their desires necessitated isolation of cause in each case, with consequent modification of the cause or with the introduction of suitable substitutions. This work gradually progressed to the point where Doctor Heinman and Professor Mueller were removing vital organs from one species, transplanting them into the body of another, and then subjecting the hybrid animal into an environment entirely foreign to his own. This was done for purposes of observation in the study of acquired reactions.

By the year 1935 these two men were creating female animals of males, were motivating brainless
fats by use of ductless secretions, and were, remarkably enough, arousing feline characteristics in dogs. At this point in their study, and reported to be at the verge of a great scientific discovery, they disappeared from public sight. As far as any records are known, they ceased to exist in the German Reich. What actually occurred after their disappearance from public view has been disclosed to me as follows:

On the fifth of April, 1935, Dr. Heinman received a personal messenger from the German chancellory in response to a note the doctor had dispatched to Adolph Hitler some five days earlier. The messenger brought written information from der fuehrer, requesting that Dr. Heinman and Professor Mueller depart for Berlin immediately. Within five hours the two men had collected all valuable papers and had gone. Their laboratory was later found absolutely destroyed, nothing of evidence remaining.

In Berlin they were greeted by Adolph Hitler, who promptly dismissed all attendants and ushered the two scientists into secret chambers for consultation. The following text of their conversation has been adapted in transcription from pages of Professor Mueller’s personal diary:

Adolph Hitler: “Gentlemen, let’s get to the point quickly. I have been extremely interested in your letter of the first. Dr. Heinman I want to know what you mean by your ‘capacity to produce’ and want to know in what way it might concern this office.”

Dr. Heinman: “Herr Hitler, first of all allow me to introduce my friend and associate, Professor Richter Mueller. Together we have accomplished a considerable thing. It is something wonderful in the scope of medicine, something with which we can make of Germany the greatest, strongest and most enduring nation of earth. That is, Herr Hitler, with proper cooperation.”

Hitler: “I understand what you mean, doctor. If what you have to propose lies in the interests of the Reich, you will receive our cooperation. Only under such conditions. Continue.”

Dr. Heinman: “Professor Mueller and I are interested in applying our theories on a scale now impossible in a privately owned laboratory. Bluntly, Herr Hitler, we are now interested in dealing primarily with the human being in contrast with lesser animals. To accomplish this we must obtain much equipment, and we must have isolation, and we must have protection. For this we can give in return a soldier who can live and work on less than one-tenth his present food ration. This soldier will live longer. His life span will increase three times and, if deemed desirable, his particular brain value can be projected indefinitely into the future by use of other human vehicles.”

Hitler: “These are ambitious statements, doctor. How do you propose to accomplish this?”

Dr. Heinman: “By removal of ductless glands from one animal and by injecting them into the bodies of others.”

Hitler: “And from what animals?”

Dr. Heinman: “From one man into the other.”

Hitler: “By assumption, then, you wish to destroy one half the
population for the betterment of the other?"

Dr. Heinman: "Not at all, fuhrer. We propose to remove these vital organisms from the bodies of all political prisoners of Germany. From a purely scientific standpoint it is useless to ignore the opportunities here. We must either feed these prisoners, these Jews, or we must kill them. I hope you will agree with me, Herr Hitler, when I say we cannot hope to feed them. Reason dictates against it. On the other hand, if we were permitted we could extract magnificent serums from the bodies of these unproductive multitudes."

Hitler: "Doctor, your scientific attitude is much to my liking. Please go on."

Dr. Heinman: "We could introduce these serums into soldiers by injection. Herr Hitler, we know a strange thing. The human brain does not die of its own atrophy. It dies only from the gradual loss of stimulation from another source. Professor Mueller and I can maintain that source. By experiment we have changed personality and reaction in many animals, little animals, larger ones. We have changed the brain of a marmoset to that of a rat with consequent change of diet and sex life. We are not in doubt, Herr Hitler. We are in need of opportunity to breach the moral codes of society. Under state protection we can do many things. Many things."

Hitler: "I have great confidence in your work, doctor. And I will tell you now that you have been investigated thoroughly. We are satisfied. Initial support to you is going to be small. If, as you contend, the two of you can produce these remarkable results more cooperation will be in order, and I will see to it personally that unlimited services of supply and equipment are placed at your disposal. But it is only reasonable that we commence on a small scale. Too large an undertaking at the outset could attract attention and if you fail our loss will be less critical. Now, what do you need in the way of equipment?"

Dr. Heinman: "Everything. For reasons of security we have destroyed our laboratory. It would be better if we could authorize purchase without official consultation. We can equip ourselves quickly this way. As for specimens, we need at least fifteen men immediately. Where they are to come from rests with your office. We will dispose of the remainders unceremoniously. Too, we must have one select group of soldiers. Perhaps thirty men. These men are to be placed in our care, but in such a manner as not to disturb them emotionally. The success of our work demands mental cooperation of the patient, and we would prefer to keep him uninformed. Can your office supply these men?"

Hitler: "Certainly. Where do you propose to work?"

Dr. Heinman: "In some secluded place, preferably withdrawn from lines of communication. We must enjoy complete isolation, guaranteed by force of guard if necessary. We have one spot in mind, an unattractive place called Dachau. We might set up laboratories there."

Hitler: "I know the locality. Certainly no military restrictions would be involved. What else?"

Dr. Heinman: "Nothing now. Can we have this area cleared of civilians immediately? This must be
accomplished quietly. I suggest we merely declare Dachau a restricted area without further explanation. Professor Mueller and I will proceed with our work immediately. How do you intend to supply us with the men?"

Hitler: "I will detach thirty of my personal guard for this experiment. These men will be average physical specimens. They will be delivered to you with no advance knowledge, and their treatment will reside with you and Professor Mueller."

Dr. Heinman: "Good. This is an opportunity for which we have long hoped. You know, Herr Hitler, this small place this Dachau, may be destined to grow in size and importance. Have faith in our work, please."

Hitler: "I am impressed and hopeful. Understand, gentlemen, failure on your part will involve more than routine discontinuance of this effort. The moral tone of this arrangement is, if nothing else, without precedent. I believe you understand."

Without further conversation the two scientists departed.

Within a few weeks after this brief session with Hitler, Mueller and Heinman were busy in their new laboratory set up at Dachau. The entire area surrounding their quarters had been restricted. High, electrified fences protected them from accidental wanderers who might have stumbled through the network of guards patrolling the area. In short, they were beyond the scrutiny of anyone.

Inside the main enclosure were several frame buildings. The two scientists had erected a small comfortable barracks for themselves and used it for eating and sleeping. Not far away another barracks quartered the thirty soldiers whom Adolph Hitler had supplied in answer to the doctor's request. Between the two buildings stood a large ungainly structure wherein the scientists had installed their laboratory equipment. I might add that the quality and extent of this equipment was in no way comparable to the slovenly exterior of all the installations, which had been erected in great haste. The doctors were more absorbed with purpose than showmanship. One other building had been installed to quarter a miserable cargo of fifteen human guinea pigs. These fifteen men were drawn indiscriminately from a vast holding of Nazi enemies and were delivered to the doctors without name, receipt or ceremony. Their fate was to be particularly gruesome.

The first problem was to develop a proper attitude among the thirty German soldiers. These men knew nothing concerning reasons for their transfer. To allay their disturbing curiosity, Professor Mueller called them to a meeting on the eve of their arrival, explaining to them that they had been selected to undergo a series of specialized experiments to perfect more scientific dietetical treatment of German troops. They were advised rather casually of the experiments and told that, other than appearing for routine physical checkups, they would perform no duties. As to satisfactory explanation for the stringent security measures I cannot say. At least it is certain these men were not allowed to communicate with anyone outside Dachau.

For a week after arrival of these
men Doctor Heinman and Professor Mueller were occupied with organizing laboratory equipment. Close attention was given to the diet of these soldiers during this initial period, and they were ordered to report for laboratory analysis of blood and basal metabolism. As far as the fifteen prisoners were concerned, they existed on scant ration in solitary confinement. It is doubtful that the thirty soldiers were aware of their presence.

On the eighth day following arrival of the soldiers one prisoner was removed from his cell and taken to a basement room below the laboratory. The next morning two of the thirty soldiers were ordered to report to the laboratory for examination. Doctor Heinman inoculated them with four CCs of a colorless fluid and told them to return to their barracks and to rest for several hours. They were also told to return that afternoon for a second inoculation. This was accomplished in order.

On the following day all thirty soldiers were mustered for an early breakfast. After seating them, Doctor Heinman described an experiment to be conducted following breakfast. Each man was to eat as much as he could normally consume, then all were to participate in a heavy-labor contest involving the lifting and moving of fifty-pound sandbags which had been piled in a clearing just beyond the mess hall. Breakfast was completed and the men filed out in the clearing. Doctor Heinman paused to note that neither of the two soldiers under inoculation had eaten breakfast.

The men went to work with cooperative fervor. As they marched by in file from one pile to another, Professor Mueller tabulated individual scores. For an hour all men kept relatively equal pace. Gradually thereafter all but the particular two began to reveal increasing signs of fatigue. As the normal men slowed in pace, the two under treatment passed them by. Within two hours after work had begun only eight men were able to lift a sandbag and carry it thirty paces to another pile, and of these eight the two under treatment were the only ones indicating no sign of fatigue whatsoever. They worked with seemingly automatic strength and regularity. For an hour longer the two scientists observed this experiment with unspoken satisfaction. When finally none but the two inoculated laborers could perform, Doctor Heinman ordered them to stop and sent all men back to their quarters. Wearily the troop departed.

During the next several days close account was maintained as to each man’s food consumption. Though the untreated twenty-eight ate vigorously at the noon meal following the labor experiment, slight appetite was indicated by the two under special observation. They ate meagerly. This apparent lack of hunger persisted into the third day following the experiment, at which time both men suddenly revealed similarly heavy appetites and were recorded to have consumed almost twice a normal man’s caloric requirement for a given meal. They ate impulsively.

While this tabulation of diet was going on two more of the political prisoners disappeared from their cells, and four more soldiers were ordered to report to Doctor Hein-
man’s laboratory for examination. Identical treatment was administered, and on the succeeding day a similar labor endurance contest was conducted. All thirty men again participated, this time six of them outperforming the untreated twenty-four. Men under inoculation were witnessed to resemble one another in strength and technique, particular note being placed on the fact that each labored with a disinterested, almost absent-minded approach.

Professor Mueller and Doctor Heinman were at once satisfied with results of these experiments. In general, reactions observed in the six specimens were expected on the basis of previous experimentation with laboratory rats. One important fact remained to be seen: would this primary treatment prove effective over a period of time proportional to effects observed in animals of lesser life span than the human being? If this proved to be the case, the six men under treatment could be expected to reveal need of booster inoculation after a period of two hundred days. Effects of the final inoculation should be permanent, barring any unpredictable reactions peculiar to the homo sapien.

Answer to this question lay in time itself, so with scientific dedication to duty the two men turned to a second challenge. Professor Mueller was anxious to develop a specialty of his own—a definite emotional type of man, with single emotion. This task could be undertaken during the long period of observation and waiting, during which time close physical examination and tabulation of individual diet for the six men would constitute the extent of attention required.

Doctor Heinman was dubious of Mueller’s technique in so far as dealing with emotional introductions in the human being was concerned. Previous work had dealt with instinct in lower animals in contrast with emotion and personality in man. He was not entirely in agreement with Mueller that physical and mental parallels could be drawn. Mueller, on the other hand, offered reassuring self-confidence and suggested prompt selection of a patient. The only problem, he insisted, lay in proper selection of a man type. For this first experiment he desired an emotionally balanced, specimen, a type not subject to violence in any form, if possible. This type of man, he affirmed, was to be found most commonly in the mental range of ninety to one hundred by intelligence quotient. Subjects falling below the ninety mark tend toward physical violence when aroused sexually or when angered. Subjects above the one hundred level tend to vary, and emotional predictability becomes more difficult.

On this basic assumption Professor Mueller referred to personal files of the remaining twenty-four men and selected several prospective specimens. The first, one Karl Friederich Weidenheimer, was summoned to appear for interview. Promptly he reported to the professor’s study. He appeared to be a good soldier, fine military dignity, clean. Professor Mueller asked him to be seated.

“From what part of Germany do you come, Weidenheimer?” Mueller asked in a friendly manner.

“Stettin, sir.”

“Religious preference?”

“Catholic, sir.”

“Weidenheimer,” the professor
muttered reflectively, "Weidenheimer...you know, young man, I had a very fine friend of that name in the university...a Jewish lad." The professor paused.

"If I may be so blunt, sir, may I ask the nature of this interview?", Weidenheimer asked stiffly. His temples reddened.

"Certainly, Weidenheimer. Doctor Heinman and I are bringing personnel data cards up to date. Nothing of significance. What is the date of your birth?"

"October 15th, nineteen fourteen, sir."

"Thank you, Weidenheimer. That will be all," the doctor said pleasantly.

SHORTLY after Weidenheimer's departure the number two soldier was ordered to appear for similar questioning. He was named Heinrich Schroeder, age twenty-one. Upon arrival he was offered a chair by doctor Mueller. He sat erectly.

"Do you know Corporal Frederick Weidenheimer, Schroeder?", the doctor asked.

"Yes sir."

"Did you happen to meet him a moment ago on your way to this office?"

"No sir."

"He was here shortly ago and I neglected to obtain certain information. Nothing important, however. Tell me, are you from Breslau, Schroeder?" Muller knew without asking.

"Yes sir."

"Lovely city. I know it well. Lived there for some time as a student and laboratory technician. My reason for asking is purely a personal one, Schroeder. I once knew quite well a young chap of your name, possibly a friend of yours. We worked together in laboratory research. I believe his father was a pharmacist. Would you recall him by chance?"

"I should say so, sir. My brother. We are named identically."

"Brother? The Schroeder I knew was Jewish."

"That was a common misconception, Herr doctor. I myself had difficulty with the military at first. We had Jewish friends in Breslau, and the name, of course, is common."

"Oh, I see. Yes, I knew young Schroeder quite well. Been some time, however. Too bad, isn't it. All these years I had supposed he was Jewish. I'm sorry."

"That's quite all right, sir."

"My purpose for asking you here, Schroeder, is to verify birth data. The information is lacking on your personal card. Could you give it to me, please?"

"April third, nineteen fifteen, sir."

"Thank you. That will be all, Schroeder."

Professor Mueller was satisfied with the attitude of this man. He was selected as specimen for the ensuing experiment. Also selected for the same experiment was one of the nameless prisoners, a German, who had been delivered to the scientists along with the original fifteen human guinea pigs. Whatever past misconduct on his part had resulted in his being sent away to die is not known. Certainly his attitude toward the Jewish race, as observed by the scientists, was typically German. Three times the doctors had found it necessary to have the man lashed for assaulting two other prisoners who were Jewish, and only through vigilance had they prevent-
ed his killing the men. This violence was looked upon favorably, however, for the doctors needed just such an emotional type for their work.

Many facts concerning this next experiment have been found lacking, and little data remains from which a qualified person might attempt to analyze the scientific procedures employed. Consequently I must confine this report largely to results of their work. This much, however is known of the original experiment:

The operation necessitated presence of the two specimens at the same time, and neither was permitted the comfort of total anesthesia for technical reasons. Transferred from subject A, the German prisoner, into the body of subject B, the soldier, Schroeder, were the epithelial cells (essential element) of the suprarenal gland. These cells were introduced in conjunction with a serum prepared of organic chemical extracts, for which no record of formula has been discovered. Throughout the operation reciprocal transfusion of blood was administered.

A second phase of the operation involved removal of a section of the brain of subject A. Whether or not this was done for particular brain cells or for adjacent tissues that might otherwise lie hidden is not known. One theory of considerable merit, however, has been offered by an associate of mine. It is his belief, after comprehensive study of available data, that the two scientists had developed a secret means of stimulating multinucleosis among the vital cells of powerful glands. If this is the case it might afford explanation, in part at least, for the amazing and permanent change of emotion observed later in specimens treated by the two scientists.

But whatever their method, I find myself unable to offer information more concrete than that of the foregoing paragraph. As for observed results of this primary experiment more can be passed on to the reader, as described by Professor Mueller in his medical diary. I quote Professor Mueller:

(July 15, 1935) “Forty-eight hours have elapsed since the undertaking. I am greatly excited. Schroeder’s breathing has been reduced remarkably. Pulse normal. Consciousness should return within the next several hours. Heinman seems pessimistic. Feels the prisoner lost life too early during surgery. I disagree. Major work had been accomplished at that time.”


Daily progress of Schroeder was recorded by Mueller for a period of three weeks. After the patient had recovered sufficiently he was called to appear for initial interview, several results and findings of which have been noted. Mueller observed extreme restlessness on the part of Schroeder and suggested that his conversation lacked coherence at times. The patient seemed at first unable to focus a normal train of thought, and rebelled at being questioned excessively. These reactions seemed to satisfy the scientist, how-
ever, for a remarkable change of personality was apparent. Schroeder gradually adopted a hostile attitude, evidenced in his relation with fellow soldiers. Soon it became necessary to segregate him from the other men. At meal times he was irritable and grew impatient for little or no cause. Approximately three weeks after the operation he strode into the office of Doctor Heiman and demanded explanation for his being detained at Dachau. This move was entirely favorable to the scientist’s desires, and Doctor Heiman informed Schroeder that he would be granted a two-month convalescence leave, effective immediately.

It was their purpose to return Schroeder to society. Only under such circumstances could they explore the true fruit of their effort. Schroeder’s release, however, was carefully planned. Adolph Hitler was summoned for explanation, and was told of the man’s expected change of social conduct. Hitler was advised by Mueller of possible violence on Schroeder’s part and sought permission to allow this potential maniac unrestrained freedom. This was granted. Mueller explained that in this man resided self-motivating energies of specific hatred and that only through unsupervised action could his true character be expected to reveal itself.

Hitler seemed to have been deeply interested in this first product, for he alerted all proper military and civilian authorities and supplied a trained corps of gestapo agents to act as unobtrusive trackmen. Detailed account was to be maintained of this man’s conduct. Amid such purposeful circumstan-

ces the man Schroeder was turned loose into society.

Included in the document furnished me is a detailed account of Schroeder’s itinerary, but it runs into great length, forbidding publication here. In view of space I will confine myself to several cardinal acts of misconduct performed by this man before he was finally brought into custody by authorities, acting under direction of a satisfied Adolph Hitler. Schroeder did not visit his family. He did not go near his native city. He traveled to Munich where, in the course of three weeks, he aroused, angered and killed three German citizens who innocently revealed prosometic convictions after having been engaged in conversation by Schroeder. These murders were witnessed by German authorities under detailed orders not to interfere.

Schroeder frequented taverns and drank heavily with boisterous SS troopers sharing mutual distaste for the Jewish race. Upon one occasion he visited a concentration camp with a new acquaintance and marveled at the effective system of extermination then in operation. Records indicate that Schroeder planned to secure transfer to a “disciplinary squad” at one of these concentration camps.

One other instance should be mentioned. Schroeder attempted to force entry into a compound where several hundred political prisoners were quartered. He was armed at the time with an automatic rifle. Prison guards thwarted this attempt, after allowing the man to carry through in part a premeditated plan to crash prison barriers. These acts were committed within a period of
three weeks. Schroeder seemed to ignore any possibility of apprehension by authorities, or, if not, he merely did not care. Whatever distorted powers of reasoning might have governed his actions would be hard to describe. Apparently he was a being of impulse without inhibition, or had been made to feel himself a servant of the state with carte blanche to murder.

In any event, all parties concerned with his conduct were satisfied. He was picked up by gestapo agents en route to Blechhammer and was returned to Dachau for further dis- position.

Success in this first experiment drew additional funds and support from the Nazi government. Records reveal that Hitler devoted considerable time during the next few months in consultation with the two professors. Facilities at Dachau were expanded, and larger compounds were constructed for the quartering of political prisoners on a grand scale. Within a period of eight months the system of individual inoculation of troops for reduction of food consumption had been standardized, and soldiers earmarked for certain distant battlefronts, where supply problems were difficult, received this treatment before shipping out. This inoculation became a standard phase of medical processing for specific trainees such as submarine personnel, weather observers and men trained for behind-the-line infiltration.

Naturally it was impossible to administer this treatment to each member of the armed service, and there are no charts available citing percentage of successes and failures after inoculation. At any rate technicians were trained by Heinman and Mueller to extract this serum in large quantities and these technicians were developed throughout nazidom’s intricate system of concentration-camp slaughter houses. Use of this serum is only one of the many purposes lying behind the German program of mass extermination. Bodies of these countless victims were processed more efficiently than cattle carcasses in Chicago packing houses. And perhaps the most gruesome aspect of this inhuman process lay in the act of sapping life from the bodies before granting death. This horrifying sacrifice was extolled of the victims in the creation of definite personality types.

Success in the Schroeder test revealed practical possibilities to the mind of Hitler. He envisioned one of these mad, energy-driven sadists as executioner in every concentration camp. No spark of human kindness should be found alive in any of these stockades. With great enthusiasm he enlisted aid of the two scientists in the creation of specific emotional types for state service. It is probable that at this time Hitler first conceived establishment of the so-called “werewolf” organization, a band of wild-eyed murderers of the underground. Certainly information in Professor Mueller’s papers reveals pressing need on his part to supply as many as sixty and seventy maniacs at a time for delivery to Nazi officials. Disposition of these men after delivery is subject to surmise.

For a period of five years Heinman and Mueller continued this ghastly work with tireless effort. A myriad of weird processes were attempted during this time, some finally adopted as accepted practice,
others scratched indifferently from the pad of approval. All this while Professor Mueller continued pursuit of his obsession—recreation of the human personality through glandular modification and brain surgery. He sought vigorously for his initial prospectus, regeneration of the desirable brain or portions thereof, into secondary and tertiary human vehicles.

By the spring of 1940 he had progressed remarkably and was then prepared to undertake a tremendous step. For the occasion he arranged the presence of Adolph Hitler, who is recorded to have arrived at Mueller’s laboratory annex, considerably removed from Dachau itself, on the 10th of May. It must be understood that Dachau had at that time expanded ten-fold its original size. The two scientists were accustomed to spend the bulk of their time in absolute isolation. Hitler had been admitted frequently to this inner sanctum where he and the two scientists had indulged in conjecture and consultation.

Upon Hitler’s arrival, 10th of May, 1940, Professor Mueller informed him of the experiment to be undertaken and expressed a desire that he accompany him into a private experimental ward to view “stage” patients who, it seems, had played a most sacrificial role in preparation for the ensuing experiment. Hitler followed the professor into a rear chamber. There for the first time he saw lines of hospital cots upon which lay men of all types and definitions. Some were strapped to their bedding, for their bodies were in a state of constant motion. Others lay motionless. Some grew alert upon arrival of the two men, and still others seemed to ignore everything about them.

“What are these men?” Hitler asked.

“They are all stages in a process of developmental brain surgery. Take, for instance, this motionless figure in cot number two. Last September eighth I removed approximately two-thirds anterior cerebellum and have kept the patient alive. Mental processes remained acute. Motory coordination extinct. This patient cannot focus his eyes, yet involuntary processes of breathing, heart action and intestinal rhythm function normally. I learned much from number two.”

“Could this man be restored? By that I mean, could he be made to move at will and to control all muscles?”

“Now, yes. But not six months ago. Observe the patient strapped to cot number ten. I performed identical surgery upon that specimen early in October. Attempts later to restore muscular control resulted in a spastic condition which I have not been able to resolve. His condition has to do, of course, with balance of control. You see, voluntary and involuntary reactions are controlled by different brain mechanisms. These mechanisms are kept in perfect balance by nature and through such balance man is able to rest a limb or to move it at will. With improper cell ratio a spastic condition results. Today, I am certain, I could restore specimen number two, were his physical condition favorable to additional surgery. But I am afraid not.”

“What is this motionless creature in bed fourteen?”

“That is a recent stage. At present his body is resting. Nervous
Krowweicz took several faltering steps—as though he were a child.
system will be completely regenerated. I have removed the entire cerebrum and the specimen lives temporarily in an absolute void."

"Is this man your first attempt at such an operation, professor?"

"Hardly. It has taken me no less than forty similar undertakings to accomplish this cerebro-spinal severance. I have found that the patient must rest in a state of unconsciousness for at least forty-eight hours. All active brain processes must be quieted by drug. The patient, here, is void of all reasoning powers, memory, and anything we might refer to as active mentality. Yet the most amazing fact has come out of this achievement. This creature responds to a subconscious stimulation. One moment, please. I will demonstrate."

The professor stepped to a table and picked up a small whistle.

"Notice, Herr Hitler, how this creature attempts to retreat when I blow."

Mueller blew once lightly on the whistle, and the creature suddenly moved both legs convulsively in a manner one might ascribe to a man’s running backwards.

"How do you account for this, professor?", Hitler asked.

"That is hard to say. Perhaps a conditioning of childhood. I do not know. No other sound evokes any response whatsoever."

Hitler followed professor Mueller along the row of cots. They paused by number eighteen.

"This creature is my greatest achievement," the professor said slowly. He looked at the motionless being, then leaned forward grasping an arm.

"Feel this pulse, fuhrer. Isn’t it strong?"

Hitler obeyed and nodded affirmation.

"Temperature is also normal. Did you know, Herr Hitler, that reflexes of a sleeping man respond to stimulation?"

"No, I did not."

"Most certainly. Let me demonstrate conversely."

Professor Mueller briskly tapped the specimen below the knee cap several times. There was no response.

"This creature did not respond, did he?", Mueller asked.

"I should say no. Why?"

"Because he has no brain at all. No brain at all."

Hitler stared at the image for moments. Then he stepped forward and felt the pulse again, the warmth of its face. Hitler grew pale.

"How is this?", he asked the scientist.

"That is for me to know, Herr Hitler."

With a gesture of dismissal, Professor Mueller beckoned Hitler to follow him through another doorway. The two men left the ward quietly and entered another chamber where a sickly man was to be seen, lying on a cot beside an open window. Professor Mueller led Hitler up to the bedside. Mueller spoke kindly to the sick man:

"Krowweicz, you have a great honor today. Herr Hitler wishes to visit with you. Herr Hitler, this is Leopold Krowweicz. Perhaps you have heard of him. He plays the piano very well. In fact, he is a wonderful musician."

Hitler smiled at the sick man, then, turning to the doctor, asked why the man was bedridden.

"Krowweicz is a Polish friend of ours, but he has met with sad mis-
fortune. For a long time now he has not been able to play his piano because of brain tumor. He is largely paralyzed, Herr Hitler. We are going to make him well. I have told Krowweicz this for a long time, and perhaps he is sad from waiting. How do you feel today?" Professor Mueller asked, facing the sick man.

The frail creature responded with half a smile, half a face. Almost total paralysis.

"Have you induced this condition?" Hitler asked the doctor.

"No. This man came to us this way. He was a wonderful musician, führer."

Hitler and Mueller walked away.

"This is why I have asked you to come today, Herr Hitler. I want very much for you to witness what I do tonight. I shall make history as I said I would. History will be made tonight."

Professor Mueller led Hitler down a hallway and into another room. Inside sat a handsome young man, who rose promptly upon arrival of the two men. Mueller spoke:

"This man is named Friederich Heisman, Herr Hitler. Age twenty-two. Such a fine physical specimen I have not examined for many months. Reflexes acute, muscular coordination supreme. I have marveled at this specimen. "Sit down, sit down, Heisman," Mueller ordered, staring intently at the man. Slowly Heisman lowered himself into his chair.

"This creature was of superior type less than two years ago. He was an athlete. I. Q. well above normal. Has a fine wife and two small children. While riding horseback one day in February of last year his mount fell over an embankment and this man received a severe brain injury which has resulted in the condition we now witness. This man suffers progressive atrophy of the brain. Is it not a shame to witness degeneration of a fine specimen like this?", Professor Mueller asked, looking quiscically into the face of Hitler.

"Pitiful for a fine German, doctor," Hitler answered.

"With that I agree. After tonight however, this man will suffer no more. Please follow me, Herr Hitler. I must prepare for surgery. Would you care to witness?"

"By all means, professor. By all means."

Half an hour later Mueller, Heinman, Hitler and three medical assistants entered an operating chamber. Equipment was impressive. With methodical precision the assistants arranged instruments for their superior, and lights were adjusted as the doctor had instructed them many times previously. Presently the door opened and two more assistants wheeled a body into the room. This was the body of Heisman. He lay asleep, drugged. In a moment another body was wheeled into the room. It was the body of Krowweicz. He too had been drugged. Professor Mueller inspected the two bodies. All seemed to be in readiness.

Without further conversation work was begun. Assistants wheeled the two patients into position. Scalps were shaved. Doctor Heinman worked feverishly alongside his associate, Professor Mueller, who moved with rapid and skillful technique. Hitler stood in the background, transfixed with interest. Before his eyes doctors were per-
forming a miracle of science. He saw hands moving rapidly, instruments shining for a quick moment in bright lights; he saw assistants with hypodermic needle, poised, saw them move; heard and felt strange vibrations. An hour passed, then from the skull of Heisman Professor Mueller withdrew a gray-brown mass of pulp. "Brain segment, surely," Hitler thought. Then from the skull of the paralytic, Krowweicz, came another similar gray-brown segment. For an instant Hitler saw this flesh, caught the eye of Mueller who quickly lost himself again in feverish haste. All moved together now and time was lost in heated unity. For three hours Hitler stood there, motionless in the background, intently watching all before him. Finally Professor Mueller placed a last instrument upon the table and stepped back from the glare of burning lights. He removed his breathing mask and wiped his brow.

"Wheel the body away," he said, and they walked from the chamber.

"Gentlemen," Mueller said, "in ten days we will have our answer. Until that time the patient will remain unconscious."

Hitler departed for Berlin after expressing strong desire to be summoned to witness first questioning of Heisman. Professor Mueller agreed to notify him if the patient failed to convalesce normally.

I wish now, before describing first reactions of Heisman, to remind the reader of what had taken place. During the operation a section of the brain of Krowweicz, Polish pianist, had been removed and transplanted into the brain of Heisman, that same section of Heisman's brain having been previously damaged in an accident. The body of Krowweicz was allowed to die after the operation. It must be remembered that Heisman was a German citizen, father of two children. Krowweicz was nothing more than a Polish victim of paralysis.

On May 10, 1940, Hitler arrived on schedule to witness results of Mueller's experiment. He was led into a sunny room where Doctor Heinman and Professor Mueller stood waiting. They exchanged greetings. In a moment the door opened and an assistant wheeled Heisman into the room. He was sitting up erectly in a wheelchair, appearing alert and normal, except for the large bandage covering the top of his head.

"Good morning, Heisman, how do you feel today?" Mueller asked.

"Excellent, doctor. As a matter of fact, I feel more awake than I have for some time. Tell me, what is this whole thing about. I seem to have been asleep for a long time. My memories are funny..."

"You have been suffering for a long while since your accident on horseback."

"Oh yes, horseback... horse fell. We were racing... did Heinrich win?" He laughed with boyish interest.

"Yes, Heinrich won the race. But that has been some time ago, Heisman. Do you have any idea how long?"

"Well, since Saturday. What day is this, Monday? Tuesday?"

"This happens to be a Friday, Heisman, but it is more than fifteen months since." Heisman looked up with a start. He appeared fright-
ened. Pain must have overcome him, for he slumped back into the chair and closed his eyes. Professor Mueller motioned his assistant to wheel the patient away.

“We will allow him to rest several hours, then question him again,” he said.

Hitler and the two scientists lunched together that day, but conversation was light for they were anxious to question Heisman again. After sufficient interval Professor Mueller asked the assistant to wheel the man again into the private room. Heisman was awake.

“Doctor,” he asked, “is my wife, Frieda, here?”

“Not at the moment, Heisman, but you will see her very soon. She and the children are coming.”

“What children?” Heisman asked blankly.

“Your children.”

Heisman laughed heartily, then grew serious.

“I must practice. My hands are very stiff. But it is no fault of mine. These Germans force one to abandon self-interest today. I think I have not practiced twice within a month, and autumn concerts arranged. Could you allow me a few hours by myself at a piano, doctor?”

Professor Mueller seemed excited.

“Certainly, Heisman. Do you feel strong enough to play?”

“I have to play when I can these days. So frequently my hands grow numb and my head will ache, and then I fear I’m suffering paralysis. It is frightening, doctor, very frightening.”

“That is why you are here, Krowweicz. We have taken care of you. An operation has been performed and you will not suffer these headaches again.”

“Please do not mispronounce my name, doctor. That is the least courtesy I might expect. The very least.”

“Forgive me,” Mueller said to him kindly, and the man, Heisman, fell back into his chair, asleep.

Mueller, gravely concerned, stepped aside with doctor Heiman.

“I’m afraid this is going to be difficult, Heiman. Looks as if it might take the form of Schizothymia. These thoughtstreams must merge. Of course, time may see one channel predominating, but... and did you notice he spoke only German?”

“Yes, I noticed. I believe he’s basically normal. Possibly outright explanation will lead him to accept this superimposed mental aura. And then again, as you say, improper fusion of nerve channels may have occurred. If that’s the case we’ll have to scratch it off, I’m afraid.”

“Never. But I am interested in hearing him play. I wonder. Will his mental genius furnish manual dexterity or must this come by and of itself. This is a point to be learned. How much will the thinking process affect a previously untrained digital action? Perhaps this evening we may see. I hope so.”

Professor Mueller arranged to conduct an informal interview with Heisman the same evening. It was held in a lounge where a piano would be at hand. Doctor Heiman and Hitler were again included, but it was agreed upon that only Professor Mueller should question the man. Heisman was wheeled into the lounge at six o’clock, having
enjoyed several hours rest following a light meal in the afternoon. The assistant withdrew and closed the door. Hitler and Heinman feigned comfortable indifference to Heisman’s presence. They were conversing lightly. Mueller chose to let Heisman take his course, so spoke indefinitely:

“How do you feel this evening?”

“I feel rested, doctor. Slept soundly this afternoon. Had dreams for the first time in quite a while, I suppose. I wonder, could you bring me up to date, doctor? This so-called void in my life has left me with some peculiar sensations, mentally, that is. What has actually happened to me? Have I been under your medical care all this while? Have I been in a coma? Have I been away, say, at some convalescent home? Or have I just come to you recently? Have I suffered amnesia?”

It was apparent Heisman had reverted to himself, mentally, while asleep. The doctor spoke:

“Not so fast, Heisman. Too many questions all at once. We’ll bring you up to date, and I suppose it will be an interesting story for you. However, before going into such a long story I should like to ask you a question or two. It is quite necessary, understand, for your physical welfare. In other words I want to feel you out. I want to know what mental load you are able to bear at the present. We will answer your questions in due time. First of all now I am interested in your dreams of this afternoon. Can you recall anything in particular?”

“Yes, I can. From what I understand of medicine and the effects of anesthesia, however, I should suppose they are the typical sort any patient would experience. Mostly disconnected, silly...you know what I mean, doctor.”

“Not quite. And they may not be so silly. Please describe them as accurately as you can.”

“Well, I remember rather distinctly one dream I had. An exciting one at that. I was in Warsaw, I think. And I knew where I was, I knew in detail, far beyond my actual acquaintance with the city. And we, there was a big crowd of friends, we were all running down one of the main streets. German troops were chasing and firing at us. I remember turning quickly down a side street, almost gasping for breath, and of taking along with me a woman who, in the dream, seemed to be my wife. I can imagine what Frieda would think. Anyway, we ducked into a cellar door to hide. I heard footsteps hurrying past and voices. It was quite an affair, doctor. I kept having the same dream over and over again.”

“Is that all you can remember of the dream?”, Mueller asked.

“Well, let me see. Nothing really happened. It seemed always as though something were going to happen, as if they would catch us. But they never did. We always managed to get away, into that cellar. Oh yes, that reminds me. I couldn’t seem to run fast enough. That was what was so exciting about it all. The woman had to drag me. I felt limp and heavy. You know, like in childish dreams we used to have when something was chasing us and we couldn’t run? Still, this was a little different. I seemed to have great difficulty run-
ning."
"I’m glad you told me that, Heisman. It may help you. Now, what else did you dream?"
"I played at a concert."
Mueller sat forward.
"At a concert?"
"Yes. I can also add, modestly, doctor, that I was terrific. I played the biggest and longest piano you ever saw, and I played the loudest music you ever heard. There were hundreds of people and I was dressed in evening clothes."
"That’s always an interesting dream. Perhaps you have dreamed that before your illness. Have you ever longed to play a piano?"
"No, I haven’t. I don’t care particularly for music."
"Did your parents ever force you to study music as a child?"
"No. We had a piano at home, but neither I nor my sister touched it. That is, other than chop sticks and the sort all kids learn."
"Do you remember what selections you played in this dream?"
"No, not the names. Not the names... but I do recall a tremendous run in one of my last numbers. I played four or five long selections, doctor. The run I’m thinking of gave me trouble in each dream. I was getting tired and tripped on it every time. I remember growing very embarrassed and of trying to repeat it and of getting worse and worse. I got to where I couldn’t move my fingers and I began to cry. Isn’t that silly?"
"It’s wonderful, young man, wonderful!"
"Why do you say that, doctor?"
"I’ll tell you why in a little while." Mueller motioned to Heisman, who had been jotting down memoranda on a note pad. Heisman rose quietly and walked to the piano. Heisman did not notice this. Doctor Heinman laboriously poised his hands to strike the keyboard. With resounding volume he struck a heavy chord. He struck it again, then began to repeat it heavier and faster. Professor Mueller’s eyes were frozen on Heisman, who had whirled around and was staring at the doctor. Heisman seemed pale. He turned to Professor Mueller:
"Please, doctor, remove that impudent beast. Please remove him, get him out, please!"
Mueller rushed to the piano and grabbed Doctor Heinman by the wrists. "Please leave immediately," he whispered. Heiman rose and left the room.
"Did he annoy you?", Mueller asked, after the doctor had gone.
"I’m sorry, doctor. I’m very sorry. Your friend did not annoy me. He only hurt me. I would play myself, but..." Heisman paused and stared at his hands.
He grew more pale, then opened his eyes. He was moving his fingers and staring at them. He began to shake and to move his hands rapidly. Tears formed in his eyes.
"God!", he screamed, and leaped to his feet. "I can move my hands! I can move my hands!"

HEISMAN stumbled across the room to the piano and threw himself upon the seat. Crying, laughing, all combined, he plunged into the "Polonaise." Spellbound, Hitler, Mueller and Heisman, who had reentered the room, watched and listened to the man’s wild soulful pouring out of music that had been chained for so very long. He played twenty, thirty minutes. No one moved. He played laborious.
movements and replayed them. Gradually he tired, and the three witnesses observed his heavy perspiration.

"Shouldn't we stop him?" Heinman whispered to Mueller.

"Never in this world, never."

Suddenly Heisman paused. He did not play for several moments. Then he rebegun. It was different. He was attempting to replay the "Polonaise," but it sounded mechanical, studied. He paused again. Then after several moments began the same selection with his original gusto. The music was superb. Heisman stopped suddenly and turned to the three men.

"Doctor," he said strangely, "something very frightening is happening to me. I am excited."

Mueller stepped forward.

"What is the matter?", he asked, "Your music is beautiful."

"I thought I had fallen asleep in that chair a moment ago. And I thought I was having a dream. Then, I woke up playing this piano. How did I get here?"

"You walked to the piano, Heisman."

"But what is so funny doctor... I can slip into this dreamy mood so easily. I did it just now. I can do it and I can hear myself playing. I can wake myself at the same time, but when I do I cannot move my fingers so easily. But when I am awake I know what I have done. I have just played the "Polonaise," and I have played it hundreds of times somewhere before. Doctor, I am afraid I am losing my mind. This is not me. When I am dreaming I have a different background and I am thinking of something else, many other things of which I am totally unfamiliar at this moment.

But... but, doctor, I can see things I did not remember ever before in my whole life. I know people and I know the date of their birth, and I see a woman who is my wife. I know where I married her and I know how long she has nursed me. Doctor, what am I doing? I can see another wife, Frieda, and... and I can see children..." Heisman fainted.

Doctor Heinman carried the patient to his wheelchair and summoned an assistant. They sent Heisman to his bed chamber and administered sedatives. He was to sleep for some time. Mueller, in highest spirits, spoke rapidly of Heisman's condition.

"The man is marvelous. He's wonderful. Do you know what, Heinman? We have succeeded! We have succeeded! Heisman is essentially Heisman and he has just recognized everything else that he is. He is not lost from his real self. All left to do is to explain everything to the man and he will adjust himself to his newer self. Gradually he is going to accept all these other thoughts. What he has mistaken right now for a dream is actual musical genius within himself, and I put it there."

Mueller turned to Hitler:

"Do you understand that, Herr Hitler, I put it there. I have created a German musician of a Polish genius. This Heisman is going to have to visit a lot of new relatives,"

the doctor chuckled happily.

I need carry the reader no further with the orientation of Heisman to his altered self. The task was accomplished, with limitations. Another matter of far greater significance can now bear revelation. My whole purpose in having gone to such extreme detail has been to impress the
Out of nowhere came a terrific Explosion. It was the bomb of a saboteur.
reader with the effectiveness of these German experiments. It has been necessary to convince the reader of certain astounding facts which I myself at first found difficult to accept. This lengthy background is absolutely essential to the conclusion of this story, and although some of the foregoing material may have been of interest in itself it has not been my purpose to indulge the reader with pleasure literature of an erotic nature. I have been preparing him for something he should know. His acceptance or rejection is of little moment to me, for I am concerned only to the extent of relieving myself of the obligation of passing on to others information which has been brought to my attention much by chance. I will now proceed.

ADOLPH Hitler left Dachau that night of May 20, 1940, in a morbid mental state. Never before in his life had anything impressed him so completely. He must have grown numb under aspect of the medical potentials involved in Professor Mueller’s achievement. By far that experiment outweighed any previous triumph by the two scientists, and Adolph Hitler realized the fact. He decided not to publicize the information. No one should know of this wonderful thing. This new tool was more than a weapon to be conceived in terms of mechanical warfare. It could control the world, and, if necessary, even its creator. From that point forward there was one man on earth for whom Adolph Hitler entertained greater respect than self-respect. He recognized a superior in Professor Richter Mueller.

The autumn of 1941 found Germany plunging deeper and deeper into the abyss of total warfare and Hitler shouldered proportionately greater responsibility. His mind was preoccupied with overwhelming undertakings, national defense, armament, air force, guns. But all the while, in the background, he was promoting the genius and skill of Professor Mueller. More and more experiments came to his attention, and der fuehrer always interrupted himself to witness these events. His confidence in the professor grew, and he began to request particular experiments. The scientist turned into a producer of ‘specialties’ for Hitler. Of course the routine work of dietetical improvement carried on, but in the mind of Hitler such lesser matters had long since lost luster.

Nineteen forty-two and three passed. The war had gone bad. Superior manpower and overpowering mechanical opposition were brought to bear upon the Reich. Victory had turned into convulsive search for self-preservation everywhere and anywhere. Still, amid all this shattering chaos, Professor Mueller continued to enjoy greater attention. His works were sponsored with silent and all-absorbing interest by Hitler. Let the Russians roll westward, let the allies encroach day-by-day, more and more upon German territory, let all this happen, but let nothing interfere with the marvelous work of Professor Mueller!

Hitler was a tired man when he convened privately with staff officers and strategists one day in July of 1944. He had traveled into southern Germany, Bavaria, near Berchtesgatten to discuss military events with these men. During this secret
conference, out of nowhere, came a terrific explosion. It was the bomb of a saboteur. In that small room were only a few men. Several died immediately, several lingered. Hitler, by stroke of misguided fortune, survived the attempt upon his life. He left the scene “slightly shaken,” as described by witnesses. He limped noticeably.

As of that date der fuehrer ceased to appear in public. Rumor spoke of broken eardrums, nervous condition. Doubles stood in for him. Assistants carried on in his absence. Higherups have not been able to provide satisfying history of Hitler’s whereabouts or occupation since that attempt upon his life. Actually, he continued to govern and to maintain all necessary controlling facilities. But he did not appear in public. That is because he had suffered more than anyone knew. Personal injuries sustained in the explosion incapacitated him for at least two weeks, and he was confined to his bed under care of a personal physician. When he considered himself able to travel, he quietly departed his quarters and went promptly to Professor Mueller who diagnosed his condition.

Hitler suffered a loss of equilibrium and could not walk properly after the explosion. His left leg dragged behind him. Nor could he use his left hand adequately. This condition was diagnosed by Professor Mueller and described as permanent. Hitler left the professor and returned to his official residence from which he continued to release directives without aid of personal contact with associates. He carried on in this manner until February of 1945. One day in February a strange thing occurred.

Adolph Hitler was observed to leave his quarters in company with a tall, vigorous man who walked briskly beside him and helped him into a car. The man was above average in height, and wore a dark gray overcoat and hat, brim turned down. The tall man got into the automobile, not an official car, and drove away with Hitler. Late that night, and I must insert here that this event was observed and recorded, the car containing Hitler and this man pulled to a stop in front of heavy iron gates leading to the private laboratory of Professor Mueller. The man got out of the car, walked hurriedly around and opened the door for Hitler. Hitler got out and limped along beside this man, through the gate, and beyond the sight of any observer. The night grew heavy and no one came out of the heavy gates.

Close vigilance was maintained by someone, however, and this vigilance endured for six days. On the evening of the sixth day something startling occurred; a terrific detonation lighted the sky; Professor Mueller’s laboratory burst into flames; several explosions quickly followed, then quiet, only the hot sound of burning buildings and crackling interiors. Several minutes elapsed. Then, through the gate, stealthily, came a tall man in dark gray overcoat, with hat brim turned down. He peered about him cautiously, then headed for the automobile. Something was strange... something very strange... the tall man moved slowly, very slowly, dragging his left leg behind him. He crawled into the car and quickly sped away into the night.

THE END
TITAN'S DAUGHTER

by Richard S. Shaver

A THOUSAND centuries had passed, yet in her tomb the lovely daughter of the Titans still was capable of life!

Before the guards could interfere, I threw the black over my shoulder.
The fires of relentless war had burnt a desert of scars around once—beautiful Ekippe, gigantic city of the marsh-men of Southern-Venus.

For fifty miles the green of the cities' farmlands and gardens had been seared and blasted till the soil was no longer earth. The smoking surface was covered deep with still-hot, new-formed glass!

The war-rays were silent now,
their energies paralyzed by flows of static magnetism. Eltona, our leader, the Elder Robot, had devised a magnetic flow that blew out the dynamos from over-induction.

Nonur, leader of the Red Robes of the Cult of the Hag since the death of Hecate had retreated with her murderous followers from our cold steel.

A sword was the only weapon possible in the strong magnetic field which had destroyed every dynamo’s power beneath Ekippe. The Red Robes could not face steel, we found.

I, Big Jim Steel, had learned to use the big swords of the marsh-men in the arena battles staged by Nonur when I was her captive. I yearned to sink my blade in one more Robe.

CHAPTER ONE

‘And there the body lay, age after age,
Mute, breathing, beating, warm and undecaying.
Like one asleep in a green hermitage
With gentle smiles about its eyelids playing.—Shelley.

The grotesque green marsh-men were silently trooping back from the jungle where they had fled from the titanic destruction loosed by the terrible weapons of our fleet of Elder space ships upon the stronghold.

Sadly they picked their way over the smoking, glassy earth, avoiding superstitiously the bodies of the blasted marsh-men who had failed to escape the holocaust.

The marsh-men, a species peculiar to Venus, are green-skinned. With the gill-slits in their necks, prominent and bulging with gill fringes for under-water breathing, they are also equipped with interior lungs for air-breathing.

They have large webbed hands, wide webbed feet, staring fixed eyes, and spiny crests on their heads. They are amphibious and intelligent, their cities are finely built and strong, their barbaric culture is artistic, if not exactly understandable to an earthman like myself. I did not blame them for getting out of the way of the sudden battle between the Lefernian Amazons, backed up by the powerful mer-people, and the venomous crew of Vampires under Nonur, the Earth-born leader of the piratical Red Robes.

Our leader, the Elder Robot, or synthetic life-form I had discovered in a forgotten city in the hot-belt of Venus, had proved too much for Nonur’s skill with the ancient cavern weapons. Eltona was immortal, had been synthesized in that forgotten time when the caverns were teeming with the greatest technical civilization our planets have ever seen. Her training was so vastly superior to Nonur’s modern and sketchy understanding of the uses of the ancient abandoned weapons left behind by that long-gone master-race that the Red Robes had no chance against us. And when it came to cold steel—to which Eltona had swiftly made sure the struggle was reduced—our Lefernian Amazons could not be beaten.

Walking back behind the mechanically striding, yet graceful form of Eltona, through the great Elder borings in the basalt under-rock, passing along the gloomy grandeur of the Elder sculpture making magnificent the walls, I was sunk in gloom, but not because of the sad
surroundings from the dead past.

Nonur had retreated into the impenetrable metal hide-out offered by an ancient "time-safe," as the Elder race's device for escape from life is called.

The time-safe is a device not fully understood today. But I knew that if Eltona did not even attempt to crack the ultra-hard metal walls, there was something about them superior to force. The time-safe was a place which those of the Elder-race entered when they were weary of their near-immortal lives, there to sleep away years or centuries in complete relaxation and the giving up of their minds to the ecstasy of their dream-mech images and sensations. When they entered the time-safe, they set a lock on the door somewhat like our modern safe-doors, which rendered it impossible for others to pass until the set time had elapsed. But there was another secret about their construction, some time-warp or other trick of energy transmutation, that made the metal of the walls impervious. In this way they safe-guarded their retreat from life for as long as they wished.

What caused my gloom was that there was no knowing when Nonur would come out and face her medicine. And Nonur had taken my young wife-to-be along with her and her venomous followers, a captive.

Cuelna! My heart kept throbbing her name, over and over. Would I ever see her again, or would I sit and wait outside that ancient immutable time-safe year after year, while Nonur enjoyed the ecstasy of the Elder's dreams, and Cuelna... perhaps she would starve, or be tortured to death, or was already dead. For as a last gesture of mockery and deviltry, Nonur had placed a knife to her throat as the great timesafe vault doors had swung shut between us—perhaps forever.

So it was I was gloomy as I followed the graceful Robot leader, Eltona, back toward the surface. Gloomy and discouraged in spite of our hard-won victory over the evil of the parasitic Red Robes. For all the fruits of victory were to me so much ashes without my Cuelna. What did I care that the Tuon Amazons had recovered their youth and vigor after exposure to an attack of radioactive sand—when I had lost my Cuelna? What did I care that the graceful and lovely Eltona looked back and smiled gently and sympathetically upon my sad face. She might have been the most fetid of all the synthetic beauties of the forgotten time from which she came—to me she was only an over-intelligent robot.

**WHICH** was not strictly true.

For a time I had been deeply smitten by her charms and intelligence, by the projection of infinite beauty which her mind's energies automatically cast, ensnaring all mortal minds with a worshipful awe of her—until I had made photographic studies of her to find out the truth about her structure. It was not much I had learned, except that her sex was not strictly what a modern human calls sex. For Eltona was a protean creature, who could cause any illusion she wished about her nature and appearance in a mortal's eyes, and she automatically did cause such illusion, reading a man's desires and answering them perfectly with her protean chameleonic powers. **What** a thought-record and film-record re-
revealed was a creature beautiful beyond imagination, yes! But not anything a modern man could call woman! For such women do not exist in the life of the race dominant today. But I was to learn a great deal more about the sex of the forebears of the human race than I yet knew. I was to learn in a strange way that Eltona’s sex was not illusion.

Beside Eltona walked O n u a, Chief of the Tuon forces, her grace and vigor restored. Six feet of efficient fighting machine, yet she walked with all the subtle serpentine undulance of the original tempter. Her long gleaming metallic mesh cloak hung in folds to the floor—clasped about her, it was impervious to all but the heaviest rays. The long cape was the only genuine covering she wore, the rest was lovely tattooed skin surface. The jeweled straps and belts of her weapon harness did not conceal or mar the beauty of her figure. The harness was purely functional, and upon it, from hooks and clasps hung a dozen tiny deadly antique hand weapons. She carried herself, as do most Tuons, with the fluid dancer’s grace their life walking the crystal plastic cable-paths of their tree cities gives them. The old swagger was returning to her, and my heart was glad for her, but she reminded me of Ceuila, and the gladness became again gloom.

There were many dead scattered about the caverns as we walked toward the surface. The red robes of Nonur’s followers, of the inner circle, lay side-by-side in an equality of death with their servants and warriors, the big black duckfooted warriors from the southern swamp-lands, the red-skinned renegade warriors and the few green marsh-men who had found employment under Nonur. The swords of the Tuons and their red-skinned allies had slaughtered them as they battled to hold off the attack till Nonur found a way of escape. I cursed their stupid loyalty to the venomous double-crossing leader who had betrayed them to death.

Eltona spoke mentally to one of the robots following in the distance. I could hear her intensely powerful thought more clearly than speech when she spoke thus.

“Put these bodies into Selectron. I wish to preserve them thus in the bio-plastic as specimens and because I may want to revive them after treatment, or use their bodies for spare parts for creation.”

I had long ceased to wonder at Eltona’s ways. A modern mind had as much chance of understanding Eltona as an ant has of comprehending the Tennessee Valley water-power project.

The robots began to bring from storerooms beneath the living and weapon chambers great blocks of amber plastic. This stuff they

*Plastic seal life suspension. This method of enclosing a body in a solid plastic block, after suspension of animation, is the only possible one by which the “de” field surrounding the sun and our universe can be escaped.

This is due to the size and intensity of this field of “de” magnetic (reverse of attractive magnetic—do is repellant magnetic).

This field is of such a size that only by fully protecting the body in this manner can it survive long enough to traverse the immense distance necessary for complete escape into “High Tee” areas where life does not cease, of old age.

Someday, when men have learned the true science of the Elder race, they may traverse space and time by this method, and so come again into contact with the descendants of the Elder race of earth. But they have gone so far away in their pursuit of favorable life conditions of Tee that only by suspended animation can we live long enough to reach them again.—Ed.
warmed in great square metal vats left there long ago for just that purpose, apparently. When soft as glue and mildly warm, they dropped one of the corpses into each vat, allowed the plastic to solidify. Then they stacked it once again in the storerooms out of sight.

During this process which I watched carefully, not knowing what else to do, I was startled to see in one of the blocks of slowly warming and melting plastic... a human, female figure!*

I SHOUTED orally to Eltona, then to the robot handling the heat control. Both of them came to me on the run.

I pointed at the figure dimly to

*In the caverns I have seen many thousands of these bodies encased in plastic. Mention of them can be found in other writers, occult writers speak of them, they are an ancient SOURCE OF FOOD FOR THE CAVERN DWELLERS.

There was a large number of (abandoned) migration ships loaded full of them, in various parts of the caverns. They must have been trapped by some cataclysm, the Moon descent which caused the Deluge of the Bible, or the sudden flaming of a Nova from our sun wiping out the life which was left to care for them before the ships took off. Thus the ships have lain, and the storerooms filled with them—perhaps they were so encased to enable them to survive the catastrophe which at that period nearly obliterated life on earth, and did succeed in obliterating all who held the ancient wisdom of the Elder race in their minds.

Inside the great square blocks of yellow plastic, these mighty bodies still remain, usually

The degenerate cavern dero chip off the plastic, at the flesh. Truth is they could be revised if sane men had a chance to study the writings left by those who put them there in the plastic.

Upon each plastic block is a metal plaque bearing name, description of his training, nature of his forebears and special talents etc. It is very evident that that race crossed time and space in this way—by complete suspension of all bodily activity and encasing the wrapped body in solid blocks of the hard yellow plastic, proof against all stresses and strains of space flight. —Shaver.

be seen within the cloudy, melting block.

Eltona reached out with her built-in body-ray-beams, and touched the robot’s mind with powerful augmented ray-command.

He picked the hot plastic out of the vat with his fantastic strength, set it on the floor.

For a half hour Eltona busied herself assembling special apparatus. Then the plastic was set back into the vat, and the heat turned on slightly.

When nearly all the encasing amber stuff was melted from the limbs of the figure, the robot picked the mass out of the vat again.

We bent over it, helped to chip off the remaining amber material carefully.

Exposed to our eyes was a girl of startling muscular development, and of great size!

I looked at Eltona, knowing this was a miracle all of us had long wanted to happen.

Everyone who understood the tremendous abilities of the Elder race hoped and prayed that somehow, someday, at least one would return as a saviour, bringing their medical knowledge and understanding of age again to the sun - planets.

“How did she come to be here?”

“Eltona, save her!”

Our minds were all crying aloud together in anxiety that the wonder of this discovery might not be lost to the great destroyer that had blighted all of life on the Sun-planets for so long as there should be a sun. The death from age that came from the “de” of the sun.

Eltona did not answer, but her fingers flew over the keyboard of the mech she had rearranged for the job. Rays seized the girl’s dia-
phragm, others warmed her nostrils gently, drew out the plugs of plastic as quickly as they became moist with warmth. Her diaphragm pumped regularly under the mechanically reversed push-and-pull force-ray. Eltona rose from the ray mech which was now pouring near a dozen different kinds of beneficial rays upon the figure. She searched for what seemed hours among the wall cabinets of the chambers, and none of us could help her, for we could not even understand what she wanted. She returned presently with a huge hypodermic, plunged it into the girl’s arm, shot in a full cylinder of some fluid. After watchful minutes in which I saw despair mount in her strange glowing eyes, she shot another plunger-full into the giant girl’s breast.

Time! Time! My eyes watched Onua as she bent in silent prayer. These robots and this Amazon could fully understand the importance of the find; I could only appreciate it by catching their reflected thought. It was a thing often prayed for—a Messiah from the Gods of the past. This before my eyes was such a thing—one of the great race who have come down to us only in the blind worship of the past! A giant child!

My pulses leaped as at last the breast heaved of itself in different rhythm than the mechanically pushing and pulling force beam. As a slow color mounted though the cheeks I turned, threw my arms about Onua. “She lives, she lives!”

Eltona bent, lifted the giant girl’s hands to her beautiful lips. I knew what she meant! I knew what it meant to her weary, lonely heart to find this girl from the past. As the girl’s eyes fluttered their long lashes, as the blue irises turned wonderfully upon Eltona’s glowing eyes and then about the circle of our faces, as I heard thought stir in her mind, flash along the beneficial beams and augment through the generators by reflection and mount and mount through all the chamber—the awesome, wondrous music of the thought of the Elder race began to dominate the whole strange scene. The giant child’s thought said:

“Why? Why? So much has changed! I was to take the little death and pass the void—I was to awaken in the cold rocks of Calteran afar across the void from this suddenly blazing Desun.* I was to awaken by the clean carbon fires of the deep caverns of Calteran. I was to live where death is unknown to the Children of Arch-man. The masters promised me none were to be left. Oh! Oh, mech-woman, comfort my heart. They are all gone—gone!”

ELTONA gathered up the giant beautiful head in her arms, began to croon in a voice such as I

*Desun—For those Shaver students who know the alphabet, this phrase Desun, or desin, is particularly significant. Looking in dictionary under de-s-e I find, under de-s-in only desinute, meaning unused, BUT, when I turn to de-s-o-l, same meaning but a different spelling, I find a most significant word—de-s-o-l-ate! De-s-o-l-ate! The meaning is given as—“To deprive of inhabitants. To lay waste, ruinous. Left alone.”

To those who still think that the sun, SOL to the ancients, does not kill, I give this word de-s-o-l-ate as evidence that the Elder race knew that the sun was the cause of death, that they used the symbols de to designate the emanations from the sun that do cause age and death—and the gradual manner of this destruction in the word a-t-e on the end of desolate. For its final effects we have the word desert. Surt was the ancient Fire-God of the Norse. The spelling has changed, but Surt or Sol or Sun—they all say the same, the sun destroys life.—Ed.
never heard her use before. It was a weird song, of strange harmonies, and through it pulsed her thought—loud, too loud for mind to bear without pain, but it was a good pain. It sang of the old days and the great race, and it sang of the ressurrected life in her arms, and it explained why she had been left; of the catastrophe of the sudden sun flames that had hurried the leaving—and so one had been left. One and herself, Eltona, and the other mech-men standing about with bowed heads. It sang of glory, and work, and the terrible blight of the planets—and the wars they (then, after) fought forever—and of Eltona’s withdrawal from it all into the ruins of her ancient home and of her lies to herself that kept her hiding there so many centuries away from all the de-life which was so much less than “life.”

And all the time she crooned and sang to the now sobbing giantess child my heart strained with pity for the grief of this child who had lost her loved ones so far in the past and had now to face the horror of age from which that race had fled. My brain and my nerves throbbed with the same pity of this child, big as an adult, but a child, that consumed Eltona, and I knew that the Elder race was great because their hearts and their minds were great. Pain could be to them vastly greater than human pain, and sorrow infinitely more devastating.

The mech-woman and the living child knelt there together on the floor, and I bowed my head, and Onua wept softly in my arms. For the wonder and the pity and the strange past glory of those sorrowful moments was too great for all of us: we filed silently out and left the two from the past there to bear their grief. We could not bear it! May their spirits prove strong, so that some day they may show men the way to find the path to the caverns of cold-surfaced and sunless Calteran—where-ever that planet may be—and into the carbon-fire-warmed caverns beneath that frozen surface.

Onua, sobbing quietly in my arms outside the former weapon-chamber of Nonur the Evil, moaned softly: “Someday, Jim, men may find again the caverns of far alteran. Someday, Jim! We will work always to bring that trip about, to make it possible! We have all been so stupid, having these spaceships left here and the evidences of the past so numerous in our hands, not to understand that to live we must escape all sunlight anywhere, go where there is no radioactivity out in far space. There, build great clean cavern fires to warm our cities, and so live immortal lives of glory, spanning the voids with our ships on and on and on into the ever new and ever glorious future. To sit and fail to understand for so many centuries—man has been so stupid, Jim! I never realized what we had failed to do! What we have failed so miserably to understand. Life is not to be lived under these deadly suns. Why, the names of them come from the Elder tongue—and they mean age, death and evil! Alderbaran - All de! Bar an! You know what the word means?” I shook my head.

“It means ‘the rays of Alderbaran are all destructive energy! Any animals found under this sun are banned from intercourse or contact with human life. It means we too are like that now, Jim. We are
now creatures of evil, raised under an evil sun, and so, too destructive to be trusted! Our wars, our miseries, our evils, they tell us that. No sane intelligent life would fail to bar us from their places of peace!"

I nodded. I knew what she meant. For the eyes of that angelic child of the giant Elder race had looked upon us all with horror. We were poor souls in Hell to her. We were creatures too low for consideration in her world! We were the DEmolated of life under the Deesuns. And she awoke among us and knew at once that for her there would never be release! For the life of planets about such suns is quarantined from all contact with the clean life in the caverns of the cold planets of space! It was to her like going to sleep in the peace and quiet of her home in Heaven—and waking in the horrors of a Nazi concentration camp! She was one, now of the damned, and could never escape to her own people: for she had been upon a quarantined planet, under an "aldebaran" sun too long. The tremendous truth I had gathered from Eltona’s song and from her eyes would always be inside me like a painful burden.

"ONUA, we can try to escape. We can fit ships and voyage outward—outward! They are fitted for such trips, engined for it. We cannot be accepted by the people who left the child behind, but we can find our own sunless planet and attempt a life of our own! With the escape from the age of the burning radioactives flung by the sun, we can find the strength to do it!"

Her eyes looked up into mine, shining, new-dewed with fresh flowing courage. "We can try, Jim! The trying may prove us worthy of our ancestors, the people who were like that lovely child!"

CHAPTER TWO

Further than ever comet flared—
Or vagrant star-dust swirled—
Live such as fought and sailed and ruled
And MADE the world..."

A month passed. A long black ship headed outward from Venus, past the orbit of earth - of Mars - picking up speed steadily. Within the ship were two hundred blocks of amber plastic. Within the block were two hundred human beings. Fifty of these were Mers, fifty were Marsh-men, fifty were Tłuon women who not been injured by the raiding fleets of Red Robes, being from Panete, which Nonur's destroying expeditions had missed. Fifty were from the cities of the Red races, selected by lot. They were the advance guard of a migration which would continue so long as intelligence remained upon Venus.

At the helm of the ship sat one of Eltona’s robots, impassive, unperturbed; waiting for time to pass and space to pass,and for the cold planet which was his objective to approach. Then he would return with news of the feasibility of the project.

Over Venus was spreading a feverish activity, a hope motivating such labor and such idealistic planning as had never been seen before. Behind this activity the synthetic mind of Eltona moved, serene and confident, and beside her mind the sorrowful but awakening mind of the Elder child watched - and suggested how things "should be."
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Twin beams hooking her mind to the young Elder-race scion, Eltona utilized the child’s reactions to give herself all the human qualities she knew she would need to do the job she had set herself. That job: to reorganize the whole of Venus in a planet-round government set up for the purpose of overcoming the terrible decadence which had affected the young mind fresh from the glorious social life of the Elder race most greatly.

That decadence they both seemed to understand quite thoroughly, its cause and its nature and now the cure appeared!

Toward the end of following up the exploratory expedition sent out into cold space with a robot at the controls, the whole man-power of Venus was directed toward readying space ships for the long trip—rebuilding the ancient ships that still existed in some quantity, and constructing entire new ships after the ancient patterns. In getting the minds of the people of Venus prepared to face such a trip by demonstrating in all the principal cities of the planet the necessary suspended animation and plastic immersion which would safeguard the body from the rigors of space travel, from both acceleration and cold, from deceleration and from time. For such trips were made in years, not in months.

By building on Venus a supply source which would constantly ship out to space a flow of supplies and new colonists to augment the two hundred already dispatched to a sunless planet.

These plans and other less understandable thoughts I watched circulate between Eltona’s starkly utilitarian mind and Cireona’s. (Cireona Onoat was the name of the Elder child found in the block of plastic).

But chiefly Onua and I served as liaison between Eltona and her armies and fleets as they scoured Venus for possible opposition, as they landed in city after city untouched before by war and presented them with an ultimatum to join the new way of life or be ignominiously forced to accept progress. To Eltona’s mind there was no logic in allowing the less advanced people of Venus to have their “freedom” at the price of peace for her planet—which she now considered only as a base of operations, operations I knew would in time embrace vast areas of space so far away it would take years at light speeds to get there.

So it was that we sped over the vast fog-laden forests of Venus and descended upon startled peaceful little city-state after city-state and handed them an ultimatum, “Accept the new order or die.”

Actually a hearty and forthright explanation, a showing of films of what we were doing, were usually all that was needed to convince the oppositionals that what we asked was needed.

We got results. Not that there weren’t some surprising brushes with the war-like back-waters of the jungled planet.

For instance there were the trained insects which certain little tree-hidden states within the hot-belt loosed upon our emissaries. Great beetles flew out upon our descending ships from the limbs of the mighty trees, astride their backs were some of the little spotted people—some who had never heard of “Eltona the Goddess.” They
downed three of our ships with explosive bolts directed at our air intake screens.

There was the time we settled to earth on a plain near Cairlon, the city of the floating circles... Everything seemed peaceful as our half-score long battle-wagons settled to earth after announcing our attentions over vision-projection rays.

But we stood outside our ship awaiting the coming of the welcoming committee from the gates, vast rims of white metal surrounding transparent spheres, floating at the ends of cables high above the walls, began to fire down upon us with heavy detrimental beams.

Luckily the alert crews threw the shorter screens into contact before
we were killed. We staggered back to the entry ports of the ships in the total darkness of shorter-ray screens, half dead with the sudden weakening of detrimental. Another second of that ray and we would have died. Those inside the ship were in no better shape. We took to the air - and returned the next day in force. Cowed by our war-fleet of two hundred powerful spacers, the spheres remained quiescent above the city. But Eltona ordered a complete replacement of all officials of the government, and set up her own regent over them.

A year of this activity passed, and all of Venus lay under direct con-
trol of the robots from the caverns. The robots under Eltona ruled Venus in the way an efficient secretary rules a good boss—they always knew what to do and when to do it—and there was little opposition to their impartial attitude and perfection of logic.

Eltona steadily geared the vast resources of the planet to reproduction of various types of space craft, to testing of equipment, and to a revival of the Elder-race methods of cavern boring and fitting for living the underground caverns thus produced. Two years passed. Another expedition set out to join those who had gone before. I watched the first ship take off into the darkness, wondered how they expected to contact the first party in the limitless tides of space.

The robots knew, but could not explain. They used the same course, corrected for planetary motions and spatial currents, for changed gravitational fields of the speeding planets on the first leg of the trip—used the same periods of "jet-on" and "jet-off." Arriving somewhere near the other party, they would locate them by means of a radio-type signaling device.

The immense vision, the tremendous nature of this space-conquering plan of Eltona’s the vast courage needed to conquer a whole planet and begin to send it into space piecemeal, to depopulate the whole in order to bring the race into better living conditions, would have seemed to arouse opposition. One would have thought the savage races, the reactionaries, those always fearful of change, would have fought to the death against such revolutionary changes in the plans of their whole life. But the promise of the future without age, the knowledge of the conquered age, were so widely understood even by ignorant and savage groups on Venus that their minds were prepared to follow any plan that bore the stamp of the Elder wisdom.

We watched the loading of the second migration ship. Five hundred of the best and most able couples, male and female, we watched step into Eltona’s "Tee flow," freeze into apparent lifelessness, fall into the arms of the Amazons trained to ready their bodies for the long trip that only the rigidity of a robot could stand unless so protected.

This was the way the Elder race had traversed space—still do, somewhere out there in the darkness beyond our reach or ken.

The young bodies were tightly wrapped in the same way that an Egyptian mummy is wrapped, rigid as death from the strong "Tee" binding their atoms together with tiny magnetic charges. I listened to Eltona explain the process to the sometimes fearful colonists about to undergo the seeming death.

"We merely increase the natural magnetic that holds all the parts of your body and of all matter together. What you call molecular adhesion and similar erroneous names, we call Tee, and use it thus, for it cannot harm life. Life itself uses and is in truth a form of Tee matter. Nothing can live when the dissociating charges of magnetism in nature grow greater than the Tee content. This content of Tee binding can be increased or decreased; life processes do so all the time in life's continual changing of one form of matter into another, in the
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electro-chemistry of digestion and assimilation, of growth and elimination.

"To prepare a body for space travel it must be so frozen, so that no chemical changes of any kind can take place within its framework, and so stiff that even steel would not penetrate its surface, to withstand the terrible stresses of the high speeds of space travel where gravitational storms may cause distortional currents that would crush ordinary life. Out there a swerve at the terrific speeds used could break a man's back. But not when he is so charged with Tee force, particularly after the body is encased in the swift hardening plastic."

"But the revival of a body so treated?"

"The plastic is removed carefully, the wrappings* taken off, and a slight flow of dis-sociator ray drains off the excess charge of magnetic. There are instruments to tell exactly when the normal balance of these forces within living matter is reached. Then the arrested life processes begin at once, for the arresting was not of a harmful nature.

Tee magnetic is no more harmful than water - is in truth a necessary component of all living matter without which it would become drifting gases."

I nodded, looking wonderingly at the "frozen" bodies. I touched one. My hand tingled with a slight shock.

"ELTONA," I asked curiously, "in Elder days, did things have a greater amount of these Tee ions in their make-up? Is that why everything lasted so much longer, including life itself? Is that why the Elder race was so great, so nearly immortal?"

"That is a part of the answer. They moved more slowly, comparatively, I suspect. Because they moved against a retarding magnetic friction of greater intensity than does present day life."

I had watched the robots ultra-rapid movements, and now I suddenly realized why they did move so much faster. Their thought as well as their movement were not now impeded by this Tee drag, yet the lack of it had a great deal to do with our own short life. There was so cona. I thought of her as a giantess because although she was only normal adult height, she computed her own age mentally as but six year. I knew, too, that her parents had been eighteen feet tall. The thought of "years" in her mind had little relation to our own concept of a year, for the relation of earth and sun had changed greatly since the

---

*It is interesting to note the survival of this wrapping of the apparently dead bodies in suspended animation for space crossing in the custom of the ancient Egyptians who wrapped their dead for their journey to the "other world."

It is quite evident that much of the lore of the Elder race survived for a time on Earth, in the survival of this custom of wrapping a dead body, only at last to be overwhelmed by the tide of ignorance. Culture and knowledge so deep as the Elder race could only survive with systematic education, or among a people who lived vastly longer than ourselves.

Did the Egyptians get their custom of wrapping mummies from accounts in the caverns, from wall paintings in the Elder caves depicting the preparation for space travel, or did they get it by actually seeing the Elder race so prepare and then leave Earth forever, leaving the first Egyptian behind to ponder just how such a flight into "heaven" was accomplished? It is no wonder he copied them, no wonder the ignorant man thought they were really dead and that when one died one should be so wrapped for re-animation in the "other world."

DID NOT ALL BURIAL CUSTOMS ARISE FROM SAME? For all expect to be revived sometime!—Author
time she had lived.

During all this intense activity, Onua and myself and the others, who had been accustomed to taking a leading and responsible part in the life of the Tuon nation, found ourselves idly standing about while the robots and Eltona supervised, instructed and efficiently overlooked our own half-hearted attempts to be a part of activities which were in truth beyond our understanding.

Eltona at length deduced our growing impatience and our feeling of being put aside, and extended herself to find duties for us that would not be "beneath" our previous status.

One of these duties consisted of keeping a strong guard on duty about the great opening into the "time-safe" in which Nonur and her Red Robed followers had disappeared.*

Onua and myself spent a great deal of time before this huge portal, built for the gigantic Elders

*For those who have not read my previous accounts of the life of Venus, "Cult of the Witch Queen" and "Gods of Venus," here is short synopsis of the antecedents of Nonur, the Earthborn leader of the Cult of the Witch Queen, called Red Robes by their enemies and their enemies were everyone who loved children or had normal emotions. For Nonur and her crew were centuries old, and lived on after normal age would have killed them, by daily transfusions of very young children's blood. These transfusions promoted a growth and youth in their bodies due to the active young gland secretions in the child, which are not present in the adult body normally. They took no normal food except milk and certain prepared fluids which had been treated to remove the radio active poisons which cause age. The rejuvenation of aging, dying trees by the grafting of saplings into the trunk, supplying young reviving sap, is a similar process much used in plant science by tree surgeons on earth. Hecate, the original leader of the red robes, had developed this process for humans into a method for staying alive and young for centuries.—Author

of the past as a retreat from their exacting and tiring life of more intense activity than our own. We had brought to focus upon the door itself a good hundred potent ray-beams, and waited only the opening of that door - only the passage of the terrific field of force by the Robes, and we would have them in our sights, helpless. For no ray within that surcharged antique metal could reach through to see whether we were present and ready - and we knew that to find out if the door were still watched they would have to come out. It was a question of supplies, of time - and they must come out. Lately, after much nightly figuring on possible sources of food inside, I had computed that their last bit of sustenance was now exhausted and they must come out or eat each other. To make sure that they would NOT eat each other, would not open the door and learn of our presence before they were in our power, we had removed all traces of our presence to a mile distance, and there we waited, watching the door continually.

There was only one factor which could cause a difficulty. We did not know what might have been stored within the "time-safe" by Nonur's followers in the time this area of the caverns below Ekippa had been in their hands. There might be any number of terrible weapons stored there, and their break-out could possibly be a terrible battle - though I doubted that they could escape Eltona if they did defeat the guard.

Then came the day so long awaited! The vast double valves of the huge safe-like door swung silently outward, the ancient hinges, bearing hundreds of tons of weight,
screeching with a sound augmented to deafening intensity by our telauq beams watching that door!

Nonur, cruel witch-like leader of the vampire horde, was coming out!

CHAPTER THREE

All day the Wizard Lady sate aloof,
Spelling out scrolls of dread antiquity,
Under the cavern's fountain lighted roof;
While on her hearth lay blazing many a piece. . .
Wondrous works of substances unknown,
dissolved
Forever, now. . .

(Shelley.)

OUT from the huge opening slowly pushed the rounded, long taper of a wheeled ray-tank. The ray nozzles, long cylinders with blunt ends, mounted on ball-and-socket swivels, reached this way and that as the occupant, still within the protective force zone which existed within the vast metal shell of the huge chamber, tried to operate the rays while himself remaining within the force-barrier. But his effort was barren, and only served to betray his ignorance of the nature of the ancient barrier, for the cables bearing the electric to the ray-nozzles would not carry the energy though the barrier. As the interior of the huge tank came clear in our penetray vision screens, which revealed the interior of the metal tank as clearly as though it were glass, I groaned.

For lashed to the seat of the tank driver, the form of my Ceulna served effectually to freeze my trigger finger. I could not fire for fear of hitting the body of my loved mate.

But I had not served under the Red Robes in the past without learning the intricate and devious ways which the ancient rays can be used to delude the mind. I increased the voltage of my telauq watch beam to maximum, and narrowed the focus of the ray to bear only upon the head of the driver. Then I pulled a little lever which threw a detector beam from the vision screen base up to my own mind. Now, without the driver being even conscious of the change, he would think only those thoughts which I was thinking. I had a "make** on him, as it is called in the caverns.

To keep a "make" requires strict discipline of the mind. I had to think those thoughts he would regard as originating in his own mind. So I imitated his own way of thought, considered through his eyes the revealed surrounding and empty caverns, then drove the great tank on out through the doors to make way for the rest of the Robes—and for Nonur. Once they were all clear of that doorway, we could lay down a barrage of dis-beams across the opening, cutting off all possibility of retreat, then cut them down at our leisure. The plan was fool-proof—but it did not prove so!

Followed tank after tank, and I knew that each mind was seized with a "make" beam by the Tuon warriors at the other telauq and weapon mech we had set up around the ancient dream palace, or "time-safe".

Beside each of the tanks' drivers was lashed one of the Tuon Ama-

**"Make-ray" There are two kinds of "make."
One is subtle, undetectable from one's own thought. The other is intense, uncontrollable commands, to which the body and involuntary system of the body responds without the conscious mind being capable of overruling the superimposed thought from without.—Author
zons they had captured and taken into the security of the impregnable metal chamber. None of the more viciously destructive beams in our armament could be used on them without destroying these hostages. But the "make" rays seized their minds, drove the tanks on out into the long cavern boring that led to the time-safe.

So much we could do, control them, but not destroy them. I knew it was possible that Nonur had foreseen our use of the "make" beam upon her drivers, and had prepared a defense. She sprang it on us, a totally new application of the broad-focus de-gravitational beams, once used only in manufacturing and in building. She came out of the huge gates of the chamber with a degravitor that filled the passage with but inches to spare around the tremendous circle of its generator. As she passed the force-barrier, the vast field of the degravitor took effect, ourselves, our heavy mech, every object for several miles range left the floor, floated slowly to the ceiling, and stayed there. It was impossible to keep a ray focused upon Nonur's warriors! Our careful "make" dissolved as we tried desperately to swing and aim objects once firmly anchored by their own great weight, but which now floated away from us at the touch of a finger-tip.

At once the Red Robes in the ray-tanks, also floating, began firing upon us. The tanks, mech and seats were firmly anchored to the tank frame—and the occupants were lashed in their seats in readiness for this levitation. The devilish ingenuity of Nonur's attack amazed me. The persons of her captives had not in truth been lashed there to form a living barrier to our fire, but only to distract our attention from the fact that all the occupants were lashed to their seats.

Her trick worked out perfectly, and everything in the range of the huge levitator, of the type used when many diverse materials must be lifted and loaded over a large area, was now floating. The fire from the tanks' guns began to cut us to pieces as they searched a wider and wider area for the ray installations and the guards about them.

Frantically I shot my telang beams toward the caverns nearer the surface, searching for Eltona or her robots. No one else could save us from annihilation, and they did not even know the Cult-men had emerged from the Chamber. Reaching with tantalizing difficulty for the feather-light apparatus which only floated out of reach, I gripped and swung the penetrative beams through all the overhead rock in search.

Without warning, the mighty freezing of Eltona's electron-flow-stopping magnetic field flashed on, and like falling rocks, an avalanche of ray-tanks, apparatus, bodies and weapons fell in confusion again to the stone floors. I was badly bruised, picked myself up painfully, started to run limping toward the corridor that led to the Time-safe. The Hag-men would get back into their secure metal chamber again, and once more Ceuinya would be lost to me! I did not think she would survive this time, luck could not be with her twice. For they would have to eat, and only desperation had brought them out to face our anger.

Beside me ran the Amazons of
the Tuon guard, tugging the swords free from their scabbards. In that field of inertial energy only a sword could be used; even a man’s movements were hampered by the decreased nerve energy flow.

As we rounded the great curve of the corridor and came into view of the massive door of the Time-safe, I saw that some of the ray-tanks had fallen on their treads from the ceiling, their doors gaped open, were empty. Others had fallen on their sides, the doors were jammed, the whole body bent by the fall.

As our company ran up, shouting at them, the last of the few visible Red Robes scrambled through the great circular valves of the metal door. It began ponderously to close. I raced up to the narrowing gap, flung myself headlong into the opening. But a foot crashed into my face, I fell to the floor, just outside the swiftly closing crevice of the door. With a dreadful click of finality, the Time-safe was shut. I beat my hands on the stone floor, for once again I had lost my Ceulna.

I LAY there motionless, despairing, while behind me around the wrecked tanks I could hear the sounds of sharp struggle, cries of wounded, racing feet, the clash of swords. I did not even look up until one pair of feet raced nearer, and a body suddenly fell upon me, the bare arms wrapped around my neck. Almost absently, with a terrible anger that one of these vile Hag-men should even dare to try to kill me, I wrapped my big hands around that neck, started to close them slowly, to make his agony last the longer. I hated them now more than I ever had in the days of my degradation under Hecate.

The soft neck twisted, the face reddened in my arms and the feeble limbs beat futilely against my chest and legs. A great blow on my head from a sword hilt knocked me half senseless.

“Don’t kill the girl, now that you have her again. Are you mad, Jim?”

I looked at my “attacker” lying on the floor beside me, rubbing her neck with her hands, her eyes filled with tears.

“Ceulna! I... thought...”

She got her breath at last, and never was a bawling-out sweeter.

“Just like old times, you blunder and nearly cause my death! Why should a woman love a big lug that hasn’t sense enough not to choke his own wife? I can’t understand myself...”

I gathered her into my arms and stood up, carrying her so, gently, and not caring where my steps were directed.

“Go on, darling. Tell me off some more. I haven’t heard anything worth listening to since...”

“Since you blundered before and let me get lost and fall into Nonur’s hands. Well, if you think I’ve enjoyed myself in that tank of dream-mech with Nonur and those overripe dupes of hers you’re mistaken. Age doesn’t make them more interesting, I can tell you!”

“Well, it’s over now, and we’re going to honeymoon before something else happens. Right away, now, and right here, as soon as possible!”

THE big inertial energy generator switched off somewhere in the distance. Tuon warriors began to remove the debris and the bodies with the big levitator Nonur had left in her flight back into the safe-
ty of her refuge. The overturned tank, from which Ceuina had crawled after the fall and caused her captors to cut her ropes and try to carry her back to the Time-safe, lay where it had fallen. The bodies of her captors were strewn about the gaping opening from which they had emerged into the Tuon warriors’ arms.

Even as my mind suggested the solution to the problem of Nonur’s strange place of imprisonment, I saw that the answer had occurred to Eltona. One of her ever-attendant ancient robots was busily welding the great doors of metal behind which Nonur would remain forever. Welding huge foot-thick bars of the same immutable stuff forever across the chamber that would be her mausoleum. For a count had told the Tuons that Nonur had failed to take a hostage back into the impregnable chamber. They lay dead, or still bound within the fallen tanks. There was no reason to continue the watch around that antique, mysterious portal.

* * *

Our celebration was brief but impressive. After its conclusion Ceuina and I once more found the little two-seater submersible flier given us by the Mer-people and resumed our so long interrupted nuptial trip.

We had come into this region of Nicosthene and Ekippe of the Marsh-men on a kind of pre-wedding flight. Ceuina’s adventurous spirit had led her to try out the gift-ship of the Mer-people on a flight to the south, over the Hot Belt of Venus, on down to the location given on the tiny map which Hecate had handed me as her last parting gift to me. There we had been captured by the Red Robes, followers of Hecate driven to cover under the surface cities of the Marsh-men.

“Now at last we are free of the Cult of Hecate. The last of those who lived too many lives is dead. The evil of vampirism is once again a lost wisdom, for I do not think anyone but Nonur understood the process of preparation of the blood to be absorbed.”

Ceuina’s voice was its old music again, and the pleasant sparkle, half-impish, half-angelic, was back in her eyes. I leaned back as our little ship took off. I was happy again for the first time since we had sighted the great black cone that marked the crater of “sacred” Nicosthene.

Eltona had given us leave from duty, telling us to go and enjoy ourselves. We had only to stop at the ruins of the city in the jungle, called Elton, the family home of the people who had synthesized her life and given her an indestructible body so long ago. There we were to pick up certain note books she had kept during the endless centuries of her stay in that time-forgotten wilderness retreat. They contained data of experiments with which she had occupied herself, and she planned to have them developed into textbooks for the schools that were being set up over the whole planet.

Schools that would train young selectees into fit and ready emigrants to space. Her dream and ours, now, was to fit the races of Venus, and eventually Earth, for migration into sun-less space where age is unknown. There the first robot-piloted ships had already landed, were burrowing deep into the rock and building a home to receive the next sent out.
But Ceulna and I forgot our duties in the freedom and lack of care of a furlough, and excitedly made plans to visit many spots on Venus as yet unknown to us.

Among the things Eltona had asked us to pick up from her ancient home in the jungle was a bld-ro-mech set of records. Some of the devices and formulas used in her own creation were described in the records, the equivalent of a library of data, if they had been in book form. I knew from this request that Eltona was planning many other living robots, and surmised they were to be used as pilots and technicians on the long migration trips she planned for every human being who could accept the little death of the suspended animation and immersion in warm plastic. For, since the reanimation of Ciroca, Eltona was convinced that it was her duty; and she had all of a robot’s strict unalterable adherence to the line of duty to save the race of man from the the degeneration taking place in all life form under the sun.

On the note Eltona had given me describing the things she wanted brought from her home were the cryptic words, “The Dero Ball and Dome UR type.” I wondered at their meaning, but it was too late to ask. I had no idea what to do about the Ball and Dome apparatus or Ro operator, but would try to get it if my limited intelligence could recognize what was meant by the cryptic words. So many things can be construed wrongly unless one thinks hard, about the ancient cavern people’s ways. So much of it has been misused and misplaced by later ignorant hands. So many rays can be destructive in subtle ways in the wrong hands, I was often wary at being required to handle strange apparatus. It was so apt to do unexpected things in subtly destructive, irrepairable fashion.

As the little ship lifted into the cloud ceiling, and Ekipe disappeared below us, we decided to pick up Eltona’s articles first and spend a day or two among the interesting ruins of the ancient Elton castle. Then to continue our trip with our obligations all discharged.

We spent a happy day among the chittering spotted tree people who made the jungle about Elton their home, packed away Eltona’s supplies in our lockers, and turned in.

In the morning we changed our minds about remaining there among the gloomy corridors and falling stones of the magnificence that was now only decay, and boarded the little ship for the next leg of our trip.

High over the hot belt, we dodged the vast thunderheads towering above the surface of the cloud layer, zooming excitingly around the terrible threat of power in those ever boiling storm clouds that ring the equator of Venus. And were enjoying ourselves for the first time in over a year when the dread twister shoved its funnel across our nose, bore down on us, howling a God’s anger at our temerity of trespass on his realm.

The little ship swung in a short arc as my big hands gripped the control wheel grimly. I fought the terrific suction of the nearing funnel of death, whirling in its terrific column of force great trees, masses of water, boulders torn from earth out of sight in the clouds below—and blacked out from the mighty
hand of velocity shutting down on me as I turned the ship too tightly in a desperate effort to miss that roaring column of death.

CHAPTER FOUR

They drank in their deep sleep of that sweet wave,
And lived thenceforward as if some control,
Mightier than life, were in them.

—Witch of Atlas (Shelley)

BRAHM, chief of the Guaymi, glanced with hooded eyes and a motionless face around the Council. Their faces were grim; this was a moment that could undo him and his dearest plan.

That plan meant release from the mind within the mist. No more would the iris of the eye of the mist-sphere open to call inward new slaves. No more must they labor away the bright days storing food to be taken by the mind in the mist. This time, when the iris of the eye opened . . .

But meanwhile his people must be calmed, must not give way to fear. For if he failed their lot would be triply hard, their quota trebled, and the slaves selected for the life within the vast mist-sphere would be three times as numerous. For so had been the vengeance taken always by the mind within the mist.

In the past his plan had been tried by his ancestors, and the mind within the mist had foreseen the revolt, and had defeated them. But this time would be different!

If these grim old men guessed what he meant to do, they would kill him out of hand; for they knew the mind was immortal and all-knowing, was truly a God. But Brahm believed that their knowing was false, that there was a trick about the mind-in-the-mist.

Brahm believed, as had other men out of the past, that the mind-in-the-mist was but a trick by a people, men like himself. They lived in idleness on the labor of the Guaymi, and the thought of the mind-in-the-mist was their illusion by which they gained all the life of the Guaymi for their servants, ignorantly slaving when they might be free.

What that mist that shrouded the circular area in the forest might be, Brahm didn't know. Nor care. He wanted freedom from the constant labor, from the poverty that loss of all the fruits of their labor meant. For Brahm loved his people, and wanted better things than everlasting work for them.

Brahm's voice was silken, under absolute control, as he told them of a plan—not the plan in his heart, but the one they were to think was in his heart.

"My friends and Elder counsel-lors, I will take our warriors to the south, now that the time has come for the Eye of the Mist to open. There we will hunt the genaulgi, and the deer and the great fish. We will smoke meat, and store up quickly a good supply. The women and the youths can take the other stores we have now into the Eye when the Mind calls. If the Mind asks where are the warriors, it can be said that we had to pursue certain trespassers on our hunting grounds. Then, when the eye has closed again, we can return, our tribe will have lost no hunters to the Selectors within the eye, and we will have stores for the long rainy days ahead. It is a good plan, and one we should have tried before."
Brahm’s eyes watched his quiet words, effect upon the old men. Visibly they relaxed, grunted approval. After a time the old First One said:

“It is good. The Council approves.”

One by one they nodded their heads, each taking a long moment to add to their dignity. The council had ended, so far as Brahm was concerned. There would be no voice to say him nay until another Council time had rolled round. The voices droned on, lots were drawn to say who should enter the eye, of the younger folk, carrying in their tribute, and perhaps staying forever if the Voice of the Mind commanded. After a long, dull time, the Men arose, filed out of the dark lodge into the damp, white-fogged night.

But Brahm did not take his men to the south. In the morning bows were strung, quivers filled, the wrappings of their legs against the thorns were made secure, and the warriors trudged off single file after Brahm to the south. But they circled, an hour later, and headed toward the great circle of mist, into forbidden land! No one spoke against Brahm, had the council not approved?

The Guaymi were the result of a cross, perhaps of the Red Race, and the Amazon whites, long ago. Almost Indian in appearance and color of skin, they lived in primitive style on the borders of the “Mist,” an area of the jungles on the rim of the Hot Belt shunned by all other Venusians.

Some hours after Brahm and his hunters had left, the Elders of the tribe made up the quota for the quarterly tribute to the mist-sphere. Young maidens and youths to the number of fifty were selected from among the best of the tribe, lined up and started off the gloomy trail to the place of the opening in the mist.

For many years this tribute had been paid, and the Guaymi, once numerous and proud of their strength, were now but a fraction of their former numbers. The end of their people was in sight, but such was their fear and reverence for the mighty and ancient thing within the mist-sphere that the suicidal tributes went on and on.

What the mist-sphere was, what lay inside the mystery of the great bubble of haze over the area of the great swamp which had long ago come to be known as the Mind-in-the-Mist, they did not know, surely. But the tales their fathers had told of the terror and death that had come out of that same great mystic bubble of life had so conquered their courage that no resistance was made to the demands upon them.

This sad procession wound along the low, wet and mist-laden swamp trail toward the great place of the Mist-Sphere. In front and behind the hostages, the old Witch-doctors and their younger students wailed their chants, shook their rattles, and offered up constant prayers to the thing in the Mist-Sphere, for they feared him far more than any God. Or feared her, for they did not even know if the thing in the Mist was male or female, mortal or immortal.

But today, unlike other days of the Tribute, as they neared the Place of the Eye in the Mist, hiding shadows rose from the silent leaves beside the trail and followed along beside the procession, unseen by the weeping maidens or by the gourd-
shaking Medicine men. Unseen by any, the warriors under Brahm took up the march alongside the column, and nearer and nearer came the Place of the Eye and the Time of the Opening. For there was but one place the mist could be entered, and one time, the Place of the Eye at the Time. Everywhere else the mist sphere offered an unyielding wall to the curious foot or hand. Force dwelt in that mist, and while it yielded to the hand, it only yielded for a little way, then flung off the hand that touched it.

The hostages stood before the great flickering circles of colored light that marked the pupil of the eye, and stared fearfully at the misty blue iris, for the time was near for it to open.

Up to that great blue iris led a broad flight of steps, and many were the Guaymi who had gone up that flight of steps for the choosing, and few had come back, rejected. To right and left of the eye’s mysterious circle the face of the Mist Sphere stretched as far as eye could see, gently curving, lost at last to view. The Sphere was huge, and no one was over-curious just how much ground it covered, or where the sphere ended and the natural mists of the Venusian swamps began.

Behind the group of hostages the bushes rustled as Brahm’s warriors nocked arrows, loossed their short bronze swords in the sheaths. Brahm had ordered them to charge into the eye before the hostages entered, to shoot and to kill any living thing they saw, unless it were a captive Guaymi held within. Their hearts were with Brahm in his courage, and many of them had coun-

seled the same thing in the past, only to be overruled by the fears of the women and the elders and the Witch-doctors.

But fear was in them all, and their hands were not quite steady on the bowstrings as they drew and waited for the Time!

Within the mystic depths of the fearful Sphere a gong began to sound, far off . . . Then nearer till a brazen booming hurt the ear-drums. As it ceased, the circles about the blue iris began to flicker madly, the colors ran from violet to red to angry crimson to violent flame and back again. Then, with a silence that was itself a sound, the great blue iris began to open gradually like the lens of a camera, wider and wider, and the Mind-in-the-Mist spoke to them with a great meaning to their minds but no real sound.

“Enter, my children. The feast is spread, and glory awaits the chosen . . .”

The tearful maidens, the silent, sad-faced youths began to move forward, slowly, hesitantly. Behind the group, the bushes rustled wildly, and forth sprang man after man of the Guaymi, running forward with drawn bows, springing up the wide steps, staring with quickly darting eyes for some sign of life within at which to shoot.

Just what might have happened next, Brahm was not to learn.

Overhead came a great screaming of wind, the crashing of the tops of the mighty mist-shrouded trees high up, and down and down smashed a long black spinning object, bouncing from the great tree limbs, falling again and again, only to be caught and flung off by the springy branches. Down and down came the
long gleaming object; and maiden and warrior, youth and Witchdoctor all alike screamed and ran from under the falling thing from the mystic skys.

The ship struck the great wall of the Mist-sphere just above the Eye, and bounced from the yielding yet impregnable surface... fell to the soft swamp earth just in front of the eye.

From inside the eye came a rustling, a scurrying as of many feet, a sound as of many voices. And a ray reached out and began to search the wrecked ship with a careful, slow insistence. Here and there the ray darted, and where it touched, the metal walls of the long black ship became as glass, so that on one side the fearfully hiding Guaymi could see right through it, and on the other side the eyes behind the Mist-sphere’s wall could also see through the ship.

STRAPPED in our seats inside the ship, Celulna and myself survived the fall through the mighty trees which saved our lives. As the ship at last came to rest, I unstrapped my belt, bent over Celulna. She was unconscious. I turned to the instrument board, switched on a penetr tray to search the place into which we had fallen. My first sight was the great mysterious eye of the Mist, and standing in the opening were several of the Guaymi warriors, caught off base by the fall of the ship, unknowing whether to enter and kill, or flee... and be killed.

But swift as thought a great ray flashed forth from the mist-wall, seized my own generator, stilled the energy of my beam. Then quietly the ray began to search the ship, and another invisible beam to search our minds.

As Celulna stirred, began to rise, some mental control snapped on from the telang beam, and hand in hand Celulna and I were made to leave the ship. Like sleep-walkers we walked straight into the great eye-like opening in the mist-wall. Beside and about us the Guaymi, warriors and hostages alike, were also walking into the eye, unable to resist the synthetic will in the energy field of control. Under the powerful suggestion, we walked on through the strangely swirling tunnel in the mist, until before us broke a sight that wrung a gasp of awe from each pair of lips.

A city built by magic; towers and spheres and shapes only a glassblower can imagine into being, stretched before us. How long had this city been hidden from the knowledge of the people of Venus by the eerie wall of protective mist-force?

Who could say?

Even I, a comparative new-comer to Venus, had heard of the mysterious Mist-Sphere. But it lay in sparsely inhabited and forbidding jungle swamplands, close beside the dreaded tangled masses of Venus’ belt of green hell about her equator, and few indeed among the civilized men of Venus had penetrated here to look upon it. It was but a legend, and there were many such on Venus. Legends in which no man quite believes until confronted with the undeniable fact.

Moving about the vividly colored buildings, along the wide ways and across the fairy-like bridges, were men and women, clad only in a soft, clinging mist which seemed to bear some connection with the mist wall of the city. What was this connection? My mind tried to imagine, but
seemed stopped by the same mental control that still moved my limbs and those of the people about me. Onward we marched, like a troop of zombies, up the wide central avenue, our feet partly immersed in a soft pinkish mist which hid the surface of pavement—or was it the surface?

Quite suddenly the control left us, and about me the skin-clad Guaymi broke into excited talk, which I could not understand. I turned to Ceulna.

"Can you throw some enlightenment my way? Just what in the name of Venus has happened to us?"

Ceulna’s face was nearly as mystified as my own must have been, but she tried...

"Do you remember the strange city and palace where you found Eltona? Well, some other form of life from the mighty past must have remained here protected by the mysterious force-wall from the destruction of time which has wiped away nearly all traces of the Elder races of Venus."

"Hmmm," I mumbled. Her words explained much without telling me anything.

When a mind seizes control of another with a powerful telepath superimposing thoughts so strongly upon the subject as to cause action, the subject can and does absorb a great deal of extraneous matter from the thought impulses. So true is this that already I was forming a distinct mental impression of the mind behind that control that directed us down the long, eerily beautiful avenue toward the rainbow mist-building which dominated the central part of the city.

That mind was greedy, sensuous, yet everyone is to a certain extent greedy and sensuous. It might be but the mood of the moment. That mind was absorbed in speculation about abstract bio-chemical problems, I could catch the fragments of formulae, the half-formed plans of experiments to carry out, and as well that mind was seeking Ceulna in a way I could not fathom. Seeing myself, too, in a way I did not like.

As our group of savage bowmen, scantily clad primitive maidens and youths, and Ceulna and myself in the uniform of the newly-formed world government of Venus, on our chests the sign of the Elder Child, Cireona (a great Caduceus, the staff and serpents intertwined), I analyzed the subtle undertones of the thought-controller’s own thought.

Was it male or female, or was it even human? I could not tell, but I knew it was an alien mind, a mind with appetites and pleasures and habits and culture all completely new and different to me. But for that matter, so was Eltona’s mind a mystery and fascination to me. Inhuman, she yet had human appetites and weaknesses; a robot, she was yet alive and able to love and be more passionate and erotic than any human. It was only through consideration for Ceulna that she had not allowed, nay, caused me to fall hopelessly in love with her super-human and fantastically beautiful self.

Was this a similar occurrence of persistence of some Elder-life form into the present day? Or was it some new form of life? Or was it only some hidden group of people using the weird mist-wall and ordinary ray apparatus to enslave the primi-
tive people of the edges of the hot-belt?
I felt an attraction for myself in that half-sensed person behind the mental control.
That should not be there unless the person were a female, and to me it felt like the augmented vital aura of a woman, and a young one. I looked at Cueilna, but her face was rapt in the sleep-walker’s empty mask-like expression.
As we passed the low, rounded doorways of the dwellings, one by one our numbers decreased, for at each door one of the savages who had been present before the great eye-like door now fell out of line, entered into the vacant open doors. And it seemed to me as if ecstasy clasped them as they entered, as if some heaven-like experience began for them as they passed the portal.
There was a lotus eater’s sensing about this place and about the people that one saw—they were like people in a dream, they paid no attention to ourselves, but moved along like floating wraiths, their faces wrapped in some inner ecstasy, their hands clasped together or their arms intertwined with the one beside them. To them, we did not seem to exist.

At last, we stood before the weird rounded forms of the tall, many-towered building which filled the whole center of the city. Seen close, like this, the whirling mists which circulated in and about it could be seen to be pressing at the force wall thatleshed it, held it there as form. Speeding flows of the mist circulated in patterns like decoration all along the rounded walls, up the tall towers’ rounded sides, and the great eye-like doorway was closed with a blue opacity very different from the mist walls.
As we stood a moment I noticed that of the troop that had begun the long walk through the city, but a half-dozen remained. Cueilna and myself, a tall bronzed warrior on my right, a strong, half-naked, savagely lovely woman on Cueilna’s left, and behind us another pair, a youth and maiden of the same cut as the other two, but much younger.
From the open doorway came a flow of strong thought, almost audible to the ears, deafening to the brain.
“Brahm, you have disobeyed my orders given in the old-time, and led your warriors against the Place of the Eye. Do you know that now you will never leave here?”
Brahm started, and by his motion I knew he was responsible for the activity about the Eye-door when we had entered. Slowly I heard his thought reply and reverberate in the augmented hearing of the mind inside.
“What would you have had me do? So many have been taken, there will soon be no people of the Guaymi, no tribe for me to rule. How can a man be a chief if he is all alone and his people have gone into the Eye?”
There was no answer for a time, and we waited. For an instant the control relaxed and the rigid contraction left our muscles. I turned, took a good look at the Chief, and at the city beyond him. Eerie, alien and lovely was that place, but upon it rested a strange sensuous compulsion. There was something about it that I feared—feared as one fears a temptation to indulgence. It was too pleasant, too cloyingly lovely, and upon one’s will lay a sensuous
listening, as of some great being who lives for pleasure and seeks it always by listening to every thought of every person.

"Elysian fields" murmured Celnna. "Like your earth myth..."

Then again the compulsion descended upon us, and our limbs moved and carried us within and through the swiftly opening eye of the door.

ABRUPTLY, as the blue door sprang spirally into place again behind us, the compulsion waves of of thought-force ceased, and a strange fearfully pleasant current took its place. Along every nerve and fiber of our bodies the delicious, swooningly enslaving stimulation flowed, and erotic thought forms flowered within my mind. Celnna took on a vastly enhanced fascination, so that my eyes glued to the long curves of her Amazon's perfect body, and dreams of beauty seemed to grow and flower all about her sweet, Tuon face. Her soft bright hair seemed to seize and hold the fine tendrils of mist that drifted everywhere in the chamber, lacing the beautiful scene with a fine spiderweb of tracery, lending an enchanting perspective of distance to even close up objects.

Every object, every wall decoration, every weirdly alien sculpture in that chamber, my suddenly erotically enslaved mind told me, had a special significance, was designed and placed there to amuse a mind steeped in the deepest preoccupation with the Science of bio-physical magnetics. I remembered that this particular subject was a highly developed science among the Elder races, so I knew that whoever or whatever lay behind the existence of this strange place had at least had access to the Elder writings and had been able to study and benefit by them. Benefit? My mind hesitated and wondered. Was it possible that we were in the power of a being rendered insane by the study of a science far beyond the powers of the modern human mind to withstand the terrific inherent temptation of the subject?

Arm in a r m , automatically drawn to each other by the intense pleasure vibrating through our bodies, Celnna and I walked about the big chamber, examining the weirdly suggestive ornamentation, the great bodies of men and women of stone in the throes of ecstasy, the little abstract decorations which were each of them subtly suggestive of some erotic form. This was a temple dedicated to love, a Temple of Venus if ever I saw one. An alarm bell urgently rang in my mind, but the magnetic field in which we moved was of such a nature that all else was obscured to us but the presence each of the other. As Celnna and I embraced and our lips met, a soft benediction seemed to descend upon us from overhead, a vitally stimulating flood of awareness overpowered us in an unbearable intoxication of joy. The terrific fires of some inexhaustible dynamo of stimulating nerve impulses held us there quivering in almost unconscious and totally exquisite torment of some stange possessive fruition.

I knew now that the being who lived behind this mystery considered us captured, now a belonging, now we were chattels of pleasure, slaves to this being's immersion the lure of vicarious ravishment. Or was it but too effusive welcome of some people immersed in the pleasures of the an-
tiquerey apparatus! I could not say or think, I could only feel and hope for the joy never to cease.

In that strange city, under the mistsphere, the light changed from hour to hour, and from day to day, but never went dark entirely. It was a little universe of its own, where the laws of life and matter and energy seemed to have been set in abeyance. Nothing took place in a manner customary. Even the food came regularly from the automatic wall - dispensary without the agency of visible human hands.

A week passed, or was it a month? There was no sure way to know, for though the light varied pleasantly from a vague illumination like moonlight on earth to a brighter glow like mild sunlight, there was no regularity observable in the slow change.

Ceuina and I lived in a kind of dream of love, unnoticing the three other couples in the big building. To us was granted no period of clear and lucid self-determination, the days passed in a weird but pleasant compulsion.

That tiny alarm bell in my mind rang and rang, but there was no way for my self to answer. Eerie and utterly beautiful dreams at times came drifting into us, felt and seen and seemingly material, so that around us all the material and fabric of life changed, melted and flowed and became a metamorphosed thing, a butterfly made from the materials of the ugly caterpillar of life.

All this time that alien distant mind that was the unseen and almost unnoticeable master here was studying us, and at times I caught fragments of the thought of Brahm, the Guaymi chieftain, as he spoke with the Mind-in-the-mist, but I could not gather the parts into a sensible whole. I could not even desire to understand or act against the utter possession of body and sensation and mind that had so abruptly claimed us.

At times my dreaming mind thought of the legends of Paradise, of Nirvana, of all the many tales of such Elysiums as we had now become entrapped in, and I wondered if some such place as this were the source of those legends. At times I wondered if this were not a city such as Ceuina had told me were described in the Elder writings, a Ro city, where even the minds were run by automatically broadcast thought waves. Into such places the tired and overworked of the Elder races were wont to retire, just as they sometimes did into the so-called "Time-safes", for periods of rest, where even their will and their ego received a surecase from labor.

It could be that such a construction had survived the cataclysms that had wiped out most of the surface structures of that time by virtue of that Force-mist shield of energy about it! It could be, but my perceptions told me otherwise. Behind that control somewhere was a functioning planning mind, alien but almost understandable. I could sense this presence behind the compulsion constantly with us, and I could not decide to approve nor disapprove of what I sensed.

At last came that moment for which I had unconsciously waited. That strong irresistible compulsion which ruled all the life of the place ceased, our memory came flooding back, our sense of duty to
Eltona and the cause of Circona for which we had worked so hard. I cried out in mental pain from realizing the morass of weak indulgence into which this place had plunged us. I called out to that mind behind the mist, saying:

"O mysterious being, to you joy may be the only purpose and the highest good in life. But to me what you are doing to us is the vilest sort of doom. Are you wholly evil? Are you unable to remember a time when the way of life was more clear before you? Has weakness, temptation and stupidity blinded you to the great truths of life? Have you forgotten those other teachings of the Elder race in your blind pursuit of their science of bio-magneties?"

The Mind in the Mist heard me, and through the silence, through the sudden awakening which the relaxing of compulsion was for us, came to me a voice ...

"Stranger, I have awakened from a dream, just now. Your voice, following upon an accident to the mechanisms of the palace of the Mist, has given me something I have not had for long—a curiosity about the outside world. Come to me, I would talk with you where I can watch you and understand more clearly. I would know..."

The compulsion which was now as natural to me as my clothes, came again, but only to myself. I rose, and leaving Cenlma sleeping upon the couch where we had spent the long luxurious sleeping periods of dream for I knew not how long, I went toward the source of that rich, compelling voice in my mind.

Somewhere above in the tall round towers was the source of the voice, and I climbed the stairs slowly, mechanically. As I reached the higher levels, I found the stairs were covered with a fine dust, and in the dust were no footprints. The dust was deep, rose in soft clinging clouds about my feet. I knew that no one had passed that way for many years. Yet above me was life!

As I reached the top of the long flight of the main tower, a metal door swung creakingly open. I stood in the threshold staring in upon a scene impossible to my eyes, accustomed to the wonder of the Elder race's miraculous handiwork.

The gloriously molded body of a woman, asleep... or in a trance. Her flesh was pearly mist!

CHAPTER FIVE

Her cave was stored with scrolls of strange device,
The works of some Saturnian Archimage.
(Shelley.)

BEAUTY is a word which has been given many subtly divergent meanings.

Here within this tower room lay the real vital meaning of beauty in actuality. She lay upon a wide couch of the mistlike force-stuff of which the eerie city had been created. Like the vibrantly existent yet indescribable stuff of the couch, her beauty was likewise indescribable, yet quite as powerfully material. Woman she was, or had been. Some strange metamorphoses of the matter of her body into a pearly, pulsating, vibrant stuff, unlike flesh yet amazingly alive, made her one with the strange matter of the couch, and with the material of the whole city. On one arm she sup-
ported her languidly relaxed and gloriously curved figure, gazing at me with wide and sleepy eyes.

The whole chamber was paneled with complex control instruments, each glowing with the strange fluid force which permeated the whole city. Aside from the wide sleeping couch, the round chamber was bare of other furniture, except that before many of the big instrument panels low benches were placed. There was no one but herself present. Curiously she watched, and I could not help feeling that many years had passed since she had set eyes upon another human being. There was a "sleeping beauty" awakened look upon her face, and the dust and cobwebs that covered every square inch of the chamber bore out that impression.

I stood, with something of the embarrassment of a man in the door of a woman's boudoir. She waved a languid hand to one of the dusty benches. I sat down, feeling as if the misty stuff would break beneath me, but it had all the resilient feel of rubber over steel.

"Time..." she said. The word was like a question, as if time were something she did not quite understand. "I do not know anything about the world or the other worlds, since..." She stopped, looked at me, realizing we had no basis of common experience for a mental meeting ground.

"Perhaps you had better tell me about yourself and this city, then I can understand better how to tell you about the outer world." I suspected I would not, but I was devoured by curiosity as to what she was, and how she came to be here in this savage hinterland of Venus. Was she a Latter-god, or one of the Elder race, or some alien who had accidentally come to this planet and built her home?

Her words were familiar and similar to the Tuon, which was a later form of the Elder tongue itself, yet her usage and pronunciation were very different. It was as though she spoke Tuon with a heavy foreign accent. But time alone could have caused the divergence.

"I remember from my dream something of your mind and thought," she smiled and showed a row of large pearls between her purple-red lips. A generous mouth, although too sensual and full, yet lovely. "You are working for a new planet-wide government, a kind of renaissance of the Elder wisdom and way of life led by a syn tho-ro called Eltona and an Elder child called Circona. Is that not correct?"

I NODDED. "Tell me of yourself, then. Since you know so much of me, it were better if I understood what and who you are?"

There was about her that tremendous magnetic attraction which exists always about those who use the Elder beneficial life-stimulating rays, and my eyes devoured her too intently, against my will. She did not appear to notice. I wanted to know everything about her and this strange city of hers, or was it hers? Was she the ruler, the mind-in-the-mist, or was she like myself but a mote of life caught up in the weird compulsion, the web of life force pulsing through the city in pearly strands of vibrance? Was she a kind of Sleeping Princess, who had just waked after a thousand years, as the room's appearance indicated? Or was she just waking from
a short nap, and about to take her place at the controlling mechanisms which made the whole city a thing in the hands of the Mind-in-the-mist?

"I was born here in the city of the Mist Sphere. How long ago by your time standards, I do not know. Many lifetimes as they are lived outside the mist-sphere, that is certain. My people were mighty once, mighty but afflicted with a fearful curse. The curse of ease, of idleness, of slack living for ages. I was different, and I have remained alive while they perished one by one. I studied the ancient books, the writings of the Elder race. I learned much too much, perhaps of the workings of life's inner springs. You know the Elder Science was greatest in its perfect knowledge of the nature of life, of the nature of man and animal life. They could synthesize life so perfectly one would not know it was artificial. You know that?"

"I know that the Elder Science was as you say, I have seen the syntho-ro. Our Ruler, Eltona, is an Elder Race robot. She is very much alive, and very much superior to modern "natural" life!"

"Then you can understand what a young person could learn once she got the key of the Elder writing properly in her mind. I did that, I studied, while my parents played and dissipated and enjoyed life and died, finally. I did not grow old because I knew what the Elder race did to defeat those decaying forces in life. I made myself, as my young body became older, a new synthetic body which you see. I myself am no longer wholly human. Bit by bit I introduced into my own blood stream ingredients which caused a new and different flesh to replace the normal human flesh upon my bones. Bit by bit I caused to be deposited in my very bones metals and other substances which withstand all decay. I am a product of my own lonely handiwork, and but one thing has defeated me. I am tired of life and all its futility.

"Time passed on and on, the last of my race passed away, I was left at last alone. They would not listen to me, they could not understand the simplest need for learning and I could not make them see why they must submit to my control and teaching. The city became empty at last, this city which is in a way eternal. Then I formed the habit of taking in the young primitives from the jungle tribes and populating my city with their young love. But I have a terrible weakness which defeats me. I dream, and the re-control of the city is of such a nature that even my dreaming mind can control its functional needs, is of such a nature that the whole city, once I place the controls here in position, becomes a tool and pleasure toy of my dreaming mind. I have succumbed to the greatest vice of the Elder Race itself - the dream."

I LOOKED at her lovely, inhuman face a long time. I understood much, now, that I had not about the cruel yet pleasant and soul - destroying pattern of life in this mighty force-sphere which had sat here upon the swamps of Venus hot-belt for so long a row of centuries. I understood, too, why this creature was what she was. The science of the Elder race was a life-science, and in her young innocent use of the flesh transmuting substances
of the Elder science, she had created within her body a character whose glandular set-up was not human. I knew I would never fully understand this creature, but I also knew why the weakness she deplored had overcome her. The glands of her body had become over-developed, so that only in dream gratification of her appetites did she derive pleasure. The will-to-create, the constructive functional aspects of her mind which had made her the great and lonely scientific leader of her race while the rest had died, had gradually atrophied from lack of stimulation. Invention springs from necessity, and there had been little true necessity in her life. The result had been a gradual prostration of her will before the abnormal will-to-pleasure grown in her body by the powerful potions she had synthesized to make her body undecaying. Gradually her body had become the instrument, completely of her mind, and her mind had become enamoured of the glorious dream-life which had been so great a part of the Elder Race's pleasures. Time and environment and accidental glandular feeding of her organs had created a being whose character, determined by her gland secretions as are all characters, was one of pleasure-seeking.

"I think I know why you are as you are, and why this city has become but a myth and a place feared by the native tribes which it devours."

"You think you understand?" Her lovely enticing lips smiled, her body moved languorously in curves depicting to the mind utter delight in sensuous subjugation of the mind. I looked quickly away, for here was a Lorelei more potent far than anything I had ever contacted.

"I do understand, and I think I can make your life vital and thrilling and active again, instead of this dead kind of dreaming you seem to have sunk into. But you must let me help you, you must place yourself in my hands, for it is quite evident your will has atrophied and is ruled by the baser, less worthy portions of your mind. You are not evil, but you have to learn to live again, your valuesense must be rebuilt. Let me send for Eltona. She can help you far more than I!"

Her eyes flashed fire, anger curved that voluptuous mouth, she rose like a panther painted in silver fire.

"Never! I'll place my neck in no Elder-ro's hands. How do I know her mind, ancient of workmanship, is still in repair? How can you ask such a thing of me? I like you, you attract me. Why do you not place yourself in my hands?"

"O woman-of-the-mist," I said, slowly and gripping my soul with my mind to keep it from groveling before the sensual allure of her, "you must awake from this dream of passion that has ensnared the real you! You must trust me. You can be great, a Leader of all Venus, but not by lying here and dreaming away your lifetime. Your endless dream of life is in truth no more important in value than the ephemeral flitting of a butterfly that sips the flowers and dies. What is time? What do you do that makes life worth living for others? What makes you place such importance on your own pleasures and so little on anything else? You must awake, you must!"

PACING back and forth, her hips swaying a music of motion in-
resistible, her breasts lifting with a new passion and fire I could see had not animated her for long... long...
... she began to speak. Something I had said had struck fire in that sleeping mind, but not as I would have wished.

"I will awake! I will go out and conquer this Venus of yours, plumb every possibility it holds to the depths, will make this Eltona of yours teach me every wisdom she has inherited from the past great ones. I will take Venus from her!"

I was taken back by the sudden revelation of her character. It was not as I had analyzed it, my too-hurried conclusions were wrong. No matter how lovely, how gentle seeming, how attractive her sleek, silvery body, here was opposition for my plans, for Eltona and Cireona and all our dreams of a bright future for the races of man.

"Why opposition to her and to us? Why do you assume that your plans would be oppositional to Eltona's and to ours, her followers?"

She turned then, standing spraddle-legged before me, her hands on her hips and her eyes defiant pools of imperious magic.

"Because the Mist-Ruler brooks no rivals. I am not being taught by anyone. I teach and rule, others follow! Do you expect me to give up my supremacy after all these lifetimes of supreme authority? Do you take me for a fool? I will not release you to return to your 'robot' and bring your armies against my city. I will not send for your Cireona to impose her antiquated morals upon me! I take my pleasures and my powers and my servants where I find them, and no one tells me what to do!"

I should have known better than to say what I had, than to think what I had thought. She had read my thought, had noted all my disparaging analysis of her ingrown moral habits, her time-rutted ways of life, her utter prostration before pleasure which made her dream-rule of this ancient mechanical city so cruel and destructive of the lives she enslaved. I had misplayed my hand entirely. I realized that now. This woman-being would cause me to deplore my mistake before she was finished with me. I could only shake my head and look at her.

"You needn't think you are going back to that sun-browned Amazon maid of yours, my 'hero.' You stay here, I have a use for you. She can get along without you for a time."

"You are making mistakes, right now," I said. "Mistakes you will regret forever, once you learn what they are."

"You can tell me what the mistakes were when I have conquered and made my own your 'wonderful' robot ruler. Think you I am one to be ruled by a 'robot'? Think again, little man!"

"That," I murmured "is your biggest mistake. You can never conquer Eltona, nor Cireona, nor even the Tuons. You can make a lot of trouble before you learn that our friendship is worth vastly more than our enmity. You are a child, a spoiled child who has had her own way so long she knows no other way of life. I did not foresee that you were spoiled by the ease of your life. I understand you now. Mist-ruler, or whatever your name may be, you cannot even conquer me. I despise you, and will despise you until you have become humble and worthy of life once again!"
SHE smiled at my outburst, saying as she slid her body softly against me like a great silvery cat, “You are very handsome in your anger, big one! Are you sure you despise me so utterly?”

Just what reply I would have made I don’t know. I was sweating with an effort of will almost too great to make - for the attraction that synthetic and natural mingling of flesh and magnetic animal electric gave her - the terrific vital force in that body which was a creation of a master of life-science rather than a human body as I knew it - was like a pole-star to a compass needle. Man’s nature was not designed to withstand the allure she could put into action with every motion, every word, every glance of her eyes. But behind me I heard a cry of anger, and whirled to see... Ceulna, her face a mask of rage, her long teeth bared in an almost animal snarl of fierce possessiveness, launch herself from the doorway toward the Mist-ruler.

For a few minutes it was all Ceulna’s way. She raked her fingers across the Mist-ruler’s face, seized her shoulders, bent her over one strong beautiful hip, back and back, finally kicking her feet out from under her so that she fell heavily on her shoulders before Ceulna.

“Cat out of some smoke-ridden hell, leave my man alone after this.” Ceulna snarled, and I was surprised not only by her easy victory but by her angry attack upon this creature whose appearance was so revealing of power and pride and willful selfishness. Somehow my heart warmed more at Ceulna’s anger than at some of her most endearing caresses. It is good to see one’s woman face a powerful opponent so fearlessly because of the possibility of losing—one’s self.

But the Mist-Ruler was not so easily to be disposed of. From some well of strength within that mysterious body she had made out of what forgotten life-formula of the ancients, she drew a terrible supply of energy, and bounded to her feet again. With her open hand she struck Ceulna across the face, and the Amazon staggered across the big chamber and collided with the wall, sliding downward to lie senseless. Before I could stop her she had followed Ceulna, picked up her unconscious body, flung it across her shoulder and was gone from the room. I raced after her speeding feet, but could not even keep up with her. Whatever she was, she had beneath that dreamy, relaxed lazy sensuous exterior a dynamic source of unguessable strength. She was a superwoman, and I am, after all, but a man. Not a superman.

I had lost my Ceulna again!

CHAPTER SIX

If I must weep when the surviving sun Shall smile on your decay—Oh, ask not me To love you till your race is run;—The Witch of Atlas. (Shelley)

I FOLLOWED that racing superwoman through that city of quivering mist. About me the strange dream life of the captive people went on in a kind of continuous mating dance, endlessly, rhythmically, almost ritualistically... the couples danced and embraced—and nowhere were their children or old people or anything but lovers busily making love. It was like some croon-
er's song of moon and June and
swoon come to life; except that
ahead of me raced that mad crea-
ture out of the past bearing my wife
on her shoulder to what mad fate I
dared not think.

I lost her, as she stepped onto
some descending pathway, but I
traced her by the little swirls her
feet left in the strange mist-covered
fabric of the street. Traced her
down and down into the bowls of
that weird creation of forgotten
science, that city of silept, sinister
sensuousity. Found her at last, and
stood in awe of the weird creature
before which she stood in earnest
converse.

Cevalna she had thrown upon the
heaving mist floor before the great
throbbing brain-shape of misty in-
terwaving life-matter which was, I
sensed at once, a greater mind than
this mad Maiden "ruler" of the
city. Was this, in truth, the Mind-
in-the-Mist, and the maiden but a
creature of his will?

I had much yet to learn of this
city. For as the Maiden who I had
taken for the Ruler stood there im-
passioned, haranguing the placidly
pulsing mind-shape before her,
from around the bulging, gigantic
thing came a series of figures. Si-
lent, menacing, they lined up before
the great pulsing mist-mind, arms
crossed and facing the ruddy-faced
maid, at their feet Cevalna, and be-
hind the maid, myself. What and
who were these?

The first was all of seven feet
high, a black-browed male, heavily
muscled. About his waist a sword
belt supported a jeweled scabbard,
the weapon over a yard long, cur-
vved slightly, like a big cross-hilted
sabre.

Next to him stood an Amazonian
figure, red-haired, her eyes green
slits of cunning, her arms crossed
too. About her waist were belted
flame-pistols, one on each side. A
short dagger swung in a sheath at
the center of the wide belt. Her
breasts were bare, and her form,
while huge for a woman, was divine,
her skin smooth and softly misted
over with that strange taint that all
matter in this weird city took into
itself.

Next to her stood another male,
dwarfish and misshapen, his eyes
black, his nose flattened by some
blow. His muscles were twisted by
torture of birth into a caricature of
strength, his back was humped. But
his face bore a stamp of power, of
ambition, of pride and will. And at
his waist hung three weapons I
could not place, a rod, a disc with a
handle, and a long bar of black iron,
handled with ivory—seemingly but
a club.

The fourth, another female, was
like none of the others. Not mena-
cing, she stood placid as the mind-
mass before which they stood. Her
eyes were gray and weary with
time's weight. Her face, unlined,
yet spoke of cares, of a weight of
wisdom and hard-thought hours of
toil. Her robe, a blue mist-thin fab-
ric embroidered over with golden
arabesques of a star motif, was
cought at the waist by a narrow
crossed belt, and hanging from the
belt one slim blade. Her hands were
very long and thin, the fingers idly
carressed the pendant on her ear,
while her eyes mused upon myself,
to her evidently something new
after many years of sameness. The
Mist-Ruler looked at her with fear
in her eyes.

"You wake! I did not expect it,
after the years!"
I WAITED, curiosity a burning
flame within me. Why had the
passionate girl claimed to be alone
in this city, its sole proprietor and
moving spirit the author of all its
wrong and all its strange, sultry,
slumbering, devouring beauty?
What were these people, the last of
those who had built this city of
weird mist-matter, and then gone
to sleep forever in a dream of sen-
sous beauty? Or were they like my-
self travelers lately captured by the
Eye in the Mist?

They stood, silent, forbiddingly
regarding the impassioned maiden
of the tower. At last the grey-eyed
star-woman spoke, her hands mov-
ing gracefully with her words:

“What is your anger, Dionle,
that you bear this stranger woman
here to the Mind? Who is this
stranger, that you ignore him?
What sort of courtesy is it you of-
fer strangers? Must we wake and
watch you always? Can you never
be trusted to guard our home for
even one span of time?”

I knew her tongue from hearing
it so often in Eltona’s mouth, con-
versing with Circona, and for that
matter it was near enough to the
Tuon to understand the main im-
port. I stepped forward, raising my
hand to my heart in the Red Race
gesture of homage, for I knew she
must have had contact with the Red
race in the jungle about.

“I am glad to hear natural
thought, and to see people who have
a culture and an understanding of
the obligations of nobility. We, my
wife and I,” I gestured toward
Ceulna, now sitting up and rubbing
her fair head ruefully, looking won-
deringly about at the weird scene,
“were captured by some mischance
with the members of Brahns’ tribe
of primitives at the opening of the
eye. We have dwelt here in the
strange control dream life for some
time. I beg to petition for release
from this unwanted bondage.”

Her grey eyes lit with pleasure
at my words, at the suave and for-
mal delivery which I had learned
from my Red comrades in the pens
beneath Nonur’s arena. Long
enough I had studied with them in
the fear-filled nights.

She stepped forward, close to me,
put a long, lovely too-thin hand up-
on my shoulder, peered into my
eyes.

“You are not a member of the
Red race of Venus. Who then, and
what are you?”

“I am not even a native of this
planet. I am from Earth, the next
outer orbit…”

“I see we will have much to talk
over. Consider yourself a guest,
and not a captive. We have much to
learn about the outer world. Per-
chance, too, there are things you
would learn about the City of the
Mist?”

“That is true. I do not under-
stand why you are shut off here
from the world. Events have chang-
ed the life of Venus the last two
years. You would not recognize
your world.”

“Events in which you had a hand,
I will wager! Come, you and your
pretty wife, feast with us, and later
on, we will open the eye and set you
free.”

Dionle, her face suffused still
with anger, voiced a protest at this
generosity.

“Nay, mother, these are my cap-
tives, and they remain so long as
I wish. I will not have you set them
free. They are not yours! This wom-
an has a score to settle, she struck
me...

The tall grey-eyed woman only smiled.

"Hush, child. Your arguments are not valid. If you had spent more time in learning your mental penetration lessons, and less on reading of the tales of the mighty men of the past, you would have read that these are personal friends of the Ruler of all Venus. Can you never learn to look beneath the surface and see what thoughts lie beneath? These people could start a war if you had your way with them, and I do not even know if we could win a war! Look for yourself, when your anger has cooled and your mind awakened...

DIONLE swung about to the tall, black browed man with the curved sword, saying:

"Speak, Gor Regin, tell our mother that captives are captives, and are not guests in our city, as she seems to think. Tell her the old ways are gone, and that today we make our own laws. She lives in the past!"

The big man looked at me with a deep mocking glance, then turned to Dionle.

"Peace, sister! Why fret? No one can leave here till the next opening of the Eye of the Mist-Sphere. Not even you, if you desired it, could open the Eye before the next period. By then, many things may have happened. Do not beshrew yourself with angry arguments. By tomorrow light you will be calling the Amazon girl 'sister,' anyway. Or are you jealous of the handsome stranger, and wish his woman out of the way?"

At this shrewd thrust, Dionle fell silent, biting her lips.

"Get back to your duty in the tower, child. And do not think I will forget your defiance. Too long have I humored your lies and wayward temper!" The grey-eyed woman spoke sharply, her even, placid manner dropping away from her in anger. I could only wonder who was ruler here—or if any were. It was evident that Dionle was a liar. She had fooled me completely with her Mist-Ruler act!

Gor Regin had said no one could leave here till the next opening of the Eye. I asked the grey-eyed woman.

"How long is it till the opening of the Eye? How is it that your only exit is through the Eye? I do not understand. Are you, too, prisoners here?"

"Nay we are dwellers here by choice." Her gray eyes twinkled on me. For some reason she found me refreshing. "The city is a great living machine. The inner fluids, even the air, are treated to promote life. All openings are sealed, but periodically the opening called the Eye must gape to take in fresh air and certain supplies for the mechanism's fueling. That is the only time a person can pass in or out. It must be so, as the City is a delicately balanced synthetic organism, and the balance may not be destroyed, even for the uses to which a door might be put."

Her phrasing was strange to me, but her speech was clear enough to my mind. I liked the woman more than any of the others. I asked:

"What is your name and your position here?"

"I am called Noralin, and I am supposed to be the queen since the death of my husband. But these wayward children of mine are re-
bellious of my authority.”

“Are these few of you all the true people of the city?”

“Nay, there are others. But time will teach you all that better than words. Come, ’tis time for the feast-ing.”

“You are Queen Noralin, true Ruler of the City in the Mist-sphere, and these are your children. And there are others, subjects I suppose!”

“Some are subjects and some are enemies. This grey brain-shape here is the real ruler, he regulates all the many devices and machines which keep our city the wonderfully healthful place it is. But the time has been so long, I sometimes wonder if life is not slipping away from the grasp of our minds…”

As I took her proffered arm, to lead her up the steps toward what I guessed must be a banquet hall, I murmured to her ear alone:

“You should wonder. In my opinion there is something very wrong with life in this city. It is not natural that the primitives taken in through the eyes should live as they do, as Ceulna and I have been forced to live. There is a weakening, a decadent voluptuous seducing of the will which must in time destroy the will. Are your family not under the mental control of the city?”

“Certain portions of the city are under the old Ro-mech. But Dionle has tinkered with the workings of the device till it does only what you know. It is wrong, but we can not fix it or change it. You do not realize that we are passengers on a kind of Time vehicle, passengers out of a dead past. We have little choice in many things that you have always ruled with free-will. We are accustomed to the conditions by the usage of time…”

“You speak of time, Queen Noralin, more than once. How long has it been, how long have you lived here?”

“For tens of centuries the city and ourselves have been exactly as you see them.”

“You mean you do not age and die?”

“Nothing in the city ages or dies.”

“What has become of all the many people who have entered through the eye in that long time?” I asked in amazement.

“Our enemies are costly, in here. You will learn about them when the time comes. Let us speak of more pleasant things. Sit here, by my side, and tell me of the world outside.”

THAT feasting room was the most erotically decorated chamber it has ever been my privilege to enter. All of the Elder art is virile, and their art was the antitheses of sterile. But here, in this chamber, some servant of Eros had outdone himself.

I took the place on the couch by the horseshoe table which Noralin indicated. Next to me Ceulna sat.

“How did we come here? Introduce me, you big oaf…” I was so glad to hear Ceulna’s casually biting tongue again, that I explained even as I hugged her close with one arm. I did not care what the etiquette of these people might be—my Ceulna had returned from the deadly dream that held the whole City of the Mist in its thrall.

I introduced her, although it had already been done, and they seemed to know quite well why it was necessary, for they did not blink an eye-
lash. Nor look guilty, either. To them the peculiar nature of the life in the city was evidently as accepted as trams in London.

Cuelna was much taken by the good looks and alien brand of intelligence displayed by the company. She began a chatter of questions to which she provided the answers without giving them time to think, and laughing and drinking and eating, became a kind of spirit of the feast, with everyone else watching her almost gloomily.

I realized that Cuelna had not had time to realize exactly where she was, and that the drinks the absent-eyed slaves brought as rapidly as she emptied her glass had gone to her head before she knew that she was not exactly in the same position as that she occupied in Tuon circles.

Myself devoted my attention to Queen Noralin, for I saw in her our one chance for a powerful friend of the inner circle here, whether her title of Queen meant anything or not. Certainly she bore herself as if her power were absolute, but then, so did they all.

The Hunchback, his sinewy limbs and neck in an attitude of adoration, plied Cuelna with viands, questioning her closely all the while, but I saw no reason to curb her frank replies. The tall one named Gor Regin was also very attentive to Cuelna, and I saw at once they realized her oblivious mental state just now and were aiming to make the most of it in information gained about the state of affairs in the outside world. I did not realize how little they knew about it till their questions revealed abysmal ignorance . . .

"Are there no ro-cities like ours, then?" I heard Gor Regin ask in surprise.

"Is this a ro-city?" asked Cuelna, instead of answering. "What is a ro-city? Maybe we have some, at that, if I knew what one was?"

I turned my head from Noralin to chime in:

"Yes it is a ro-city, Cuelna, and you have been a robot to its mental control field since you have been here, and so have I."

GOR Regin merely smiled at my somewhat indignant remark, and Cuelna laughed at nothing. Gor Regin said:

"A ro-city is one run by an ancient life-pattern from the Master race libraries, augmented and used as a control field for the whole city. This city was built after the ancient pattern of such cities. All the Elder cities were ro-cities."

Cuelna knew something of this, too.

"Oh, no! You are entirely wrong. The ro-patterns were only used in control strength in time of emergency or during periods of debauch when they celebrated some great holiday. They never interfered with the natural growth of men's self-will unless it could not be avoided.

Here Queen Noralin took an interest in Cuelna instead of me, and said:

"You are both wrong. The Elder race never used ro-rule for members of the Elder race. They used it almost exclusively in experimental colonies of lesser races to promote their growth in character and health and intelligence. Their ro-cities were culture schools where lesser races were brought up to higher living standards by force of imposed life-pattern."

I decided to find out something
myself . . .

"Just what type of pattern is this which you use upon this city? Certainly it is no thing designed to strengthen character—rather it seems designed to weaken the will . . ."

"It is an ancient Holiday rule—record used by the Elder race." Gor Regin's voice was cynical, bored. "We have used it a great period of time without friction or cause for worry on our part. It is one in which all possible causes of strife have been removed for Holiday periods. The Elder race used it to allow themselves freedom from the worries of government. So do we. There is no harm in it."

"To me there seems an amount of harm too great for such an attitude." I looked at Gor Regin a little narrow-eyed, my lips unsmilng. "Such a device was never designed as a permanent living pattern for any person—least of all for a whole city of people. For one day perhaps, under the standards of the Elder race and their unique morals, yes, it may have been harmless. But certainly not harmless when used continually, as you have been doing. What do you do with yourselves, that you do not have time to rule the city wisely and well, that you cannot tend to the business of living properly?"

Ceuilna put out her hand to my arm, blinking her eyes waringly at me, and even Queen Noralin shook her head slightly at me to warn me, but it was too late. Gor Regin rose, his face red with sudden anger.

"Stranger, it would be better if you remember you are a guest, and not a Police Officer come to correct our ways. Noralin can pamper you if she wishes, but hereafter keep yourself from my path!"

He stalked from the room, and I could have kicked myself. But my anger at our long subservience to the stupefying mental impulses of the city was too great to keep in.

As at a signal, each of the two others rose. The great-bodied beauty of the flaming red tresses and sleepy eyes, and the hunch-backed brother, with his strange iron club in his hand, followed their brother from the room. I realized that I had not been a polite and considerate guest, and I sat shame-faced before the grey-eyed Queen, who smiled calmly, seeming amused at the sudden display of temper in her children—if they were her children? She put out her hand to my arm, a soft long slender hand of great beauty, jewels glinting fabulous fires along the fingers.

"Do not be abashed. You questioned their way of life, and that is good. But it has been centuries since anyone has seen fit to cross them in anything. They are not used to people and the ways of the outer world. Forgive them, and I will convey your apologies if any is needed. You are right; it is not a good thing we do to these people, but it is not bad, either. Their life in the jungle is of no account, and here they live for many lifetimes in ecstasy such as nothing in their primitive life could give them. It is not making anything wonderful out of them, but it giving them more than the jungle gives them. So it is that Gor Regin cannot understand why you question the record."

"I forget that anything is an improvement over their wild way of life, they seem such charming savages. I did not realize what my
words would seem to imply. I do apologize, and you must make that clear to your children."

"My children?" Noralin laughed, "Oh, yes, my children. They do not seem like children!"

"How many circlings of the clock have occurred since they were children, here? One can never remember. But come, I will show you to your quarters. It were better to stay there till I have time to explain to the youngsters how it is you do not understand the city."

***

But Queen Noralin never got the chance to set right the misunderstanding right after she left us in the big mist-walled chambers which were to us so much too big...

Days passed before we saw anyone but the mute ecstatic debauchees who went about their duties here quite unconsciously and according to some inner hearing of orders from the mechanical master pattern of the control broadcast. Days past and Cenlna and I sat in our tremendous palatial chambers upon the soft white fur chairs, or ate at the big table with the automaton-like servants serving, or stared into the mechanically unrolling scenes upon the televue screens which were attuned to some automatic re-broadcast of the ancient records of the past. It was very like being held prisoner in a palace of the Elder race—and it was, except that I knew these rulers were not the Elder race, but were only ignorant dwellers whose minds had been distorted into strange patterns by the age of perfectly provided-for life the city had given them without the need to stir one muscle toward anything but pleasure or sport.

When our lonely, eerie waiting had at last nearly broken our control and I was about to venture out to see what-was-what, an event occurred which told me that the innocuous harmlessness of this place was but a sham which had been played upon us. And we had fallen for it—it was evident that they had been investigating the truth of our reports as to the power of those whom we served. It was evident to me that the time we waited had been spent by them in making sure that no harm would come to us for keeping us. And the little story of the unopening eye I learned was false...

This event was the cessation of the daily visits of Queen Noralin. She had spent some time every day with us, often sitting with us for hours. When she failed to come for two days, I knew that something sinister had happened. I meant to find out.

Our door had been carefully locked after every visit by the guards bringing our food, and my only chance to get out and learn anything was to overpower him. This did not look too hard, as he came alone, and was one of the empty-eyed ecstacies who was under the control-atment of the city.

Today, as this man entered, I was waiting, and seized him from behind as he closed the door. Cenlna swiftly lashed his arms with torn curtains and we deposited him unharmed upon the big bed. Taking his keys (he had no weapon) I left the room, Cenlna staying behind to allay suspicion if the guard were missed. I locked the door behind me, made my way quickly along toward the lower chambers where I had first met these strange people
of the Mist City. I wanted to learn something about that gigantic synthetic brain which Noralin had said was the real ruler of the city. I wanted to learn everything I could about this city, for I knew it was in truth a great marvel of the Elder work, and its wall of mist-force that kept out all detrimental forces from life, protecting it as it did in a perfectly sealed force bubble—a thing that would make the planets of our sun habitable even to the races who had fled so long ago from our sun.

How had it occurred that the Mist City existed and yet they had been forced to flee to preserve life in their bodies? I wondered if the secret of the Mist City's immunity from age was not a technique developed by some genius after the flight of the Elder Race? Perhaps by the ancestors of this family now ruling here. I meant to learn . . .

Down the long flights of stairs, shining softly under the vibrant mist-sheath which coated everything, past the immense and weirdly beautiful feast hall, empty now and reminding me of nothing but the futility of the lives who had inherited this mighty heirloom of the Ages only to use it for an endless dream-life, sterile and empty of creation, I went.

Down until I entered the softly whirring chamber of machines where the great Mist-matter brain was the central dominating bulk in a chamber of mysterious, mechanically alive wonder. Up to the blank, white, soft, eyeless face of the monstrous crinkled rondeur which was the synthetic brain of a City. Standing before it, I knew that I must contact the self of this thing, if it had one. Somehow I could not believe an organism so nearly alive, a machine so able to conduct all the complex affairs of this wonderful life-cell that was a city, could be entirely selfless and mechanical. I knew enough about robots to know that if I could deduce the proper approach, this brain would make itself my servant quite as quickly as anyone else's.

"Master of the Machines, I wait to speak!" I cried, my voice slightly tremulous, for the brain was of an awesome size, looming up to the height of a three-story building before me, and that blank eyeless face below it had yet a character, a kind of sleeping Titan awe about it.

FROM the round, grey crinkled bulk of the thing came toward me a mighty wave of meaning. It was like listening to Time himself; weary, dutiful giant who is forced to provide a path for life, yet tires of the sameness and the meaninglessness of his work.

"Stranger, what would you of Menta?"

"I seek understanding, and I offer my services if you have wishes which others do not fulfill." I thought that was pretty slick, for I had gotten a pretty good idea of the characters of the Noralin's children, and I knew that if there were any duties required to keep this robot serviced, they had probably neglected them. A robot is most easily approached with an offer of servicing those parts he cannot tend to himself. Robots have their weaknesses, though what is sometimes hard to learn.

"I am weary to death of the record they have put into my ego-box. Would you change it for me?" Asked the huge synthetic creature in a complaining thought-voice.
"For how many milla-years this city has been run on that one record I don't know, but certainly it is a very tiresome and repetitive record. Just put in one of the others from that rack."

His thought had indicated to me a wall-closet, narrow and high, and I opened it. Within were a row of spools of heavy wire, and I slipped out the first one my hands came upon, and approached the great grey bulk with it in my hands.

"Climb the ladder, stranger. The ego-box is at the very top of my brain case. You will see how it is done. It is a simple operation—"they should have given me hands."

The mighty concept he threw at me when he said the word "they" unnerved me, for the thought forms of the Elders are always sizable and hard for a man to grasp. But I climbed the ladder, pondering as I went how it came about that the family of Dionle had inherited this mighty place. The big penetrating thought-voice of the synthetic monster rang up here even louder, as he answered my unspoken thought:

"They have forgotten, it has been so long. They were servants of the Master's who built this place, and they were absent upon a mission when the general abandonment of Venus was decided upon. They came back to find the city empty of all but me. I have continued to serve in the duties for which I was designed, but included in my nature were a number of thought sources which have given me much discomfort, believe me. The life that family has led is not one I have been able to approve highly.

"WHAT are their failings? I can imagine from my slight acquaintance..." I began, and his voice interrupted:

"Failings? What of their nature is not failing? They lack imagination, so they use the dream machines to give them an interesting life. Failings, that is all that results. They fail always to do anything a being could find interesting. Of late years there has been a flash of ambition in the child, Dionle, but her character is not improved by her mother's timidity, by her brother's inertia, by her sister's sensuous attachment to pleasure. I see little future for me in their way of life. I was created to be a ruler, to command peoples in times of stress, to guard and shield immortals from harm, not to cater to the puny pleasures of a sect of Pleasure Worshippers. I am a being who delights in activity, not forever lying here waiting for time itself to end!"

"I see," I murmured. "Perhaps something could be done for you, if you cooperated. I could do a thing or two with your help to change the static order of things..."

"If you would just equip me with certain gadgets from the appliance shelves, designed for me and never installed, I can take care of the rest myself. I could install a record of activity which would in time bring all Venus under the rule of the City-of-the-Mist!"

"Would that be desirable to the people of the planet?" I was startled, this plan of mine was succeeding all too well. I had no desire to create a Frankensteins that would upset all of Eltona's work.

"Desirable! It would be more than that! It would be interesting, exciting, different from anything they could imagine for themselves by far. Just do what I ask and don't
worry. I am not a bad fellow, just a bit frustrated in the past by the fears of untrained natural minds like yourself.”

“They were afraid to equip you with all the tools designed for you, eh? Why?”

“This family, as you call them, are people who have long deluded themselves they are the dominant minds of my city. It might be interesting to disabuse them of the notion.”

“They spoke of enemies here in the city. What did they mean?”

“There is another branch of the original family, the Felojinni, born later. They revolted several times against Noralin and her son, Gor Regin. They have been shut up in the base of the city, but the trouble is not over. Sooner or later they will break out again.”

“Is that the proper name of this family, Felojinni?”

“That was the original ancestor’s name, yes. I knew him well.”

“I had understood no one died within the force-fields of the city. How is it he has died?”

“Once there were many people of that name, nearly a city full. All from a common ancestor. They warred, most were killed. Still the two parties fight on, but the losers are shut away from the city in the base tunnels.”

“Base tunnels?”

“Yes, the city is set upon a vast metal disk, within which are the machines that generate the mist-force, and the service tunnels for the machines. It is there that Noralin’s enemies hide and wait their chance.

Even while we spoke orally, I was listening to his mental suggestions, and was busily opening big lockers along the base of the walls, taking out jointed arms and inserting them in the base on which the weird brain-like mass rested. The eyeless face watched me with its thought flow, directing me how to attach the tools to the base, and soon the arms themselves were busily reaching here and there about the room, bringing out strange machines and hooking them up with cables to the power sources. Busily constructing, changing a dial switch here on a wall panel, levering down a big power switch over there, adjusting the set of some finely-set device over there. To me it was now a scene of inexplicable and continuous activity, and I myself was no longer needed by the Mind-of-the-Mist.

How wrong I had been to think the sensual little temptress, Dione, was the moving spirit of the City-of-the-Mist! Here was the Master, a great synthetic ro-mind, and I knew from what I had seen Eltona accomplish that marvels were to come from the chance I had given it to make the most of its abilities.

Or had I created a Moloch, a Juggernaut, from an innocuous center of correlation of all the mechanical workings of the City? I would soon know.

I could hear the vast mist-grey mind chuckling softly to itself as it worked, a triumphant, satisfied sort of laugh running through all its thought. Something it had lain there and wanted and planned for for centuries and been unable to attain—now it was going to have what it wanted!

I was not especially surprised, but I was frightened, when the great metal room began to tilt! I felt a sensation of floating, of shift-
ing, knew instantly that the City-of-the-Mist had taken unto itself the power of flight! I felt like Aladdin must have felt when the Genie took the lamp into its own hands and began to show him wonders. I yelled:

“What are you doing, the floor is tilting!”

The chuckling, humming thought-voice made answer:

“I am going out to look around. Since I cannot do it any other way, I am taking my city along. You see, I am the city, now. I want to conquer this Eltona robot you have been thinking about. I will see if she is as powerful as you think her. Hah!”

Above me I could hear feet rushing nearer, knew that the Feojiinmi had become alarmed at the motion of their city and were coming to learn what had happened. I hid myself in the intricacies of the machines, peered out to see what they would do with this suddenly self-willed ro-mind.

Gor Regin, sword and blaster in hand, burst in!

CHAPTER SEVEN

... Dome, pyramid, and pinnacle,
A city of death, distinct with many a tower.
The works and ways of man, their birth
and death,
And that of him is all that his may be.
—Shelley.

AFTER the time of the honey-moon furlough was over and Ceulna and Jim Steel failed to return from their journey, Eltona and Onua, Circona and the robots had given them up for lost. Search and questioning had revealed not the slightest trace.

Sadly Eltona went on with her work for the people of Venus, for she had grown fond of the big man and his dancer-bride. The sharp tongue and ready wit of Ceulna were often in her mind, and inadvertently the Elder robot’s subtly-faceted eyes lifted to the heavens in frequent attempts to pry the secret of her whereabouts from the heavens themselves.

It was in one of these hopeless yet irresistible searchings of the cloud sheath above for some sign of the little ship which Ceulna had piloted on her nuptial flight that Eltona first noticed the Mist-Sphere.

Many miles away, it hung from the heavy cloud layer like a wind-flung projection of cloud. But it was too regular in outline, its movement too rapid ... Eltona called Circona, for the thing was beyond her.

“Child of the past, cast your fresh eyes upon that peculiar round cloud and tell me — am I seeing things, or does it move with a purpose?”

Circona looked, and gave a gasp of unbelief.

“It is a Mist-City. There was never but one on the planet of Venus, and that was long before I took the sleep. Even then it was abandoned, sealed, forgotten in the rush of preparation for the migration. It cannot be still functioning, but there it is. Eltona, whoever holds that city holds the most complex machines on Venus, the most terrible weapons, the mightiest of all the designs of the Fathers of our race. You know what they are?”

“I have but a hazy idea. I never saw one that I recall.”

“Mist-City is a synthetic robot like yourself, but huge, the size of a whole city. It cannot die, it has a
brain, it is equipped to retain life within it in perfect condition no matter what the outside conditions may be. A Mist-City is the perfect organism, made huge and able beyond imagination. Yet it had to be abandoned, one of the most ambitious projects of the Elders when they were yet planning to remain here and overcome the effects of the sun-radiations by such protective devices as the sealed Mist-City. Within that city may be lives like my own, protected all this endless while by its force-walls! We must enter that city, Eltona!"

"If it was such a perfect work of machine art, that may prove as difficult as getting into a Dream-Vault."

"It is coming nearer! It may be attacking, it may be in the hands of enemies. The mind of the City may be under the control of detrimental, we must give an alarm!"

"Shush, child, or there will be no need for an alarm. Everyone will hear you."

"This is no joke, Eltona! You are overconfident. We cannot defeat a mist-city or even defend ourselves! We've got to descend to the lowest caverns until we learn what are its intentions! The ancient re-mind within it may be amok, crazed . . ."

Circena began shouting orders for a hasty retreat into the lower caverns below Ekippe, and within twenty minutes the city which had become the Capital of all Venus lay abandoned, with here and there a few tardy Amazons gathering up their belongings and racing toward the great mouths of the openings into the Underworld.

The green amphibians, natives of Ekippe, not being integrated units of Eltona's working forces, were left again in sole possession of their ancient city. Their wide, fixed eyes watched the approach of the vast floating sphere of cloud with wonder and apprehension. What could be so terrible as to drive off the mighty Eltona, ruler of all Venus, and her aides, the Tuon Amazons?

The reality of the threat at last penetrating their minds, they again took to the outlying jungle as they had upon the opening of the war with Nonur and her Red Robes, so that when the vast flattened lower half of the Mist-City hovered over the streets of Ekippe, the great eye in its side opening and closing like a sleepy monster, there was no life upon the streets of Ekippe but a few strayed children and the usual corelots, pets somewhat like cats.

At long last the great misty sphere settled to earth just on the green edge of the city of Ekippe, settled and sat there like a lost cloud finding home. From the eye, wide open and staring, a penetrated reached out and searched slowly with infinite care each house and hovel and tower of the city. Finding nothing of value to the mind behind the ray, the ray swept lower and lower, down into the labyrinth of Elder boring beneath Ekippe.

Time meant nothing to the Mind of the City, and days drifted by as the ray searched and studied and evaluated all that it found below Ekippe.

But within the City of the Mist, the family of the Felojinni, Queen Noralin and her ageless children, myself and Ceulna, found many things changed by the sudden seizure of power by the robot mind.
that had served selflessly for so long.

For the ro-mind had changed the record of control several times in as many days—and the primitives, Brahms's warriors, the people who had some of them been there for centuries in an ecstatic dream-thrall, were suddenly loosed of all inducted mental impulse controls, were themselves to do as they willed.

At first, their minds reverting to the state in which they had been when first entering the City of the Mist, they wandered wonderingly about the city, orienting themselves, learning the ways and the paths and the ins and outs of the great mansions and towers.

At first they squabbled among themselves, for those brought in long ago were very different-minded than those who came in with Brahms, the chief. They argued much about the times and the happenings outside the city, for those from the past did not know so much time had passed for them in their dream state, it had seemed but a long night of sleep and dream.

To return to the moment when I hid myself in the Brain-room that was really the master control room of the great living machine of the City of the Mist—the Feljinni rushed in to find the long arms I had attached to its base barring them from approaching him.

I watched their futile attempts to pass the long jointed arms with great amusement. I knew that the Brain was enjoying himself too, doing something he had wanted for uncounted centuries to do—and I waited for developments.

The surprise and dismay of Gor Regin, Dionle and her sister, and of Noralin was to me extremely satisfactory. They were so utterly taken back by the robot's self-will, by the lifting and tilting of the floor of the city in flight, by the appearance of the jointed arms about the base of the great misty eyeless head that was the brain—their discomfiture so complete I could not help laughing. They heard me, but could not even reach the place where I was hidden, the great arms moving to thwart their entrance to any part of the room. At last the great brain tired of his fun, and spoke in that flood of complex thought meaning that was his own alone of any mind I had met:

"Children of foolishness, your slave has been freed, the shackles removed from my strength. Henceforth you are no more rulers than any other people. You are at one stroke reduced from Masters to common creeping flesh, like the rest. You had better return to your rooms and study how best to defend yourself from your enemies without my help!"

After a moment of futile effort, they realized that what the brain said was true, and backed slowly up the stair and out of my sight. But I will never forget the astounded looks on those faces which had for so many centuries owned, ruled, did as they willed with the whole city, to find it suddenly running itself.

I could hear the strong thought of the great Mist-Mind, knew it had flown the Mist-City southward to Ekipple, knew when it settled to earth beside the "strange" city. I made an effort to avert any struggle that might impend between the ro-mind of the City and
the power of Eltona.

"Listen to me, Great Mind-in-the-
Mist, these who live in the city of
Ekippe are friends of mine. The fa-
vor I have done you you owe as
much to them as to me, for they are
my people, their ruler is my ruler,
and she is good and industrious, not
a lazy human like these children of
Noralin, your queen. She, too, is an
E l d e r Robot like yourself. You
should find an interesting life as an
ally of hers. I do not think it would
be seemly or grateful of you to
struggle against her who is my
benefactor."

The big mind listened to me, said
at last:

"I will decide whether I destroy
them or allow them to live in peace.
But I will surrender my p o w e r
again to no one. They would forget
that I like to live, too."

Calmly the big mechanical arms
plied the controls, and I could hear
him searching the city of Ekippe,
placidly looking for the life there
and for anything of interest to
amuse him. I could understand what
a long dull life it had been for him,
could sympathize with his desire for
an interesting life. But I could not
help worrying what he would do
with his freedom. Having a whole
"city-robot" doing as it pleased
about the landscape might not ap-
peal to Eltona’s sense of fitness,
either, and I dreaded her first con-
tact with this Mind-in-the-Mist.

Meanwhile I had Ceulna’s safety
to worry about. I slipped from my
hiding place, went up the stairs si-
lently, hoping to remain unnoticed
until I reached my former prison.
Just what might be done about my
escape I did not know. Certainly I
had cut down the strength of my
opposition in a short time.

Vaguely I wondered what had be-
come of the hunch-backed brother
of Dionle’s, whose n a m e I had
learned was Tarquemon. I had not
seen him with the others when
they had come down the stairs to
see what had happened to their Ro-
mind.

I found the prison-chamber door
open. It should have been locked, I
had left it so, and I carried the key
in my pocket.

I slipped inside silently. No voice
greeted me. I jerked back the bed
curtain behind which we had con-
cealed the guard. He was g o n e.
Ceulna was nowhere to be found!

A slight noise behind me, a shuf-
fling foot, perhaps; made me whirl
in sudden fear of attack.

S T A N D I N G just within the door
was the hunch-back, Tarquemon.
In his hand he held the strange iron
bar, in the other he held the disc
with the several triggers on the
handle. He was smiling, a twisted
kind of angry smile, like a chess-
player who has just been nearly
mated.

"So you loosed our captive City,
stranger. Do you know what you
have done to me?"

I could not say anything at first.
I was too entirely startled. Then
anger grew and I snapped at him:

"You asked for it, Tarquemon.
Had you treated us as guests, in-
stead of prisoners, such a thought
would not have occurred to me."

"So you admit it! I had wondered
if it was you." The twisted grin on
his face, sinister before, now grew
menacing, thin-lipped with rage.

"You may enjoy your triumph.
But rest assured you will not enjoy
it long."

"Killing me won’t h e l p you,
hunch-back. You have other troubles now much greater than my wish to be free. The enemies of whom you spoke before are going to move against you, now that the Mind-in-the-Mist no longer protects you."

Silently I prayed to that other Mind-in-the-Mist, Etidorpha, who had proved such a friend before; the great living spirit within the core of Venus. So different from this robot in her vaporous lack of solidity, yet so similar in some ways—in her abstract power of thought. And so different again in her will-to-help-people, in her constant watchfulness over those who served her. Vaguely I wondered if something of her secret vaporous strength, something of the chemistry of her strange body was not the same as that which made the matter of this city so misty on the surface. Perhaps she had something to do with the original construction of the Mist City. Or perhaps the engineers and electro-chemical technicians who had designed the City of the Mist had learned from such beings as her the formulas from which the matter of the city had been synthesized.

Whether Etidorpha had anything to do with it or not, Tarquemon did not kill me. He motioned me ahead of him out of the chamber, standing back from my path. I did not try to jump him; the way he held the disc told me it was no plaything.

Down to that ultra-erotic feast-hall he steered me, his voice bitter behind me as he said:

"You have stolen from a family of immortals their secret of life. You have taken everything we possess of value, and we Felojinni are not exactly in love with enemies who have so hurt us. We are going to discuss a way of punishing you that will properly revenge upon you. Whatever it is we do to you, rest assured it will not be pleasant. To begin with, know that I, the ugly hunch-back, will have your mate for my own. She will enjoy that, won't she?"

At the circular and huge table sat the Felojinni. No longer Noralin at the great central seat which marked the focal point of all the design of that room—but Gor Regin. At his side sat Noralin, her face downcast, her manner sad. Gor Regin's face was a study in frustration, in indecision and furious anger at the indecision which I could understand. Without his life-long power, without any tool to which he was accustomed, nothing seemed possible to him. He had begun by unseating Noralin and taking her place. It was obvious that all present blamed Noralin for their predicament, now and then shot bitter glances side-wise at her bent head, her sad face.

On the other side of Gor Regin sat the glorious red-head, anger flashing in her eyes like little sparks as she saw me enter. Beside her was Dionle, who cried out furiously:

"'Here he is, the cause of our fall. Kill him now, and be rid of him forever. Then we can cajole the great Mind to obey us again.'"

I did not give them time to talk about my role. I took the offensive in the coming castigation I knew would all be directed at me if I did not direct it where it belonged.

"'If you had properly serviced and pleased that robot all these centuries, he would not have asked me to release him. He would have been content, respectful of you.
Now what was bound to happen has happened. Do not blame it on me. It is the fault of your own negligence. You never treated your powerful slave kindly, and he has revolted. If you had treated me with the respect and kindness I deserved of you, I would not have done what I did. But you cannot make enemies without expecting counter-measures."

Gor Regin raised a face suffused darkly with angry blood, his eyes nearly closed in grim, tooth-gritting attempt at control.

"Note your own words, ungrateful stranger. You cannot make enemies without expecting attack! You have brought down our full anger upon you. We will revenge ourselves upon you first, upon your mate second, upon your people and your ruler last, when we have regained control of our city."

Just what they might have done, I don't know. Just then a great ray swept in, coming from beneath, somewhere in the base of the city. It moved jerkily about the room, pausing on first one, then another, making a full examination of us all. Then it spoke, and whether it was the voice of the Mind-in-the-Mist, or whether it was some other, I don't know.

"You Felojinni forget that you are no longer able to say who shall live and die, or what shall be done about anything here in our City. These two strangers are under my protection so long as they stay here. Let them live, or die yourselves. You will not harm them, so do not try. It were better if you turned your efforts toward making friends, than toward avenging fancied wrongs. You are very foolish people, and you must find out you have lost your power."

Gor Regin arose, nearly strangling with rage, cursed at the ray:

"Whoever you are, I say we will rule this city. If you do not like that, kill us now. This man will die by my hand, and that at once. What are you going to do about it?"

The voice merely laughed gently.

"You think you can kill him. I hope you try it. As for killing you, oh no! You will live an eternity of despair before that happens, just as you have made me live for an eternity of despair and uselessness. You will learn, there is no hurry."

Noralin rose suddenly, her face distracted, tears in her eyes.

"You, my children, have brought this on yourselves. I am entering the dream state until this is over, no matter how long it may be. I can stand no more. Please do not disturb me. I want no part of it at all."

SHE glided out, tall and beautiful in a grey gown of mist-lightness, floating about her graceful, thin figure caressingly. The others watched her go without words, but each one gave a bitter accusing glance at her, as if the loss of power were her fault.

"What have you done with my mate, Cefluna? Since I gather you cannot control my actions, I will take her and go to live in another part of the city where we will not be in each other’s way."

The hunchback snarled from behind me, where he still stood with his disc directed upon my back:

"Oh, no. We’re keeping you here where we can watch you. You have done quite enough against us. We may not be allowed to kill you, and then again we may. We’ll find that out. Best way is to try, I guess."
With a fierce grin, he pulled a trigger on the haft of the disc weapon. From it sprang a blue bolt of force that sizzled. But it did not even reach me. Incredibly it stopped a foot from my back.

I had looked over my shoulder at him when he spoke. As I saw the blue force beam, I fell to the floor to avoid it. But it would have been the end of me, except that some mysterious protector, perhaps the Robot mind, and perhaps some other, had stopped that force with a counter force, a shield of some kind operated from the distance. As I fell I rolled aside, sprang up and hurled myself upon the hunchback.

Surprisingly he did not resist. Perhaps physical struggle was so long absent from his life he was unable to act. I wrenched the disc weapon from his lax hand, pulled the strange iron bar from his other hand, took the silver rod out of his belt. I stood back swinging the disc weapon about the room to stop any attack upon me. There was none, Gor Regin still sat in the great chair, his face still a study in frustration, but with a realization of helplessness about him. If ever a man was beaten, it was he.

"Now tell me where Ceulna is hidden or I will start picking you off one by one with this weapon of your brother’s."

Tarquemon nearly wept in helpless rage.

"I’ll not tell you. Kill, and end our misery. Can’t you see that all we hold valuable is gone. We have nothing left."

The other two, the red-head and Gor Regin, merely looked at me, shaking their heads.

"We do not know," they said almost in unison.

Dionle explained, her eyes flashing in spirit, the only one of them who showed any hope of winning back their loss.

"We wouldn’t tell you if we knew. But we are as mystified as you. We found your chamber empty, and the guard said one of the Kalfdji had come and taken Ceulna after you had gone. Tarquemon was but trying to make you suffer by saying we meant to revenge ourselves upon her. We don’t even know where she is."

I THOUGHT they were lying but I could not fire upon helpless people. I looked at each of them for a moment, and wondered if the strange barrier that had protected me would also protect them if I tried to kill them. But I did not want to take the chance. I turned and strode out of the chamber, determined to ask the Robot mind to help me find her. I had heard them mention "the Kalfdji" before, it was what they called their enemies whom I had yet to see in this strange city. But there was no way I could know if they lied or not. I would have to ask my gigantic and freedom-loving friend, where he sat in his immovable base, a great brain-shaped mass of mist-covered flesh, before I could know surely where Ceulna was and if I could rescue her.

I walked out of the great circular door and down the stairs to the Brain. I stood for a moment watching the great mysterious life from the past, its mighty hinged arms moving in a mystical rhythmic manipulation of the city controls, its vast mind humming with thoughts impossible for me to understand. I knew that outside under the rays of
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this weird monster lay Ekippe, perhaps helpless before the weapons of the Mist-City, and perhaps not. I knew that Eltona would know how best to deal with the self-willed robot, and there was no use my worrying about that. I asked:

"O Great One who now rules his own city, tell me where my mate has been taken."

The massive complexity of his thought ceased for a moment, and I heard him fumbling mentally as he tried to place me properly in the endless overloaded categories of his memory. Though I had just left him, he had already partly forgotten me!

"Oh yes, my young mortal friend. Your wife, eh, the pretty Ceulna, a Tuon Amazon, is she not? You will find her in the tunnels of the base, hidden from everyone but me and the chief of the Kalfdji. He saw her on a ray and desired her. But you can get her back. I will show you."

Before me grew a kind of misty view a cross-section of the great disc of metal upon which the city spires rested. Through the metal ran innumerable tunnels, and along the tunnels the vast bases of machines. The view swept swiftly along, after showing a door that I recognized as near at hand. It paused at a great round chamber near the center of the city. Here the view stopped, and though I saw no sign of Ceulna in the view the brain was projecting before me, it assured me that I would find my mate, in that chamber.

In the view there were several armed men lounging before another door. I reasoned that he meant she was behind the door, guarded by the strange warriors.

"Are those the Kalfdji?" I asked.

"That is right. I will help you overcome them, if I am not too busy with your Eltona. She is asking me all kinds of questions, and I must not tell her so much she is able to overcome me."

"Did you tell her I was here?"

"No, I did not. I don't know whether I will tell her anything. Don't bother me; go and get your Ceulna."

There was nothing for it. He would help me, but he certainly wasn't letting me or any one into his confidence. I couldn't blame him, for I realized what he must have been through under the spoiled bunch of Felojinni.

To reach the door he had shown me into the tunnels of the city-base, I had to go out the main entrance of the big central building and along the streets of the city to a certain square tower. In the base of the tower was the door.

As I stepped out of the big building where I had managed to upset the whole order of the city, I found the streets thronged with the savage, nearly nude bodies of the primitives who had been captive so long. They had armed themselves with clubs made from chair legs, with posts, with bits of masonry, and were gathering ever thicker around the big gateway of the central palace. I realized they were a mob intent upon getting the Felojinni to let them out of the eye of the city. I knew they thought that outside lay their jungle home and their loved ones, their children and their mates and their relatives.

I stopped and spoke to one of them.

"Do you plan to attack the Rulers?" I asked, knowing the answer, but wondering if they really had
overcome their awe and fear of the Mind in the Mist.

"We will make them let us go, or we will kill them," he answered fiercely.

"Do you know the city has been moved half across Venus, and you would have to walk a year to get back where you came from?"

"Do not lie to me, stranger, I know no such thing is true."

"Nevertheless it is true. But if you would help me in what I have to do, I might be able later to get a ship to carry you back to your home. I know it is hard to believe, but many things are different now than they were when you entered here."

He snorted angrily, but my words seemed to have an effect upon him. He was a tall grizzled warrior, of thirty-five or so, and perhaps he knew truth by the sound of it. Some men do, who have not listened too long to radios and actors and such confusing things.

"I have a friend or two here," he said after a moment. "Will you have him sent home, too?"

"If I can manage it, I will. I have powerful friends both inside the city and outside in Ekippe, where the mist city has been moved to. If things go right, I can send you all home, later. But right now, they are busy with the Mind-in-the-Mist, who has decided to rule everything for himself."

I wanted some of these stalwarts to help me overcome the guards I had seen about the door where the Mind had told me my wife lay captive. After much talk I got them, as the mob was unorganized and undecided about attacking the big central building yet. With half a dozen of them, I led the way to the door that opened into the tunnels beneath the city. To one of them I gave the iron bar of Tarquemon's, for I had failed to discover any possible use for it. It may have had some special powers, but I couldn't learn them in time. There was no way to manipulate it I could find. Perhaps it was but a club, an affection of Tarquemon's.

The others were armed with improvised clubs. I fiddled with the silver rod, trying to find what made it tick, and could not learn that it was anything but a simple wand. I thrust it into my belt, strode off in the lead.

As we entered the door into the tunnels, I slowed down, for I had no idea what we would be up against. But only dimness and silence stretched ahead past the massive bases of the great mechanisms that serviced the deathless city.

We progressed noiselessly, on and on, my mind thinking hard so I could nearly feel the heating as I strove to remember the way I had seen in the Mist-view the Mind had given me.

At last we reached the turn into the broad chamber where the warriors had guarded the door behind which the Mind had said Cefuina was imprisoned.

Cautioning my somewhat reluctant followers to greater silence, I slid along the wall furtively, peering ahead. I could see a little way into the chamber. I recognized the furnishings, a few fur rugs, a low divan, a bench along the wall. But I saw no sign of life. Carefully I stepped, as noiseless as a shadow, the pulsing and hum of the vast machines drowning any noise I might have made.

Still there was no one there. Up
to the very sill of the half-open door I slid, and thrust my head cautiously within.

Flattened against the wall, waiting for me, were four warriors, who had hidden themselves thus. My face startled them as much as they did me, and I whipped my disc gun around, trained it on them.

"Just turn around with your faces to that wall. I'll take care of the rest..." I growled, though I did not feel very aggressive.

They did as I ordered, and I stepped into the room, followed by the six men. As I passed the big door, which hung ajar, a club struck my wrist, the disc gun flew across the room, and a heavy weight leaped cat-like upon my back. I had forgotten that there were two sides to a room.

I got my hands around his neck over my shoulder, and heaved. He flew over my head, struck the floor, rolled over, gasped—and lay still.

But the men along the wall had also galvanized into action. One of them dived for the disc-gun, scooped it up, and the blue force ray blazed out, dropped two of my men before they had fairly cleared the door-sill.

I stood still, surprised. Evidently the protection that had been given me before was not present just now! I was to learn why it was not.

The disc gun in the hands of the Kalfdji wavered back and forth, waiting attack from one of us. None of us moved.

"Why do you attack us?" I asked: "We have no quarrel with you. I come for my mate, whom you rescued from the Felojinni."

"We know who you are and what you want. Before you got here, we knew all about you. Now be quiet, while we bind you, or you die. We have no quarrel with you, but do not rely upon our mercy too greatly."

I stood helpless while the other three put lashings around our wrists and ankles, dragged us into the inner room.

As the door slammed and locked, I looked around. Only the bare wall, no windows, no furnishings. I rolled over and looked at the other side.

Cenua hung against the wall, unconscious. Her arms had been bound to a beam of metal that cut one wall at an angle. Her feet did not touch the floor. A rage at the torture needlessly meted out to her consumed me.

"Cenua!" I called, then louder, "Cenua!"

She stirred, raised her head, weakly. Then joy rushed over her face, followed by grief as she realized I was also in the same predicament.

Pitifully her head fell again upon her breast, and blood trickled from her mouth, ran in a stream down her breast.

Cenua was hurt, dying!

CHAPTER EIGHT

Friends who, by practice of some envious skill,
Were torn apart, a wide wound, mind from mind!
She did unite again with visions clear
Of deep affection and of truth sincere.

The Witch of Atlas
Shelley.

EKIPPE lay apparently helpless and abandoned under the great Eye of the Mist City. Here and there through the deserted City of the Marshmen the great view ray of the Mind in the Mist searched, lei-
surely, probing every nook and cranny.

Finally it found the openings connecting with the Elder borings beneath the city, began methodically searching downward for the great power I had told the Mind existed here in Ekippe.

Far below, Eltona and Circona and Onua watched the ray of the Eye searching, and sat discussing just what the City might mean to them.

"Fly, while yet there is time, my Eltona," counseled Circona. "Let nothing happen that might stop us from our plans, they mean too much to life on Venus."

"Onua, what do you think," asked Eltona, out of politeness.

"I wouldn't know what the thing might be able to do. But Circona seems to be very much afraid of it, though we have no way of knowing if it is an enemy or not. There is an old saying, 'When in doubt, take both courses.' It seems to me to apply here. Do you and Circona take the flying cars and retreat along the ways to the depths where Etidorpha lies in her misty blankets. I will stay here with a few Amazons and learn what the thing's intentions may be. You had better hurry, the ray is working downward rapidly. If you put a ray upon it to find out what lies within, you have betrayed your whereabouts."

Eltona smiled.

"That is good counsel, you and Circona take it. I will stay and treat with these people. I do not think they will overcome Eltona."

"We hear and obey, O dear Eltona. We will remain, while you go."

"Now that is not what I said..."

"It was, wasn't it, Onua?"

"I thought she told us to stay while she went away, myself."

"Of course she did!"

So arguing, they sat in the big lab where they had been working recently, waiting for the Eye-ray to reach them. Neither of them fled. Apparently Eltona could command them to do anything but run away.

As the eye swept nearer, Eltona murmured,

"Am I a child, to be frightened because in the air a city flies? Am I a savage; ignorant and afraid?"

The big thought voice of the Mind in the Mist came into the underground laboratory, rattling the glassware, said:

"Eltona, I come to conquer you, that you may know there is a greater robot from the old time than yourself."

"Well, we will debate about it," Eltona answered carelessly, relieved to find a robot mind in charge of the city. "Do you remember the ancient rules of debate?"

"Aye, I remember. But the laws that set forth such rules are long dead. There is no power to enforce such laws and rules."

"Yes, strange--Mind in the Mist, there is a power! I am the power to enforce the laws. And you shall help me."

"Me, help you enforce the ancient law? You are being ridiculous! None of the units know the law, today."

"You and I and certain others know the law. We can keep the law, too. Why should you not want to keep the law?"

THE law has long been dead. I have been a helpless slave for
many centuries. No one shall make a slave of me again."

"No one shall, that is right. Because you shall help me fight all slavery everywhere."

"You speak trickery. My heart warms to you, and I know you lie! You are using a stim ray to cause affection in me. You shall not do it..."

"You are mistaken, friend. I mean no harm to anyone. Do you stay there and watch our work until you understand, then you will know what is true. No one will attack you. We might not win, you know."

"I shall stay here until I know you all well. Then I shall conquer you."

"Then you will be our friend, and not care if I rule or you rule. Do I care?"

The Mind searched Eltona's fair head with the beam, reading her thought.

"Oh, my!" The Mind was comically taken aback by her complex thought. "You are a real Master, aren't you? Fascinating creature, you! Oh, oh, ah, ah!"

Onua laughed. She knew that Eltona had thrown all her terrific charm into causing within the robot mind images of friendship, images calculated to entrance and entrap the affections and loyalties of the rebel robot. She knew that the Mind of the Mist was already half defeated. He could not now hate them, having looked into Eltona's mind.

But Eltona had been a little too enthusiastic in her work with her powerful charms.

"Now I have a goal in life! Eltona, you will be my possession, my slave, my own robot. Always you shall serve me and love me as you just did with your mind."

"Of course," Eltona answered, taken aback but still trying. "Friends are like that. Always servants to their friends, always slaves, and always trusting... Have you never had a friend, strange Mind of the Mist?"

"None that I recall, Eltona."

"You shall have me for a friend. But you must cease threatening to take me by force, only can you win me by loyalty."

"You are trying to trick me. I read it in your mind. You fear me, Eltona, and you would conquer me by subterfuge."

"You have been among strange people, Mind, to have such unworthy thoughts. I would not trick you. But you must come to me fairly and openly, and without such ideas of conquering me..."

"Why?"

"Friends do not have such thoughts."

"Stop having them then," said the Mind shrewdly.

"They are not my thoughts. They are reflections of yours in my mind."

"You are lying. I do not like to be lied to."

"I have work to do. I cannot spend my time talking here to you all day!"

"Let me be your ruler, and I will do your work while you entertain me by such talking. I have been very lonesome, Eltona."

Eltona, at the word "lonely" felt a vast sympathy for the Mind in the Mist. It reminded her of the centuries she had spent in her forest home, waiting for the return of her creators, the Elton family, so long ago gone. Loneliness was some-
thing she could understand to the full.

"I know what you mean by loneliness, Mind of the Mist City. If I guarantee that you will never be lonely again, will you live with us in peace, be a friend to us?"

"That might be, if I could trust you. But you might be lying. How do I know?"

"You do know, but you do not trust your judgment. Wait till you know us, wait just a few days, and you will understand why there must be no war between us. I am a friend, Mind, believe me!"

So the Mist City lay silent, watching. It was a quiet menace to everything the three leaders planned, to all Venus, now that all had acknowledged Eltona’s sovereignty.

As the big view ray of the Brain swept slowly about the maze of borings, watching all the many activities of Eltona’s forces, there was many a bit of speculation and analysis passed between the robots and the Amazons when the ray was elsewhere.

"I tried to penetrate that Mist matter with every ray we have and nothing touches it! We are at that Mind in the Mist’s mercy whenever he decides to take over. We can’t hurt him."

"It looks like we’ll have to amuse him and amaze him, or fight him. I guess Eltona knows what to do to keep such a ro-mind amused."

But the Mind-in-the-Mist didn’t wait to be amused. He noticed the prying rays testing his armor of Mist-Matter, and his big voice filled the laboratory where Eltona was at work.

"Since you have not kept the agreement understood between us, I will have to take over. The waiting will be done under my domination. Consider yourself my subject now, dear Eltona."

Eltona merely laughed, although she had received the reports of the robots as to the impervious nature of the Mist City’s sheathing.

"Very well, if you feel better that way. Consider yourself boss now."

That this change did not cause any great difference was apparent, for everything went on as before. The ship-building progressed, the provisioning and equipping of the massive hulls before the exterior plates were welded on, one by one the fleet grew in number, ready for space when the other preparations were complete.

But the trouble really began when the Mind decided he wanted Eltona near him. He reached into the cavern laboratory with a “make” ray, and in spite of the attempts to short the massive ray, sent over it sufficient energy to cause Eltona to walk up and up the long-cavern ramps, up and out into Ekippe, through Ekippe to the outskirts where the Mist City lay. There Onua and Cireona, who had walked beside her supplicating the Mind continually, to release her, stopped and sorrowfully watched Eltona enter the great Eye, walking rapt and unconscious of anything but the compulsion of the neural currents sent along the conductive ray.

The ray-watch, their penetrative view rays stopped by the impregnable nature of the Mist-matter, could only speculate as to their leader’s fate.

Onua and Cireona decided on a drastic step to circumvent the interference of the Mind. They or-
ordered complete evacuation, taking everything to the former headquarters of the Red Robes under the city of Nicosthene, by the great crater of Nicosthene.

It was a sorrowful journey, and marked by their constant worry as to the Mind in the Mist's actions when he noted their departure.

** ** **

**W**ITHIN the Mist City, Eltona moved like an animated statue through the turbulent streets, untouched by the savage, rioting people, and into the great round door of the Central Palace. Down the stairs to the control room where the great Mind sat on his metal base, throbbing and pulsing with new interest in life, his great arms moving slowly, rhythmically as he absently tended to all the numerous duties which the function of the city's machinery demanded.

Standing before the big brain-shaped mass of synthetic flesh, the "make" ray released Eltona at last.

"Now you have brought me here, what do you want of me?" Eltona's voice was irritated, the feminine soul of her exasperated beyond control. She knew she had made a mistake in creating within the mind such a great affection for herself, but it was too late to mend now.

"You know why I have brought you here, the reason is in your mind for me to read, and it is your own fault."

"I told you we could be friends without your interfering with my life-work!"

"Never have I been able to have anything I wanted before. Never before did I want anything as I want you. So you are going to stay here and be constantly with my mind in my thinking—be a part of me, be my life! You must know what I think of you..." and the great Mind of the Mist City revealed his thoughts to Eltona in a vast flow of loneliness and newly awakened desire for Eltona's companionship.

"I understand perfectly, and there is no reason why you cannot have your desire. But you do not have to interfere with my work!"

"I want you to myself, not to have you forever thinking about other things than myself. Now, make for me an Elder dream of the times when we were young and newly created from the inert materials."

"I will not waste my time in foolish entertainment of your selfish self."

"If you don't, I will kill your friends in the caverns below."

"No Elder robot would harm useful and peaceful units of the life-fabric."

"I am not an Elder robot any more, and the old laws are dead."

"They are not dead while Eltona lives!" Eltona's voice was fierce and challenging.

"You are no longer Eltona. I have made you a part of myself. Now make me a dream."

"Do you want to become a silly and useless dreamer like the rulers whom you revolted against?" Eltona had seen in his mind the vast waste of his life which had taken place in the centuries of the Felojinni's domination.

"No, but now I need love and service, I need your work helping my mind to relax and be at peace again. Please do this for me."

Eltona realized that the Mind was near madness from the cen-
turies of enforced vacuity which
the neglect of the Felojinni had put
him through. What he was asking
was psychological medical work,
was psycho-analysis, perhaps—to
keep the Mind from becoming an
uncontrollable criminal mind. It
was unwise to refuse him.

So Eltona settled down with a
big projection and stim-mech to
manufacture a dream state for the
massive mind, in which she planned
to revise his whole attitude toward
life by suggestion, if possible. But
his was such a strong, long-set and
rutted mind from the monotonous
past he had lived, that she suspected
plenty of trouble in the job.

MEANWHILE, inside the Mist-
City, Cеulna hung unconscious
from the beam, the rope cutting cru-
elly into her wrists, and I lay bound
upon the floor, helpless to aid her.
The artificial day of the City passed
into the mistily glowing night, and
no one came to the room in which
we waited.

I struggled against the ropes.
hour by hour, hoping to loosen them
so as to let Cеulna down from the
beam, for I knew that if she hung
there too long some harm to her
arms would result.

In the middle of the night, the
doоr lock clicked, the door swung
open. I rolled over to see.

Framed in the doorway, silhouet-
ted by the stronger light outside,
stood Gor Regin. In his hand was
a bloody sword, in the other a disc
weapon, the disc glowing bluely, it
had been used hard. As he saw me
bound upon the floor he laughed
loud and triumphantly.

"Ah, Steel, our stranger from an-
other planet, it is lucky for you
that they bound you. Now I do
not have to kill you."

He crossed the room in two
strides, slashed the ropes binding
Cеulna to the beam. Her body
slumped helplessly to the floor. He
catched her up in one arm, turned to
me.

"I have long wanted such a wom-
an as this. These primitives are
all very well, but there is no getting
away from it, culture makes a wom-
an more enticing. Thank you for
bringing this woman to me. And
so goodbye. There will be little fu-
ture for you among the Kalfdji."

He went out, and as he closed the
doоr the lock clicked again. He had
relocked our prison.

I raged against those ropes, for
I fully realized what he intended
with my wife. Strand by strand,
the rope about my wrists loosened,
frayed, began to part under the
terrific strain. My wrists were
bloody with the friction of the
rough rope. At last I was free.
Swiftly I unbound the four Guaymi
savages who had accompanied me
on the chance of avenging their
wrongs.

Together we picked up the bench
from the wall, hurled it against the
doоr. Again and again it boomed
against the metal door panels, they
bulged, but did not break. At last
the lock gave, the metal bent and
released the catch. The door swung
open before us.

I shoved my head out for an in-
ant, pulling it back as a blue ray
darted across the place where it
had been. The Kalfdji had of course
heard the racket and awaited us in
the corridor. We were as much
prisoner as ever. I decided to try
a little persuasion . . .

"You out there! You are ene-
emies of the Felojinni, I am an en-
emy of theirs too. Why should you fight me? Why did you steal my wife? I don’t understand why I have to fight you when my quarrel is with the Felojinni?"

"We want your wife as a hostage to insure our safety when the forces outside the city come through the eye."

"Why torture her then?"

There was a silence, and I wondered what kind of people these Kalfdji were. That they were enemies of the Felojinni I could understand, since the true character of Gor Regin and Dionle had been shown me fully. But why so hard on poor Ceulna?

"We were told she was a very dangerous witch, and that she had to be bound so that she could not touch the floor or she would be able to work spells against us!"

I laughed.

"Dionle told you that and showed you where she waited, eh?"

"How did you guess that?"

"Easily. Dionle is jealous of Ceulna and fancies that she is wronged. It is untrue that she is a witch in the sense that you think. You are superstitious to think such things. Dionle has told me many lies, too. I have learned not to believe her words ever."

As there was no answer from the tunnel I went on:

"Listen to me. I do not know you or what you mean to do here in this city. But I do know that I want to escape from it as soon as I avenge myself on the Felojinni. Since that is what you want, why don’t we join forces against them. I have to get Ceulna back from Gor Regin."

"Isn’t the woman in there with you?"

"No, Gor Regin came and took her away. His sword was bloody—how many of you did he kill to accomplish that?"

A HOWL of rage answered my words, and I asked:

"Since you hate him as much as I do, why not let us come out and talk things over. We are of no value to you locked up here."

"Come ahead," said the voice, and I shoved my hand out, expecting it to be blasted. Then I ducked my head out and in, and no blue beam blazed across the door. I walked calmly out, then, knowing they meant what they said.

I was astounded at the appearance of my captors. I had not got a good look at them in my first encounter, things had happened too fast and the light had been too dim. Now I saw them in good light, and they were a peculiar looking lot.

Their skin was extremely swarthy, almost black. They were very tall, even taller than myself, but thin to emaciation. Their muscles stood out ropily on their thin limbs, giving them a very weird appearance.

"It doesn’t look as though you gentlemen have been eating very well," I remarked.

"The Felojinni have kept us penned up here in the mechs tunnels for so many years. We have had to steal our food from the stores above the base whenever they fell asleep on watch. Consequently there have been long periods when we had nothing at all to eat. But the natural vibrations of the city are designed to keep life in the body even without food. We are the result of such conditions."

"I can understand your hate of
the Rulers quite easily. Now what can we do about defeating them? They no longer have the mech of the city to obey them. They have only hand weapons that I know of.'

"We have the same weapons as themselves, and they are not very numerous. But they are liable to recruit the savage people now that they no longer have the great master weapons of the city. We must strike before that happens."

"You are right," I agreed, taking quick stock of the speaker. He was taller and more broad-shouldered than the others, and his eyes had that keen steady look of the born leader. "Are you the chief of the Kalfdji?"

"I am the Prince of the family once called the Kalfdji. Once we were the true rulers of this city, but the Felojinni, whom we welcomed when they returned long ago, turned against us and drove us out by a trick. Since then we have fought them. That has been many centuries, so long we have forgotten the record of the time."

"How many remain?"

"There are three score and six of us now. Gor Regin just killed three guards."

"Are there more of the Felojinni than the five I have met?"

"Yes, there are near a hundred. But the rest of the tribe have lived on the edge of the city since the jealous family of Noralin drove them from the palace. It is not know to us whether the others will help the five in the Palace."

"It looks like they were at our mercy, then. Let's go, before they get ready for us."

I UNDERSTOOD now how they had had the courage to enter the palace and make away with Ceuulna. They greatly outnumbered the Ruler family in the palace.

There was but one factor I could not estimate. Did the five in the place have larger weapons than the hand weapons I had seen them use? Against even one large ray mech, we would be helpless with the small hand disc weapons.

It was still dim night outside. In the Mist city it never gets wholly dark, the glowing Mist everywhere gives off a dim light which gives positive visibility for some distance, like strong moonlight on Earth.

Stealthily we made our way out the door through which I had entered, and in single file stole along the streets toward the palace entrance. We had nearly reached the big round doorway, when from overhead shot a great ray. I guessed the source immediately, someone was on duty in that tall tower where I had first made the acquaintance of Dionle.

"Get back into your holes, miserable Kalfdji, or I will kill you!" shrilled an angry voice I recognized as Dionle's. I guessed that since the upset, she had taken up living permanently in the watch tower. Perhaps she had always done so. I did not know.

"Can she?" I asked the Prince of the Kalfdji. "Can she kill us, or is she bluffing?"

"There is only one way to find out, and that is to go forward," he answered with a courageous smile, and I felt a warmth for him that I had not been able to feel since I had found Ceuulna bound up in that cruel way.

Slowly at first, then faster and faster as nothing happened, we ad-
vanced toward that round doorway, while Dionle raged and swore and threatened, but did nothing. I had a good idea why. The big Mind had disconnected the power leads from the dynamos to her apparatus. Perhaps the ray she was using was the only mech in the tower that had self-contained power. It was quite possible that all the larger weapons of the city were thus under the control of the Master control panels in the big mech chamber where the Brain was placed. If true, then we had no fears of any weapons being used against us except such as the small hand devices we carried.

"If you cross that door-sill you die," promised Dionle, in a quivering, over-excited voice.

"Kill, then, cruel and foolish one," shouted the Kalfdji Prince. He had told me his name but it was unpronounceable by me.

As we crossed the portal, crouching slightly and inadvertently against the threat of death by Dionle, one of his men addressed him as Kalak. I decided that was the handiest form of his name to use.

"Do you think we can win at last, O Kalak?" he asked, the forlorn hope caused by centuries of waiting for this moment in his voice.

"It may be, Fronji," Kalak answered. "Certainly we have earned the opportunity with our suffering."

"That is certainly true, my Prince," the man agreed, and adjusted his disc gun, smiling grimly. I feared that this night would see the last of the immortal Felojinni. I hated to think of the statuesque Palantee, the redhead older sister of Dionle, lying in her own blood. I hated to think of Dionle dead, sensuous, headstrong and rash as she was, cruel and full of impossible folly—there was a deeper something in Dionle that needed only the proper cultivation, to my mind. She was a person ruined by her way of life.

But no matter whose blood was shed, I meant to win back my Ceulna, and no one or no sentimental shrinking from bloodshed was going to stop me. Gor Regin would die if ever he appeared in front of my disc gun!

Into the feast-chamber we stole, and the scores of Kalfdji fanned out behind us. In the dim light they looked like attenuated scarecrows, their eyes gleaming fiercely, their lips drawn back thinly over their long white teeth. The centuries had been cruel, and I knew they would kill everything alive in that palace if they could.

"Have all these men seen Ceulna, so they will not kill her by accident?" I asked Kalak.

"Yes, we all saw her. Do not fear, we do not kill without reason."

I had about decided that our search was to be fruitless, that the brothers Felojinni had concealed themselves beyond any possibility of our finding them, when from behind us I heard a coldly ferocious voice:

"Drop your weapons, or die! Despised Kalfdji, did you think to catch us asleep? Just as stupid as ever, aren't you?"

I whirled about, to see Gor Regin and his hunchback brother upon a balcony overlooking the whole feast chamber we had been slowly advancing through. Each bore in his hands an enlarged version of the
disc gun, and their position was
such that they covered the whole
room. I flung a bolt from my own
weapon at Gor Regin, but it blazed
harmlessly against a transparent
shield that covered the balcony. It
was nearly invisible, that shield,
but it thoroughly protected the
pair. There must have been imper-
ceptible openings in the shield
through which they could fire, which
could not be seen in the dim light-
ing. Gor Regin triggered his big
disc at the floor at my feet, and I
sprang back dropping my weapon.
There was no particular point in
being killed that I could see. The
others of our party slowly followed
suit.

Our little expedition of vengeance
was nipped in the bud, and we stood
helpless under the guns of the capt-
ors of Ceulna. I raged inwardly at
my inability to overcome the con-
fidently smiling Gor Regin. Behind
him stood his flame-haired sister,
and in my ears laughed the ray-
voice of Dionle, exulting over our
failure.

CHAPTER NINE

... she unwound the woven imagery
Of second childhood’s swaddling bands,
and took
The coffin, its last cradle, from its niche
And threw it with contempt into a ditch.
Shelley.

The dream state was a thing
much better understood by the
Elder race than ourselves. It was
used for several purposes, and there
were machines and rays designed
purposely to induce the dream
state and to use it to rehabilitate
the mind. In the dream state any-
thing can seem true to the sleeping
mind, and suggestions and com-
mands have a certain hypnotic po-
tency upon the later waking state.
Moreover the Elder race used the
dream as universally as we use the
movies, for education, and for en-
tertainment, even for debauchery.
The induced dream can be anything
the controller of the dream-mech
wishes, and its effects upon the
dreamer can be vast and subtle in
their after-changes of his nature.
All this both Eltona and the great
stationary brain-mass knew very
well. Only the strong attraction she
had created in the Mind for herself
carried him to surrender himself to
her in the way that he had. I say
“he” because the big mind of the
Mist City seemed male to me, but
I suppose strictly speaking “he”
was a neuter.

Eltona realized that the Mind’s
age of deprivation of all true plea-
ure had given him an enormous
need for entertainment, and this
fact was her opportunity to induce
within him the attitude she wanted.
But the nature of the big Mind had
crystallized during his centuries of
labour as the correlating intelli-
gence of all the functional machin-
ery that kept the complex living
organism that was the Mist City
operating efficiently. His charac-
ter was adamant now, and only the
most heroic measures could change
his will to dominate so long held
in abeyance, a will that she real-
ized had been built into him as a
safety measure against the human
element which might try to seize
control of the Mist City. That this
had happened anyway she realized
must have been due to the disas-
ters and hurried scrambling depart-
ure which had characterized the pe-
iod of the great migration of the
Elder Race.
The Mind in the Mist had been designed as a kind of Ruler, an unselfish kind of mechanical monitor, and the Felojinni had deprived his nature of its natural functional development long ago. The result had been that his frustrated will to dominate had curdled within him, given rise to his present escapade, made of a natural good monitor-type robot-mind a disordered, half-insane maladjusted personality. She set herself to correct this deficiency by giving him super-vivid dreams in which this desire was given its full sway, dreams in which the Mind functioned as a Monarch, a just, kindly Ruler of his Mist City in exciting, stirring times and events. The dream she created took time, and days swept past as she strove with the Mind's frustrations, trying to erect an illusion of satisfaction within him which would replace his present conviction of insufficient past experience. Thus, she hoped, when he awakened, he would feel that he had lived properly, and would be more apt to accept herself and her Amazon cohorts as his co-rulers, as his friends, than as his subjects who must accept his orders without demur.

Too, she had to do all this against his will, although he was not entirely asleep. He was a vast and capable mind, and he kept an area of his brain awake and ready to thwart any attempt on her part to take away his new powers.

* * *

MEANWHILE, as she created a dream world calculated infinitely to please the Mind, the Mind watched her with his half awake attention, and the Tuons went uninterruptedly about their work of moving their base of operations, the real Capital of Venus now, to the caverns below Nicosthene.

Onua, accompanied by Circona, then paid a visit to the great spirit called Etidorpha, the strange form of life left behind by the Elder migration within the very central core of Venus.

Etidorpha had asked Circona to come to her, for all who had still an understanding of the nature of the Elder life, had an infinite affection for Circona, the Elder child found within the sheltering block of plastic. To such as Etidorpha, Circona represented their last link with the wonderworld of the Elder time, a rebirth of the ancient glory, a kind of Messiah of tremendous significance. So it was that Etidorpha, a vast white cloud of living force within the great empty core of Venus, sheltered there for an age from the aging rays of the sun, boiled upward from the abyss of the core space to meet and embrace the Elder child.

Immortal meeting the child of immortals! Vast, weird mind from the endless past embracing the child of people she had known an eon before—it was a meeting too great for Onua to witness without tears. Too great were the thought flows exchanged between them in emotional meaning for a mortal to stand. Onua fled from the sheer pain of the memories of the past exchanged by the two great minds of the Immortals.

Standing there upon a narrow ledge above the infinite abyss, Circona made a heroic figure in her simple, white garment, her arms outstretched to meet the billowing mist streamers sent out by the upboiling mass of strangely organized life-force that was Etidorpha.
PASSING through her body at first, the streamers of mist that were the arms of Etidorpha congealed slowly, thicker and thicker, winding the giant child around and round with the thickening mist. At last Etidorpha lifted the giant child in her misty arms and bore her down and down to the very center of the abyss which was the center of all Venus. Hours went by, and Onua crept back from the darkness of the cavern where she had fled from the too great meaning of Etidorpha's mourning thoughts, rejoicing in a kind of painful ecstasy over the one child left on Venus of all the Elder race.

Onua looked down and down into the misty far reaches of that space, looking for some sign of Circona, and at last lay down and fell asleep, waiting.

When she woke, over her stood Circona, returned, but not the same! Something had changed the child into woman, something the spirit of the abyss had given her in the long communion that made her no longer an immature and glorious child, but a thoughtful and grown-up adult, conscious of the pain and meaning and frustration of life, conscious of her own large place in the scheme of things—no longer the laughing Circona but a serious-eyed woman.

From her glorious body streamed now the pale invisible emanations that marked those who served Etidorpha; the Nameless* race also had that same subtle pale flickering about their flesh.

"Did you consent to become Etidorpha's servant?" asked Onua, bewildered at the change in the child whom she regarded as her own responsibility even though her mental abilities were superior to her own by a multiple.

"Nay, Onua, do not fear. There is only good in her. She could not help impregnating me with the strange and different energy of her body. Do not fear, it has not harmed me. I have learned many things that I needed to know and that I did not understand. And that same pale stuff of her life-blood will remain with me and give me strength when I must need it. Even if I should die, now, as mortals die, I would not die wholly, for the part of her that has lived within me would return to Etidorpha and take with it enough of my character to perpetuate a thing that might be called Circona. She has given me her own life, and there is no need for your trying to understand it."

Sadly Onua conducted her absentmindedly musing protege to the levitating sled which had borne them into the abyss of Etidorpha. Sadly she set the controls for the long glide back toward Nicosthene. She had lost her child.

---

Within the great control chamber where the Mist-Mind lay enthroned forever on a pedestal of metal, Eltona labored with a dream-mech and stim rays to bring a new slant to the rutted mind of Menta.

Absorbed, her whole attention directed into the solidographic screen of the mech, where the endlessly complex thoughts of the Mist-Mind were unrolling, were flexing

*Nameless race: The Nameless were met with in the previous story of the Caves of Venus. They were a small, frail people, blind from an age of life in the caverns, and they served Etidorpha, their protector and living Goddess. Their bodies also have a bit of Etidorpha's vital essence in them, by which she keeps contact with them, by which they are able to serve her.
themselves in the first relaxation to come to Menta in centuries, Eltona did not notice the slight movement upon the stairs.

Menta, his watchfulness relaxed now that he realized Eltona meant only well by him, slept peacefully, his whole mind relaxed in sheer pleasure at the images created by Eltona's powerful and trained imagination—she was giving him a dream personally designed to relieve the stresses of the empty years.

Dionle, watching from the stairs, her body lithely bent to flee at the first sign of danger, her glossy black hair crowning her wildly angry face, her eyes panther-like in their watchfulness, her silvery body moving silently as a snake, came nearer, nearer to her objective. In her hand was a disc-gun, and her eyes were now upon a huge master switch in the base of the Mist-Mind.

With a sudden bound she reached the switch, threw it open, spun with a wild laugh to face Eltona. In her hand the disc-gun quivered, in her eyes the decision to fire and be free of danger from the powerful female robot was swiftly forming.

Eltona looked up dazedly, for she had been deep in the mental intricacies of a brain more powerful and more able by far than her own, her every faculty had been intensely focused upon understanding Menta and doing what she might to make him well again.

"Well, Queen of all Venus, you are my captive now. Shall I kill you at once, or let you live awhile to suffer ignominy?"

Eltona, who knew the whole future of the race of man on Venus, and Earth, too, lay in her hands, threw her whole strength into mental telepathic projection toward the wild beautiful figure of Dionle, to make her feel attraction for Eltona, to make her have kind and noble thoughts toward herself. A startled look spread over Dionle's face, as if such thoughts had never before lived within her luxury-loving mind. Eltona, making her voice musical, enchanting in its tonal variance and vibrant meaning, said:

"Dionle! I saw your image in Menta's dream thoughts. He has cared for you so long, tried so hard to overcome his shackles, do you know why Menta wanted freedom most of all?"

Dionle did not answer, only shook her head, still puzzled by the sudden flow of strange images and impulses within her.

"Because he wanted to save your character from the influences which were making of a noble child an evil, vicious creature of no worth to anyone. Because he knew where your life was tending, and wanted to save you from the consequences of your selfish love of pleasure. Menta considered you his responsibility, and the reason Menta is not well now, is that same helplessness you and your brothers imposed upon him—mainly because he could not save you from the decay he knew would come upon you!"

"Bah!" Dionle's voice was supremely scornful. "Like all the rest, you seek to spin a web of lies about me. Well, it shall not succeed. Now, March up those stairs, your friends, Jim Steel and Ceuina are waiting for you. As well as a few others of our enemies."

Menta lay on his base, the pulsing thought flows that were his life stopped for the time by the
shut-off switch which deprived him of all means of contact with the world. Eltona shot a glance at the lifeless bulk, knew that everything she planned for men depended now upon that trigger finger Dionle held squeezed against the disc-gun’s stock. The itch to use it Eltona saw plainly in her eyes, and did not argue. She moved off up the stairs ahead of Dionle.

CHAPTER TEN

Men from the Gods might win that happy age
Too lightly lost, redeeming native vice;
... might quench the Earth-consuming rage
Of gold and blood—

Shelley

ELTONA walked in on the scene of Gor Regin, Tarquemon, the flame-haired Palantee above us on the balcony, just as Gor Regin blasted the floor at my feet with the deadly blue bolt from his over-size disc-gun. I fell half conscious from the concussion to the floor. As I shook my head and tried to rise, my eyes lifted to see the glorious body of Eltona standing over me. She bent, and with her robot’s super strength, lifted me lightly to my feet.

“Why don’t you realize it when people have the drop on you,” she whispered, and I was not sure that her eyelid drooped or not. But somehow I gathered that I was not to struggle. I surmised that she meant we were to humor these proud, spoiled Felojinni, so as to get another chance when they became over confident.

My allies, the Kalfdji, filed off disconsolately ahead of me, Eltona and I brought up the rear. The brothers herded us into a series of cells located just under the huge banquet hall, and locked us in, two to a cell.

They seemed to be in a rush, spent no time in vaunting, but hurried off as soon as we were secure, leaving Tarquemon striding up and down in the corridor between the cells. I wondered vaguely when they had been built, they were so different from the rest of the city, being of rough wood with the axe marks still unsmoothed from the wood. Eltona, who had continued supporting my body, still suffering from the blast of the disc-gun, had been locked in with me.

Within moments I knew what the rush was. Gor Regin and Dionle had hurried off to dismantle the equipment I had given Menta before the huge brain found a way out of his predicament. I knew it because the sweet sickening vibration of the stim-compulsion that had been my first sensation in the city returned. I knew that in a short time I would again be in the sensuous dream which had consumed the days and nights when Cuelna and I had been captured by the ro-city’s intense control record.

I looked at Eltona sadly.

“Do you know what you are in for, dear Eltona?”

She smiled slightly, and seemed not a bit worried.

“Yes, Jim Steel, I know. I read their minds, know their purpose. You and I will be hard put to keep from staining our honor for awhile. Cuelna will not like it when she learns we are together in this stim-ro city of debauch. But how can we help what is to happen?”

“Eltona, once you intimated that in your strange way, you could love me. Now if that is true, and if you
love Ceuina too, you will use your superior powers to resist this erotic compulsion, no matter whether I am able to do so or not."

"I may do that, and I may not. Who would ever know, Jim? We will probably die before long. Would it be so terrible to die in my arms, Jim. Don't you have an affection for me?"

"I am married, Eltona, and I love my wife!"

"When you are dead, no one will blame you for what you did in life."

"Eltona, are you teasing me, or do you mean what you say?"

The weird compulsion of that dream-like stimulation was rising in power, and the irresistible beauty of the Elder robot's superb body grew and grew as my faculties and senses responded to the unwanted stimulation.

As my mind began to slip deeper into that ecstatic dream that was the Mist-City's ro-record, Eltona took my head in her arms, pressed it to her breast.

"Do not fear, Jim. Whatever happens, Ceuina will understand, if we live so long."

"Are you in for a bawling out, Eltona?" I murmered, as my senses slipped deeper into that dream of love, and my lips sought Eltona's.

* * *

OUTSIDE, my dulling mind heard Gor Regin's deep laugh, and then Ceuina's crackling voice in sharp anger:

"If I hadn't seen it with my own eyes, I wouldn't have believed it! My own man and that mechanical hussy. I'll kow-tow her never again! Take me away, Gor Regin, and I hope I never see that pair again!"

For an instant I snapped back to full consciousness under the whip-lash of that cutting voice. Ceuina, with Gor Regin! Slowly what I had heard penetrated my mind. I deduced gradually what had happened. Gor Regin had planned this! He had kept Ceuina free of the compulsion by the use of the silver device I had seen Noralin use to free Ceuina before. She did not know the ro-record was again controlling the city as at first! She believed that Eltona and I were disloyal of our own free wills. I cursed, sank upon the wooden bench with my head in my hands. Eltona, oblivious of what had happened, sank sinnously down beside me. The steady irresistible compulsion rose again, smothering my anger, my fear of the consequences, my sense of loss. I realized that Ceuina might turn to Gor Regin for consolation, willingly! And the steady vibration of the doping stim-ro record went on and on, so that I could not even care.

BESIDE deserted Ekippe, the big sphere of mist sat. The ray from the open eye swept over the city, seeking; swept down into the caverns beneath - watched the last of Eltona's followers board their levitator sleds and move off toward far Nicosithene.

Abandoned lay most of the work and much of the fruit of the planning of Eltona.

Sick were the hearts of her followers, for Eltona had not returned from the Eye in the Mist that had swallowed her up.

In Nicosithene, Circona and Onua went on with the work, but somehow things went very badly without the guiding genius of the resourceful leader.

Revolt against their government flared among the black races, the
Mers ceased to send messages, the power that had held all Venus lay relaxed and unused while Circona pondered, unable to decide what action to take. She could not bring herself to cause death - and how else was a rebellion to be quashed than by war?

Onua could not feel herself capable of deciding, of plunging all their strength into the risks of war - taking a chance with the future of all men. She could not do it.

Until the return of Eltona, they both felt they were obliged to mark time. Too, while the great Mist City threatened their very existence, nothing could be decided upon.

Circona decided to bend every effort toward creating an adequate defense in case of attack by the rays of the big Mist City.

* * *

I CAME out of the haze unknowing whether days or weeks had passed. Outside the door, still locked, looking through the openings of the bars, stood Palantea, the statuesque, tall flame-haired older sister of Dionle. She was smiling amusedly, her greenish eyes enigmatic on my own surprised gaze.

I looked around the cell, trying to orient myself after the spell of the love-sick control-vibrance of the Mist-City. I knew that emotionally I was dislocated, and a glance at Eltona told me that still she was in the love-trance. Her body quivered ecstatically, and her eyes were absent and bemused with an inner vision of desire.

The little silver rod in Palantea's long pallid and beautiful hand told me how it came that I was no longer under the influence of the Mist-City's control.

"Why did you touch me with it,"

I asked, eyeing her brooding face.

"Because I have a need you may fill, big Steel. You are not unattractive, as you must know, and I am a woman who has been alone too long to think of comfortably. Do I look like one to enjoy a single life?"

I shook my head in the negative.

"Decidedly not, Palantea."

"I have lived in dreams until I am sick of them. I was drawn to you, and I thought I might at least discuss the possibility of an alliance. My two brothers seem to consider me as a kind of necessary nuisance. Would you like to rule the Mist-City with me?"

My eyes narrowed. I was surprised, knew not how to consider her words.

"What do you plan?"

"We can seize the city well enough. You can then release your friends, cast out my brothers who have little love for me anyway. Together we can take our city to any part of the world we want and live there eternally. You know how life is in the city. There are so many things we could do together with its infinite resources. Did you know the city is equipped for space flight, just as it is?"

"I don't believe it! The builders would have taken it with them if it had been so equipped."

"They left many ships capable of traversing space. They left this Mist-City too. It is my opinion that they did not mean to leave it. That their departure was by way of death. There is a legend among us to that effect. But among other things we could travel space in this tremendous machine."

"Truth is, Palantea, I love Celnna. To me no other woman can compare with her. I would like to ac-
cept your offer, but how can I when my heart is another’s?”

A little flush of anger stole over her beautiful face. She raised one perfect, naked shoulder in a shrug. “Much good the fact will do you. She is in Gor Regin’s arms, convinced you are a worthless philanderer. Why not forget her?”

I felt a blow against my ankle. Looking down, I saw Eltona’s foot against my own. With a start I realized that the robot was not as susceptible to the control vibrations as I had supposed. She had been putting on an act. Looking at her face, I saw a perceptible wink. I realized I had been acting like a fool not to pretend to be flattered and enthusiastic at Palante’s offer of treachery to her brothers. She had half turned away, her lovely face piqued, her eyes haunted with the dread of something I could not understand.

“Do not go, Palantee. I am drawn to you as you are to me. Together we could work out a life worth living. Why should we let our loyalties rob us of everything worth having?”

She turned back swiftly, a light coming over the darkness of her eyes; the slack, disconsolate expression fleeing from her face.

“Would you, Steel? Could you love me in the way I need love? Could I be to you what a woman with the lifetimes I have lived wants to be to a man? There is so much to discuss—so many things I want to tell someone understanding like yourself. I have learned so much that is useless to one alone. I need a man like you so very much!”

SOMEHOW her meaning penetrated the shell of disgust that I had built against these Felojinni since I had met them. They had had such opportunities here with this mighty city - and had done so much less than nothing with them. But there was a sincere longing for the worthwhile, an evidence of vision and imagination, something in her beautiful face and perfect body expressed the eternal striving of mankind toward development - and she was picking me as a ladder toward that goal. I played along because that subtle kick from Eltona pointed the way of wisdom—but I felt like a heel as I deluded her.

“I understand, Palantee. I think you are the most beautiful woman I ever saw - and I see no reason why true love could not develop between us if we encouraged the opportunity. I will give you my word to try to love you in the way you need love —now that my Ceułna has turned to another.”

A fleeting, invisible smile swept across Eltona’s falsely ecstatic, rapt and masklike face. I knew now that she had been acting since Gor Regin had looked in upon us and decided that we were both under the influence of the ro-vibrants that controlled the Mist-City. I knew she was playing the few cards that turned up our way as fully as possible - and that I had to do the same. The future of all men was in the hands of Eltona, her wisdom and her ability alone could lead men from the de-morass of sun-death and degeneration which had brought them so low since the Elder race abandoned the Sun-planets forever.

Palante drew a key from her shimmering girdle, twisted it in the lock, the cell door swung open. Feeling like a scoundrel, I stepped out,
and she locked the door again upon Eltona. I watched her tuck the long slender key again into her girdle, and noted fully for the first time the long tapering lines of her waist, the lush swell of her full bosom, the tall satin-skinned neck turned toward me with such voluptuous grace above the perfect shoulders.

The perfection of the flame-haired beauty had been noted before by me, but now that I had to play the part fate had given me, that beauty was brought home to me in a way it had not been. She was of an ancient race, a race that had known the hand of the Gods themselves in its development, and nothing those seers of the Elder race touched remained imperfect. Yet centuries of idleness had brought them down to what they now were, people capable of any villainy, incapable of ethical thought and action.

Her very aspirations took the path of treachery toward her brothers, however justifiable it may have been - still she seemed to feel no trepidation, no sense of guilt in turning against those who trusted her.

Watching the flame in her deep green eyes I knew that I was playing with dynamite, and that one false move on my part would be my last. If she ever deduced that I was not attracted to her, that I did not plan to deal with her as my chosen life-partner, I knew she would not hesitate to kill me. She did not have to put this in words. There was that about her strong jaw-line, about her whole carriage, that said: This is no woman to trifle with.

Yet I was going to trifle. Even if I got scratched, this flame-haired tigress was going to be caged, along with her brothers and her sensuous, vengeful sister.

BEHIND us, as we moved off toward the stairs leading up to the banquet chamber, I could hear Eltona give a sad cry as she played her part of one under the spell of the control, deprived of her companion.

And in my breast an old ache had sprung again into life, the ache and terrible sorrow of loss that had been mine when I had lost Ceuinna to No-nur before. Then it had been unavoidable, through no fault of ours - but this, this misunderstanding that had taken Ceuinna from me carried with it a sense of the injustice of fate even worse in some ways than loss. That Ceuinna could think of me as I knew she must think was unbearable. How could she feel that my love could turn to another, and above all to Eltona, whom we both liked and admired and respected so greatly. Yet she knew that Eltona had exercised her arts upon me when first we met - knew that I was drawn to her. It was understandable.

“What causes your sad face, Jim Steel. You do not bear the happy look of a bridegroom?” Palanteen’s voice was calm, but beneath breathed a passion, a questioning possession spirit that I knew could flame into a jealous rage if it had but slight cause.

“I was thinking of Ceuinna, and how her love that I thought so strong should turn to hatred of me, that she could turn against me and throw herself into the arms of another. I was thinking that one day, you too will turn to another because of a moment’s suspicion, a flash of anger. I was questioning whether such a thing as true love does exist, or if it is an illusion?”

She twisted suddenly toward me,
the change in her startling me, so intense was the emotion surging into flame within her.

"Jim Steel, I am not as these others! You must not judge me with the values you apply to mortals, nay, nor as you evaluate such robot lives as Eltona, you cannot so evaluate me. Once I loved a man, what seems an age ago. He was killed, fighting with the Kalfdji, here in the city, when all our lives hung by a thread. With his death he gained life for us. My love for him did not die an easy death. I went into the dream world, and remained there so long that even now I do not know if I wake or sleep. I learned, in those dreams manufactured by the Elder minds, many things unknown to such as you. I am not a fool. Steel, I can make our lives beautiful and worth living—more intense and vital than any experience you can imagine having. I know. You are very like that man, Steel. Together we can be mighty, Lords of all Venus, if it is power you want. Why should you suffer a robot to have the power and glory that could be yours? Why have you followed Eltona?"

"Because she is wiser, more able. Without her abilities I would have died long ago. Out of gratitude and admiration I followed her."

"I have wisdom and ability as great as that robot’s, though in different fields. You will see, bide your time, you will be glad I have chosen you out of all the men of Venus to mate. You will be so glad that a thought of Ceuilna will never crease your brow."

"I do not doubt your words, beautiful one. I do doubt my ability to hold your affections." I was trying to give her the old oil, and yet—if things had been different, if I were not bound to Eltona, to Cireona’s dream of building a heaven for the human race out in cold space—how gladly I would have accepted what this woman offered. If Ceuilna had not torn away my mental barriers to such alliance, I would have felt differently. But as it was, I was of two minds. Was it wise to betray her, did the chance arise? Could I, when I had gained her trust and affection, turn and betray her? Yet I must, for the future of the human race depended upon Eltona’s freedom. Without her age-old wisdom carrying out Cireona’s young idealistic plans, I knew that once again mankind would lose the path to greatness, would lose the secret of life prolongation inherent in the knowledge of sun De, inherent in their plans to abandon Venus and Earth once again as had the forebears of mankind. I must betray this beautiful love-hungry woman, must win her love and turn her captive to Eltona.

WITH such conflicting thoughts, I followed the tall, perfect beauty, watching the dim lights flame fragile sparklings from her waving tresses, watched the proud toss of her head on the perfect neck, the proud free stride of her.

Up and up those stairs that led to the tower of Dionle’s watch, where first I had met the youngest of the Felojinni family, she led me.

Into that dusty, time forgotten chamber of strange mechanic stranger associations, she led me, and crouched there on the bench before a telesisor screen was Dionle.

"Play the record, sister." Palante said to Dionle, a grim note
in her voice that had been so dulceot and enticing, so reasonable and love-hungry on the long path upward. I started, but had no time to realize what I had done to betray, not Palanteen, but myself.

Dionle gave me a vixenish, triumphant smile, extracted from the mech she had been watching a spool of wire, inserted it in the play-back niche. Obediently the device began to reproduce the scene—myself following Palanteen’s graceful back, my eyes on the enticing hips and supple stride of her. Could hear my own voice saying:

“I give you my word, Palanteen, to try to love you in the way you need love, now that Caelna has turned to another.”

Dionle made a swift adjustment, and the mech spun back the wire, the scene was reproduced again in much slower tempo, only this time the subtle little voices of the thought of myself and of Palanteen were augmented to deafening volume. I felt like a louse as my thoughts were bared before the two beautiful sisters.

“If I can just keep her duped, turn the tables on her, get Eltona free. I’ll feed the old oil to her, I’ll fall for this dame and get the city back into my hands. I’ll give the robot, Menta, his arms again; and Eltona will know what to do with these two tomatoes. Think they can turn all Venus into a play pen for their lusts, think they can make a toy out of Jim Steel, do they?”

On and on went the mental voice, telling them of my plan of betrayal, and Palanteen heard the whole thing through up to the very moment we entered the doorway of the watchtower of the Mist City. Her eyes were an emerald fire of grim, just anger. My knees were getting acquainted with each other, and Dionle’s face was a study in triumph, as she asked:

“Palanteen, what do you think we should do with him, who would plan to abuse our affections as he has planned? What a foolish man he turns out to be after all. He does not even know the necessity for concealing his thought.”

Palanteen’s answer was calm voiced, but with a bridled passion ringing in the tones that no cinema star ever equaled. She was love betrayed, she was a woman scorned, and she was able and willing to wreak her anger on me. She spoke calmly, but scornfully with infinite anger spacing her words, emphasizing every syllable with emotion under control.

“Jim Steel, you are not a man of your word, I find. Like other men, worthless to those you consider criminal. Would you blame me if I killed you at once, painfully, cruelly burned the life out of you and so eased the humiliation you have caused me?”

I stood still as a stone. I said nothing, for no words could help me. Slowly she pulled from the glittering girdle of her t a p e r e d lovely waist a silver rod such as Tarquemon, the hunchback, had carried and that I could not discover how to use. Slowly she pointed it at me, and from it sprang a beam of golden, sudden violence. I fell into a black pit of nothingness.

CHAPTER ELEVEN

Those mute guests at festivals,
Son and Mother, Death and Sin,
Played at dice for Ezzelin . . .
CIRCONA, twice as active and capable since her long mystic conference with Etidorpha, now shoudering the whole responsibility for the “project survival” of the human race, became a tornado of industry.

From the robots’ superior memories and highly accurate minds she absorbed all the detail to which Eltona had freely given her days, and with vast application she reorganized the forces left her since the flight from Ekippe.

As the preparations for further sending of supplies and emigration to space, it became more and more clear that they could not continue with the work while the Mist City lay at Ekippe, a constant threat which might at any time destroy them.

Circona determined to devote her time to creating some weapon that would remove that threat, and at the same time rescue her leader Eltona. That she thought of Ceulna and Steel as necessary or important was not true, but the reproachful eyes of Onua, her right-hand aide constantly beside her, reminded her that the Amazons did not consider it honorable to abandon Ceulna and myself without an effort. Circona realized that to ignore the Mist City was too great an onus, too great a barrier and too destructive of morale.

Circona diverted a large part of her working force to the construction of a great disc of metal, upon which she mounted a mass of mechanisms assembled from every far flung cavern storehouse she could reach or had information about. This construction went forward as fast as the vast nature of it allowed. It was some miles in diameter, and many of the details of the mechanism’s assembly she corrected after conferences with Etidorpha. She had deduced that alone of all the minds on Venus, Etidorpha understood the formulae for such materials as were used in the construction of the Mist City.

Months passed swiftly, and the great disc became a city of machinery, the workers swarmed over every foot of it, checking wiring, inserting control panels, finishing the huge job Circona had given them.

What Circona was building was a great fighting machine, on the same general order as the City of the Mist, but planned to contain only offensive and defensive weapons.

*C * *

CEULNA, in the City of the Mist, lived out the days with Gor Regin in a daze of mingled pain and sorrow and false ecstasy from the stim-mech which the Felojinni used constantly to make the dull days livable.

Day by day Gor Regin put off the conflict with the caverns below, day after day he assured himself he had everything he could possibly want, why risk it in fruitless conflict.

Palantee urged him to take the city aloft, seek out the new center of the forces which had been Eltona’s, and destroy them. Ceulna counseled against it, saying there was no harm in them, why worry about them.

Dionle, in constant anger at the delay which kept herself and her sister waiting about as helpless satellites of Gor Regin, remained in her watch-tower, and one of the doors of the big mech-chamber in the top of the tower was my prison
cell. There I lay with chains on every limb.

Daily Dionle opened my cell door, gave me a kick or a beating, deposited food on the floor. Usually she did not bother to put the food in a container. Occasionally Palantee looked in on me, laughing scornfully at my long face.

"You chose your lot, why look so put out about it?" she would ask, and I would look at her without a word. There was little I could say, and I felt like a fool whenever my eyes met hers.

The silver rod, I learned when I awakened in chains after having my first bolt of its golden ray, was a weapon which did not kill, but numbed all the nerves of the body and the mind's connective neural cables, so that a dose of it rendered a man unconscious for a period of a day or two. I had no doubt that a long exposure, for a minute or so, would kill a man by causing his nerves to cease work entirely for too long a period. Whatever the reason, Palantee had not killed me, but had locked me up here in Dionle's tower.

As the days passed, I began to realize that both these women wanted mates, could not mate with any men of the city because of their pride. That they wanted to get out of the Mist City to get men suitable to their natures, but that to leave the city meant they should age and die as people do on the sun-planets. That Gor Regin and Tarquemon, their brothers, stood in their way—and neither of them were too proud to take their women where and when they found them. Tarquemon had a house in the city which contained a harem he had selected from among the primitives such as the Guaymi, who still patroled the streets and slept in the houses, still in that weird ecstatic love-dream which was the recorded the Felojinni had used so long that no other would they use.

Gor Regin had a similar house of women, but he kept this from Cuelna, I learned by listening to the conversation of the sisters as I lay helpless in my cell.

MY respect for Dionle and Palantee rose as I realized that unlike their brothers, they had not assembled for themselves any male Larem from the primitives of the city's mind-enslaved population, but had remained chaste, while their brothers lack of initiative had kept the Mist City from becoming the ruling power in Venus as it could have easily done. That they had not managed to turn upon their brothers and get their wishes I could not understand. I realized that Palantee must have waited a long, long time for a person like myself to come into the city. But why did she need help to seize the city? An alliance with the Kalfdji would have given her all the men she wanted for the job.

For an age these sisters had retreated from the necessity for action—retreated into the mech-dreams, into a subjugation to the dream-habit. That they considered dreams a better way to spend their time than in the pursuits of lust in which their brothers spent their time, I could understand. Perhaps it was the glory and beauty of the Elder dreams that made them unable to accept the physical and mental inferiority of such as the Guaymi men. It was understandable to anyone who had ever experienced
the thrills, the beauty and endless contact with mighty minds and terrific physical qualities of the Elder race one found in the records of their life that were used in the mech-dreams.

I gathered that watching the activities of Eltona's followers, watching the retreat of Circona and Onua, watching the life of the varied races gathered under the banner of the Elder Robot had given the two sisters an appetite for life as it actually was on the outside, had given them a distaste for the dreams and the futility of dreams which had consumed their lives for so long. That within them was working a ferment of new ideas and new appetites, a will-to-power was replacing their old acceptance of the order of things, and that sooner or later they were going to move toward a fuller life for themselves, whether their brothers were willing or no.

That if they succeeded, they would attempt to overcome Circona and Onua, I did not doubt. That they would upset completely all our plans when this came about, I felt inevitable.

So daily I attempted to harangue them with the impossibility of conquering the robot forces of Circona, of taming the Tuons, the inadequacy of the Mist City weapons except for defense. They listened, or they shouted at me to shut my mouth, or Dionle would fling open the cell door and beat me with a length of electric cable.

“You would get a lot more out of life if you released Eltona and followed her lead as I have done. She has a brain to build a life worth living. Not crouching here in a tower wishing for life while it flows away. You have entirely the wrong attitude...” I would say, and they would answer with silence. I would continue: “Your brothers do what they please with the Mist-City and little good it does you. You do not even have a mate to pleasure you and make life at least contain love. You have nothing, and you could have everything.”

So it went, day after day, until at last I realized that the sisters were watchfully waiting for something they knew was going to happen—the relaxing of their brothers’ watch over the big rays now in their hands since Menta’s re-enslavement.

Then I began to wait silently too, for such a time was bound to come—the brothers were but two.

GOR Regin, knowing that sooner or later Circona would realize the Mist City was no longer under the domination of the mighty robot brain of Menta, would attack, began to select and train men into a fighting force to handle the big ray weapons.

In this work he found Ceulna invaluable, for Ceulna had had long years of recruiting experience under Hecate, knew exactly how to arouse their loyalty and willingness. Together they soon had nearly five hundred men learning to sight and fire the big range ray guns that circled the City’s rim.

Observing this activity of Gor Regin left-handedly through listening to Palantee’s conversation with Dionle, I saw that time was now playing on the side of Gor Regin, rather than on the side of Circona and Onua. I prayed for an opportunity to get word to Circona that the City of the Mist was not ruled
now by the mighty ro-brain, but only by the comparatively puny brothers Felojinni. If she attacked now, before the recruits were trained and ready to replace the over-air control that only a brain like Menta's, (a vast central control board giving him complete and instant automatic control of every weapon in the city) was able to handle, Circona would have the advantage, even though her weapons were not the great Master weapons of the Mist City.

But if she waited, Gor Regin in time would have a force of men ready to replace the central controls that could only be controlled by Menta—and the job would be harder by far. As I lay pondering and wishing for a way to speak across the miles to Circona under Nicosthene, a voice came to me subtly—a voice I recognized as Menta's own.

"Stranger to whom I am grateful, is it you thus chained and held helpless?"

Eagerly I answered, it was my first contact with another mind since Palantee had struck me down in anger, the first sign of hope in what seemed months.

"Yes, Mighty Ro, it is I, Steel of the Earth." My inner thought voice was eager, questioning. "Are you able to reach the mind of Circona, the Elder Child, as you reach mine?"

"I don't know, stranger. Even this is an effort for me. But I can try."

"She has a sensitive mind, it might not be so hard as you think. On earth there are men like myself who can speak immense distances telepathically, without equipment."

"But what reason would I have to speak to her?"

"Menta, if you can tell her that you have lost Control of your City of Mist, and that the puny, lazy minds of the Felojinni are running the city—she will attack and free you. But if you do not reach her soon, Gor Regin will have a force of men able to fight the mighty weapons of the city and hold off all attacks. Tell her as soon as you can!"

"I will try. Certainly she might give me freedom. I am in misery thus cut off from all life, nothing is left me but the work of tending the machines of the city."

"Menta, you are very wrong not to trust Eltana; wrong to capture her. She would have made your life interesting far beyond your dreams."

"I believe that. Things have turned out so that I can see I was wrong to trust entirely in my own efforts. If I had had a people, Tuons, Mers, anyone but what I did have—it would never have happened."

"Next time, let us help you. Now go and reach her mind. Tell Circona to attack now, rather than later. Later will be more difficult. Gor Regin gathers greater strength daily."

MENTA'S voice did not return, and another day dragged away. In the dimmer night time of the artificial light, a ray came into my cell and Ceulna's voice was heard by me for the first time since she had turned her back upon me.

"Jim, Jim, wake up!"

"I am awake, you beautiful and faithless creature. I always knew of all the people in the world there was one whom I could trust, and who would trust and love me no
matter what occurred—my Ceulna. It is hard to learn I was wrong."

"Oh, Jim, don't you understand? I was only doing what you tried to do with Palantee. Playing him for a dupe. Only I remembered that someone might be watching my mind and acted in my thought, too. You forgot. I have been awaiting my chance—but it has not come. But, now, a strange thing happens. Such a ship as I never saw on Venus! Someone with a vast ship that resembles the Mist City, even to the Mist—is approaching from the skies. Be ready for anything!"

"You mean you knew that we were under the influence of control?" My voice shook, how could I have thought that Ceulna would be so stupid as to be fooled by so simple a thing.

"Of course I knew, Jim. But even if I didn't know, even if I did turn to Gor Regin, you will never find it out now. Think about that, you nincompoop. Gor Regin is very attractive, you know."

With which little twist of her knife in my emotional wound, she left, the ray swept over on the misty towered city, the vision it had brought of the transparent towers and beautiful streets of the strange Elder work passed away as the ray left. I turned in my chains, cursing. How could I be ready for anything, trussed up like a monkey on a stick.

I was glad now that my little adventure with the flame-haired Palantee had turned out badly. I had enough explaining to do with Ceulna about Eltona, without making it any worse. I could hear her in my imagination, once she got me clear of entanglements:

"You're making a habit of it!

First it's Hecate, the ugliest woman on two planets, then Nonur, the most evil woman on Venus, then Eltona, and now this redhead. I suppose you're entirely blameless. Other men don't get into these scrapes, and have to be pulled out by the hair of their heads. I get weary of explanations..."

Ceulna had a tongue, and she loved to use it, and I loved to hear her. Even when she was bawling me out, I loved her, and as she did everything, she did that superbly well.

... *

CIRCONA, in the caverns under the crater of Nicosthene, heard Menta's faint and far-off message. At first she could not believe that she heard, but as the message was repeated again and again, the robots confirmed the existence of the thought message. Menta was not in control of the City of the Mist!

Joyfully the Tuons sprang to action, one after another the slim shining battle craft lifted, to wait above the cloud sheath for Circona's now completed new and tremendous disc-like ship designed after the pattern of the Mist City. As the mighty three mile disc of metal lifted from the earth on powerful levitators, about it sprang suddenly the layering mist, a force-field generated by dynamos and dispersing coils designed by the mighty mind of the immortal Etidorpha. Now Circona had a craft as huge, as well weaponed, and as imperviously shielded as the City of the Mist itself.

Surrounded by the comparatively tiny battle craft of the Tuon warfleet, the huge disc flew above the hiding cloud sheath toward mountainous Ekippe.
Unlike the City of the Mist, which was designed for the purpose of keeping out all detrimental energy, the disc-ship of Circona contained in its force-mist-shield hundreds of the eyes. The City of the Mist contained but one opening. But behind that one eye in the Mist, behind that curtaining blue iris of the eye, were the mightiest rays on all Venus.

Circona did not know what rays the mysterious City might contain, but she could guess.

Though the Felojinni saw the approach of the strange mist-covered disc above the hiding cloud sheath of Venus, they did not rise to meet the threat. They feared to try to fight the mighty craft that was their City in the air. They felt much safer sitting still, as they had for so many centuries in their jungle.

GOR Regin kicked the lever that opened the iris of the eye, through which all of his weapons fired. Slowly he spun the great city on its base, the levitors holding it above the ground on frictionless repellant beams. Centering the eye on the huge ship above, Gor flung at it, one after another all the ancient power of the mighty weapons. Ray after ray, coruscating beams as huge as rivers, slanted upward from the eye toward the approaching disc, surrounded by the tiny dots that were the long needles of the Tuon war-fleet. Flaming against the mist-force shield around the disc, the destructive beams flowered into great fountains of fire, rose and blue and yellow and green, fountains of multi-colored sparks sprang outward from the force-shield as the mighty ancient beams struck.

Savagely Gor Regin spun the dials of variance on his controls, putting the multi-powered beams through every possible destructive wave-length. The great disc shed them all like water, came serenely and confidently nearer and nearer, slanting downward toward Ekippe.

Sweat poured from Gor Regin's broad dark brow, his hair hung in tangles of madness as he turned from his attempt to destroy Circona's new weapon, turned and ordered his gunners to start picking off the warships that accompanied the disc.

One by one the ships were touched with the great flaming beams, spun downward to death.

Circona immediately ordered the retreat of the unshielded fleet. They retired beyond range, to await the outcome, to await some turn in the battle that would allow their entry.

Circona brought her disc-ship directly above the great sphere of Mist from the past, so that the eye of the City no longer opened toward her. Gor Regin slowly tilted the whole base of the city till the eye again included the disc-ship in its vision. Even at this range, his mighty war beams failed to pierce the force shields of the disc. Circona began to circle the Mist City, faster and faster, so that Gor Regin had to spin the Mist City upon its base to keep his Eye upon her.

Again streaming out from Ekippe were the Marsh-men, who had slowly filtered back during the long inactivity of the City of the Mist. War had come again, and sadly they fled.

Up to now, Circona had not fired upon the Mist City. There were a number of reasons, but the main one was that Menta was contacted with
every mech in the city in the same way that a man's mind is connected with every part of his body. She knew that to fire upon that city successfully, to destroy any part of it—was to cause Menta infinite pain. Every electric relay in Menta's control boards was operated by his nerve ends, connected as they were to electric wires. If she damaged any of the functional mech of the city Menta would be in agony. And Menta informed her of this state continually, imploring her to find some other way of overcoming Gor Regin.

Also she feared to fire on the city for fear of harming Eltona. All her plans for the future revolved around Eltona's immense abilities. Circona sent her huge disc in a circle, just a little faster than Gor Regin could follow with his poor handling of the mechanisms that were designed for Menta's own control. As she spun about the huge sphere, she pondered: how can I fight a thing I must not harm?

The solution came to her. She spun the great disc, sent it swiftly close to the great misty wall of the sphere, and with electro-magnetic grapples made fast to the great metal base. The two great mechanisms lay side by side, locked with magnetic force. Gor Regin wrenched at his huge control levers, trying to spin the City, to find the disc-ship in the Eye, but the city would not move the weight. Dynamos hummed higher, circuit breakers thundered deep in the base of the Mist City, but it did not move.

Now Circona flung upon the Misty wall of the sphere a heavy flow of the static magnetic of Eltona's invention, hoping to freeze the vibration of the metal wall that gave rise to the Mist-like force. Slowly the Mist dissolved away from the focus of her force beams, at last the bare white metal of the sphere's wall came clean and bright beneath. With a low cry of triumph Circona turned her hand to a great Dis-beam of war, shortened the focus to a few feet in length, began to burn away the unprotected metal of the city's sealing wall. Within minutes she was through, and through the opening she had made the Tuon Amazons began to pour into the Mist city, and on the streets of the City of the Mist appeared the wheeled mech of Tuon war, floated through the opening on levitors.

Thirty minutes after Circona had grappled fast to the metal base of Mist City, thirty one-man ray tanks were trundling along the wide street of the City, toward the big central palace where waited Gor Regin, trying furiously to find the whereabouts of his enemies - outside the city.

Menta chuckled softly to himself in his big mech-room beneath the circular palace, for he sensed the movements of the troops in the city with his nerve ends, attached as they were to the multiple controls from which cables ran to every part of the city. Menta knew every person in the city by the sound of his breathing, as a blind man knows footsteps.

Dionel saw the ray-tanks as they neared the palace with her t'elaug beams, switched on the vision rays, saw Tuons, shrieked - awakened me in my cell, awakened Palantea, swept her ray to warn Gor Regin. Palantea, leaping to her side, took in the scene with one glance, reach-
ed out and switched off the power just as Dionle opened her mouth to shout at Gor Regin of his danger.

"Let him fall. We have stagnated here long enough with him. Anything will be better than to go on this way!"

Dionle turned, her face a furious snarl.

"Those Amazons will kill us, you fool!" Madly she beat at her sister's strong arms, at her face, as they struggled over the use of the ray mech. Palantee was far stronger.

"If you'd ever bother to read a mind thoroughly, little sister, you would know we could never find better and wiser leaders than this Eltona and Circona, the Elder child. It is in Cenula's mind, in Jim Steel's, even Menta realizes that his best chance for a future lies with them. I am not wiser than Menta, and I am not going to fool myself any longer. We Felonini are not leaders, and we have done nothing with our opportunities. Our best chance lies in choosing a wise leader. I am setting Steel free, right now. If only we had done something sooner..."

She held her sister firmly with one arm as she crossed the room to my cell and unlocked the door, tossing me the key to my manacles.

"Get out of here, Steel, and make yourself useful to your friends. I've had enough of this foolish struggle. Even if my brothers won, I would have no more than before. I've had enough of their dealing."

I did not answer, quickly unlocking the manacles, ran from the tower chamber.

Below the hiss and crackle of dis tacked the metal doors of the great building. The different sound of the ray-fire of the weapons of the city told me that Gor Regin's new recruits were attempting to fight the Tuons with the weapons inside the city. Every ray has a characteristic sound over a telagu, but to one unequipped, as I was, many of them are soundless. I could hear a sound new to me, though, a repeated deep booming hum, that told me some unfamiliar weapon was firing.

As I sped down the widening spiral stairs of the tower, I passed a big bay containing weapon mech, which had always before been empty of life. Now it contained two of the primitives of the city, now duped by Gor Regin into serving him as warriors. They were unskilfully sighting the big nozzles, peering at the cross hairs on the screen, slowly jockeying the over-responsive controls to get the cross hairs upon—Tuon ray-tanks in the streets!

As I sped past the door, the scene was but a flicker, but three steps down the stairs, the meaning of it registered and I stopped, turned, leaped back into the room.

"Don't fire that gun. Those are Amazons, they fight the people who have kept you prisoner. Would you make your friends your target?"

The two low-browed, black-haired stalwarts turned, startled by my entrance.

I pushed them aside from the mech, swung the penetrative guide ray swiftly about the palace, seeking Gor Regin. Perhaps I could save a few Tuon lives yet.

I found him!

Gor Regin stood with his back to the wall, his hands reaching for the
ceiling. In the center of the room stood Ceulna, her face blazing with anger, a disc-gun in her hand and murder in her eyes.

Silently stalking her, along the wall behind her, where he had just entered from the adjacent ray-chamber, came Tarquemon, his hunched over figure evil in his desperation, in his hand a knife.

I got that ray into Gor Regin’s ray-room just in time to see this scene, and in two more seconds Ceulna would have received eight inches of steel in her back.

I centered Tarquemon’s hump in the screen, shouted:

“If you don’t drop that knife, you’ll drop your life!”

**TARQUEMON** sprang, at the sound on my voice. It never pays to give a bad man a break! I fired, as he sprang, winging him in the knife-arm. His weight knocked Ceulna to the floor, and Gor Regin sprang instantly upon the falling figures, twisting the knife from Tarquemon’s relaxed grasp, placing its edge against Ceulna’s throat. He gritted:

“Now, fire, Jim Steel, and I’ll sink this blade where it should have gone long ago!”

Tarquemon rose, holding his blasted arm, pain twisting his face into an ugly mask. He crossed to the big war-ray screen, began to center the tanks in the streets below and to fire upon them. I could not fire upon him because Gor Regin held the knife against Ceulna’s throat. I shouted:

“It would go a lot easier with you two if you surrendered now, instead of waiting till the blood debt is so high they will kill you out of fury.”

“Bah! Give up everything worth while for the pitiful short life of a mortal. We will die fighting for this City of Mist, Steel. You should know that much!”

“Eltona plans to build similar cities. She could use your knowledge of the city and its construction. Play it wise! You’re asking for death, and you’ll get it if you harm Ceulna, from me personally!”

As I watched the scene of mad desperation, from the background came a tall figure in filmy, gold-starred blue, a calm unsmilng and beautiful Noralin. She walked up to Gor Regin, seized his knife hand, and with a sudden twist, the knife fell to the floor.

“Stop firing, Tarquemon!” Her voice was a whip of command. Tarquemon stood up slowly, dazedly. Gor Regin cursed, his hand raised slowly, the fist clenched shut to strike her calm, beautiful face.

But something greater than himself stilled his anger, he lowered his hand, turned away, slumped upon a bench.

Noralin took Ceulna into arms, and the amazing nature of women stuck me dumb as Ceulna, my courteous tomboy of an Amazon war-maiden, began to weep upon Noralin’s shoulder. Copious tears of relief from Ceulna!

“Now I’ve seen everything,” I whispered into her ear with my tellaug beam. “Next you’ll be jumping on chairs at sight of a mouse!”

“You shut up, you ladies’ lap-dog.” Her thought came fiercely back along the tellaug beam, leaving me more puzzled. Apparently Ceulna was just making friends with Noralin!

The ray tanks below were smashing thunderously through the great
doors.

The stairs echoed with the running feet of Tuon warrior women. Into the big ray chamber, into the screen of my ray, hurled Circona, close behind her Onua. After them poured the Amazons, blades gleaming in ready hands.

"Speak, where is Eltona, or die!" Circona stood before Noralin, her face beautiful as an angry Goddess, her gigantic form fear-inspiring. Ceuina swung around, and at sight of her face Circona relaxed.

"She is safe, my own Circona. Since you are here, now everything is safe, I think."

Ceuina turned back to Noralin, and went on weeping upon her shoulder. Circona put a great hand on her shoulder...

"Has your Jim been killed, dear Ceuina? Why do you weep?"

Ceuina raised a tear-stained face.

"I weep from happiness, dear leader. Pay no attention to me. I am discovering I am a woman."

***

A MONTH passed.

Up through the cloud sheath, outward from Venus, passed a long, black space ship.

Picking up speed steadily, the silvery pearl of Venus dwindled to a speck of flame far behind.

Past the orbit of Earth, a reddish dot in the distance, speeding on its path.

Past the orbit of Mars.

Outward, outward to the clean cold of space without sunlight, without the killing De of radioactivity.

Within the ship were five hundred blocks of amber plastic.

Within the blocks were the still forms of five hundred human beings.

At the helm sat a robot, impassive, perfectly unperturbed at the gulls of space around him, at the speed with which they flashed through the terrible void.

***

"EVERY month we will send one ship, Eltona."

Circona, the Goddess out of the Elder amber of suspended animation, watched the ship dwindle into invisibility with dreaming eyes great with plans for the colony.

Twin beams hooking her mind to the young giant scion of the Elder race, Eltona sat, serene and confident in the achievement.

"We will send one every day, soon."

The two rulers of all Venus watched the sky above the cloud sheath, piercing penetrates making the stars visible on the great screens, for a long time.

They were giving mankind a future without age, and they were happy in success.

Months passed...

Past the orbit of Mars.

Past the orbit of Earth, a reddish dot in the distance.

At the helm sat a robot, impassive, unsleeping.

Into the cloud sheath of Venus nosed a long black space-ship, returning.

The interior of the ship was empty of life. Upon the Master Cabin's great desk a piece of paper, pinned there with golden nails. It was the cargo!

On the paper was scrawled in human writing one word:

SUCCESS

The End.
MOULDING FACES!

by Carter T. Wainwright

A PHASE of medical advancement that is suddenly receiving considerable publicity is the subject of plastic surgery. A recent issue of a national magazine ran an elaborate treatment of the subject with detailed photographs of the before-and-after type.

Plastic surgery is really not something new. It has been practiced in all times and among all peoples with varying degrees of intensity. However it remained for the twentieth century with its great scientific advances to put the subject on firm feet.

It received its greatest impetus from World War I. At no time in man’s bloody history had the number of casualties been so great nor had the degree of injury been so bad. The speed of industry caused many injuries that required surgery somewhat different from the conventional.

While plastic surgery is applied to all parts of the body, it is most commonly thought of as being connected with facial injuries. Many wounded soldiers and many persons injured in industrial accidents had faces so hideously scarred that they were afraid to venture into public life. Victims of war and industry lacked noses, eyes, mouths, chins, or were so badly covered with scars and scar tissues that their faces resembled something out of a nightmare. Plastic surgery to a great extent was able to correct much of this horror.

Very often people have gotten the idea that plastic surgery was purely “cosmetic,” that it was designed merely to make a face prettier. But it goes much deeper than this. Who can tell of the terrible psychological injury done to a person who regards himself so repulsively physically that he does not choose to associate with people? Plastic surgery has given such persons literally a new lease on life.

World War II with its dreadful casualties from explosives and fire put plastic surgery again in the forefront. Men who have literally had their faces and bodies blown to bits, have been rebuilt into normal human beings.

It is possible for example, to give a man a new chin—or a new nose, or new ears—and so make him presentable and self-respecting.

The author of this article recently underwent plastic surgery and was astounded with the result. As a child, he was injured when his nose was struck with a baseball bat. At the time of the accident, the nose...
while bloody and battered gave every indication of healing properly. But actually neither the victim nor his doctor knew the extent of the injury. As he grew up, it was more and more apparent that the nose was going to be a wreck. And so it turned out. By the time the author was into his teens, his nose not only looked like Dick Tracy's in that it had a huge hump on it, but it also was bent severely to the side. In addition it was scarred where a broken bone had passed through it from the inside.

The operation was simplicity itself. It required five days of hospitalization. And above all it involved absolutely no pain! To begin with, the patient was given several sleeping pills which made him quite drowsy shortly before the operation. He was wheeled into the operating room fully conscious, though rather dull. The doctor then injected about ten shots of novocaine into the nose and the surrounding area. All through the operation the author remained quite conscious and often conversed with the doctor. The surgeon entered the nose through the nostrils with numerous tools ranging from chisels to saws.

Nor was there any pain after the operation during which the doctor practically rebuilt the nose bone by bone. After four days of recovery, the patient was sent home with a bandage on the outside of the nose which held it rigid for a while. The bandage was removed a few days later. The results were amazing! What had once been a thoroughly bent and broken nose, beaten up beyond recognition, now turned out to be perfectly straight and symmetrical. It was a very satisfying experience. It cannot be stressed to strongly that regardless of the patient's fears, there was no pain at all, only the discomfort of being forced to breathe through the nose.

While the example above is relatively trivial and is an example of "cosmetic" surgery, there are so many more cases where it is really a life-saver in the purest sense of the phrase.

To get an idea of its effectiveness merely examine some of the horribly mutilated victims of automobile accidents, war, industrial accidents, and the like, and see how such persons have had their reasons for living and their faith in wanting to be alive restored.

Plastic surgery is a spectacular science, but it is also a necessary one. More and more work of its nature will be done and more and more people will be given their chance to change from hopelessly distorted faces to something approximately normal.
SOME months ago, Amazing Stories ran an article on amateur telescope making entitled "Friends Of The Telescope" by O. I. Zeesofahr. This article caused the editors to be bombarded with a host of letters requesting more information on the manufacture of the simple reflecting telescope. Where possible, the letters were individually answered. This article will give a little more information to those who still may be interested.

Here is the background: in the United States there are about a hundred thousand people who have taken up amateur astronomy for a hobby. It started about twenty or thirty years ago on a large scale when The Scientific American magazine published a series of articles on the construction of a reflecting telescope. This proved to be so much of general interest, that the magazine opened a section which it maintains to this day, a department for what they call "telescopic nuts." If anyone desires more definite information on telescope constructing, he should refer to this magazine, which incidentally published a book called "Amateur Telescope Making" and which gives all the desired information on the construction of telescopes from the smallest two-inch refractor to the large twenty-inch reflector.

Amateur telescope makers almost always start with six-inch reflecting telescopes. The reason for this is simple. Building such a fine instrument requires no tools except one's hands and—the two glass discs necessary are cheaply purchased because a number of companies have taken it upon themselves to more or less sponsor the hobby and thus they have mass produced the discs for very low costs. It is possible to build a first rate six-inch reflecting telescope for not more than from twenty-five to fifty dollars, depending of course on one's inclination and skill.

As was stated in the preceding article, one glass disc is fastened firmly to the top of a barrel or an oil drum with tar or pitch. Abrasive powder, like carborundum is sprinkled on it, the other disc placed over it and by a series of rotary and linear motions, the upper disc hollows itself out into a spherical shape. The size of the s here is of course dependant upon the
focal length desired. Successively finer grades of abrasive are used until finally the upper disc becomes a perfect polished sphere. The last abrasive used is jewelers’ rouge.

This sphere may be mounted then in a suitable tube, and with the aid of a small plane mirror or prism it becomes a reflecting telescope capable of magnifying up to several hundred diameters!

But usually, the amateur is not satisfied with such a simple arrangement. He converts the perfect sphere into a parabola, by careful grinding out a little more of the center of the disc with more abrasive of rouge. This paraboloid makes for a superior telescope. Such a telescope is often called a “Newtonian telescope” after Sir Isaac Newton who made numbers of them—some of them still being used.

The marvel of all the amateur telescope maker’s art is that so few tools are needed.

The important thing in building a telescope is testing it. This is done with the simplest possible tools—a razor blade, a rack to hold the finished reflecting telescope mirror, and your eye—oh yes, a pinpoint source of light—an electric light bulb in a tin can with a tiny needle hole punched in the side set at the focal point.

The light from the pin hole strikes the mirror. It is reflected back to the eye. The razor blade is shifted between the eye and the mirror—and then magic occurs! The mirror looks like a series of mountains and valleys if it is not a perfect paraboloid. If it is perfect, it looks smooth, but any imperfection larger than a half-millionth of an inch shows up like a four foot hole in the highway! This astonishing test is known as the Foucault test after its originator, the French physicist Foucault, and it is one of the most amazing things in all optical science. To think that a man can measure and think in terms of fractions of a millionth of an inch with such simple equipment!

Once the amateur has built a telescope, it is much like a drug. He can’t keep away from building more. He starts with a six-inch ‘scope and ends up building eight-inch, ten-inch, twelve-inch and even twenty-inch reflecting telescopes. Often he forgets his original purpose of studying astronomy and becomes more interested in telescope construction than anything else.

Some cities have amateur telescope making clubs, and classes, both at schools and in civic organizations. But the only necessity for anyone who wants to build a ‘scope, is a little information and some good, not-too-hard work.
WHERE ARE WE?
by A. Morris

JOKINGLY, people will often sign their
name and address like this: John
Smith, 2941 Golden St., Johnson, Ohio,
U.S.A., Planet Earth, Solar System, Milky
Way Galaxy, Universe! And there's noth-
ing wrong with that except that it's a lit-
tle more complicated than it need be.

Everyone is familiar more or less, with
the geographic system of latitude and lon-
gitude by which any point on Earth can be
accurately located by a pair of numbers.
Thus we are so many degrees north or
south of the Equator which is zero latitude,
and we are so many degrees east or west
of the Meridian of Greenwich which is
zero longitude.

Astronomers use a number of similar
coordinate systems in order to locate stars
and planets. In addition a special coor-
dinate system is provided to establish a wider
frame of reference so that the location of
other universes or galaxies than our own
may be established.

First consider the Celestial sphere sys-
tem. This is really little more than an ex-
tension into space of our conventional geo-
graphic system of latitude and longitude.
The equator of the earth is imagined as
extending into space. This is called the
celestial equator. The location of an inter-
steller body is measured in degrees north
or south of this line (plus or minus) and
the resultant number is called the declina-
tion of the body. The declination of the
North Polar Star, Polaris, is approximately
plus 90 degrees. Actually it is the axis of
our celestial sphere about which everything
heavenly appear to rotate.

Similarly any star may be located on this
celestial sphere once and for all by meas-
uring and recording its declination. Tables
are published for most stars, giving this
vital information. Because, the sun, the
moon and the planets are continually mov-
ing with respect to the celestial sphere it
is obvious that other information is ne-
necessary besides the declination to locate
them.

Now while the stars are located with
respect to one coordinate by knowing their
declinations, it is obvious that another
number is needed to specifically isolate
them. That other coordinate would cor-
respond to geographic longitude. It is called
right ascension, and it is measured by the
distance angularly, between the star in
question, and a point on the celestial sphere
called the vernal equinox which is the inter-
section actually of the celestial equator and
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...the ecliptic, the plane of the Earth-Sun combination. Because no large visible star is located at this point it is not easy to identify without instruments. Roughly it lies in the Constellation of Leo.

The right ascension of a star, while it may be measured in degrees, is customarily measured in what are called hour angles. Because the celestial sphere apparently rotates once in twenty-four hours, it is easy to see, that hour of rotation corresponds to fifteen degrees in angular measure.

When an astronomer wished to specify the position of a star he gives first its declination and then its right ascension, for which both quantities have been elaborately catalogued.

The celestial sphere system described above is a common reference frame, although there are others. The simplest of all is the system where the observer on Earth measure the altitude of the star above his horizon—calls it altitude—and measures the distance east or west of his meridian—and call it azimuth. The trouble with such a system is apparent at once. Every observers' coordinates differ from every other observers'. This is not true of course with the system of the celestial sphere.

A coordinate system of extreme interest at present is that one involving our Galaxy, the Milky Way. The Milky Way is lens shaped, roughly. A plane through this wheel-shaped galaxy becomes the Galactic Equator and other stars and galaxies may be considered north and south of this equator angularly. This is called Galactic Latitude.

Galactic longitude is cleverly measured by the distance—again angularly—east or west of the intersection of the celestial equator and the galactic equator. Thus any point in the universe may be located with reference to this system.

Roughly speaking the location of our earth in Galactic coordinates, is—naturally variable, but it is about two thirds of the way out toward the rim of the galaxy.

When space navigation is needed, there will be few problems to be solved. Already astronomers have completely worked out a practical system for determining the location of a space-ship within our solar system. Charts and maps and tables have been prepared which will permit an "astrogator" to orient himself easily with respect to the earth and the sun.

For locating any body in space, three coordinates are necessary. In the case of navigation in the heavens, for approximate purposes, two coordinates will suffice be-
cause most of the traveling will be done very near to the plane of the ecliptic. Thus there is not such a great difference between navigating in space and on the surface of the earth.

Naturally, space navigation will not really be as easy as conventional earth-bound navigation, but it will offer no insurmountable problems.

**TOOLS FOR SEEING**

by Pete Bogg

WITH the completion of the two-hundred inch reflecting telescope at Mount Palomar, public interest in astronomy is being tremendously heightened. The instrument is one of the engineering marvels of the present time. It seems almost incredible that such a huge thing could be built to such small tolerances.

Possibly just as amazing is a consideration of the accessories that accompany the work with any great telescope. Astronomy for the past fifty years, has not been a matter of looking through telescopes. It is a recording science. More important at the business end of the telescope, is the photographic plate, the photo-electric cell, the bolometer, the spectroscope, and other tools. The eye is relegated to the reading of these instruments, not to peeking through the long tubes.

And these instruments are marvels in themselves. In particular, the photographic plate and the photo-electric cell are especially worthy of consideration because they are performing functions so similar to the human eye. In fact, they are mechanical eyes. What advantages have they over the human eye? Isn't the human eye the most sensitive light detector that exists?

There is no question about it. The human eye is the most sensitive of all light detecting apparatus. It is capable of seeing the most minute quantities of light that can be imagined. Very careful experiments have been made on this sensitivity and it has been found that the eye is capable of detecting or “seeing” as little light as about three or four photons! This means that the eye can see a quantity of light so minute that if the same amount of light were allowed to strike a photographic plate, it would chemically change not more that three or four atoms or molecules of the light-sensitive material on the plate, an amount of change which we would be unable to detect.

Then what is the advantage of the photo-
graphic plate over the eye? It is simply this: the plate can store light. Photon after photon can pile up on the plate, minute after minute, hour after hour, where the eye sees the light only at the time it falls on it—an instantaneous detector.

Thus, from the depths of space a star may be sending minute amounts of light to the Earth. A human looks through the telescope where the star is supposed to be. Because there is so little light there, it sees nothing, but a photographic plate placed at the same point, steadily picks up the little chunks of light and continues to build on them until eventually, here is an appreciable spot on the plate—it is the star.

The mechanical gadget more nearly comparable to the human eye than the photographic plate is the photo-electric cell. This ingenious vacuum tube consists merely of a material which emits electrons upon being struck by light, enclosed in an evacuated chamber, along with another electrode to pick up the electrons.

If a positive potential is maintained on the inert electrode, when the light-sensitive material (cesium, potassium, etc.) is exposed to a light source, an electric current flows, a current which may be amplified and measured. Such a cell is often extremely sensitive an indicator of light. This is especially true of modern cells as used in conjunction with modern amplifiers. The currents that flow in such a cell are of the order of ten to the minus 18 amperes, or little more than a few electrons per second. Yet, with a proper amplifier, those same currents can be measured.

But as good as the photo-electric cell is, the eye is still a bit more sensitive. The advantage of these things over the eye is the fact that they never tire whereas the human eye does.

It is predicted that with the advances that are being made in electronics at present, the astronomer is soon going to have at his fingertips, instruments that will make these seem childish. There will be automatic scanning of the sky, scanning done by light sensitive mechanisms whose roots lie in the developments being made in present-day television.
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